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KNIGHT OF THE MIRRORS
“You look around and see a lot of negative things, and you can’t help but feel like you’re a
part of something negative, and that maybe you're something negative.”
The Wayne One engines hummed quietly in the background while Bruce studied the
photograph that accompanied the quote. A boy in his early teens, about the age Tim
was when Bruce had met him. About the age of the boys in the favela who’d played
such a role in finding the so-called Gang of Six that were running Demon in Ra’s al
Ghul’s absence.
The boy was describing life, not in an impoverished shanty town in Brazil but in the
housing projects of Gotham. You look around and see a lot of negative things… It was
obvious why Lucius wanted this quote for the website, the quote and the boy were the
perfect 5-second capsulation of what the Foundation was trying to accomplish with the
Neighborhoods program. Throwing money at a school did nothing on its own, not
when everywhere a student looked reinforced the message that tomorrow would be no
better than today. A multi-tiered approach was vital. That’s why the arts and cultural
programs had to stay, right alongside the health, education and conservation efforts.
The picture, however… Bruce chuckled. He could see why Lucius wasn’t sure about
it. The clean, pressed blue jeans and shirt might not conform to the public’s image of a
kid from a Gotham slum, but they bespoke personal pride and a caring family. That
wasn’t a problem. The contradiction that undercut the quote was that smile—and that
gleam in the kid’s eye. He knew it was a good line. Whether he was wise as well as
articulate or merely read the photographer’s reaction, he knew he’d said something
tremendously insightful and he was, understandably, proud of himself. Beaming with
satisfaction, in fact. It was not the face of a boy beaten down by his environment, it
was a boy who knew he might one day get into Harvard. Not something to
discourage, but they would have to use a different picture.
A soft snore sounded from the sofa a short distance away, and Bruce glanced at
Selina, opting for a nap when it became clear he was going to work during the flight
home. He looked at the picture again, then at the clock in the lower corner of his
laptop, then at his watch… Not quite seven in Gotham, too early to call Lucius… He
shot off a quick email, approving the quote be used as the snapshot for the
Neighborhoods program, but with a different image—and making sure that boy was
invited to some event in the near future where there would be plenty of photo ops so
they could put a smaller picture of him, shaking hands with the governor or
something, elsewhere on the website.
Bruce returned his attention to the spreadsheet with the Neighborhoods budget, but
his thoughts kept returning to that photo… the pressed blue jeans, and the boys that
same age in Brazil. Again he looked at Selina, relocated to the sofa where she lay, and
gave her hip a nudge.
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“Landing?” she murmured.
“No, not for hours yet.”
She adjusted and sat up as the confused kitten expression morphed into the ‘why do
you plague me’ pout of the cat burglar surprised at an opened vault.
“We could add a bedroom,” he graveled. “Most planes of this type have them. Paul
Allen’s, Lau’s, Prince Alwaleed’s, even Redford Briggs’s.”
Selina looked around suspiciously and then whispered “Are we alone?” And once he
nodded: “’Cause waking me up to talk about putting a bedroom in the plane sounds
like something the Fop would come up with.” That was answered with the unmasked
version of the scowl Batman always gave when he denied his feelings for her and she
called him out on it—which led to the satisfied purr: “So what do you really want to
talk about?”
He smirked.
“I swore I was never going to tell you this, but when you lost that bet and I said you
had to take Ra’s off my hands, I was joking. I never imagined you would actually do
it.”
“I know,” she said with the subtlest of smiles. “Why do you think I ran with it the
way I did? It wasn’t to see the look on his face when I told him (although it was
priceless); it was to see the look on yours. But that’s not really what you woke me up
to say, is it?”
“No,” he admitted. “I guess I just want to talk, not even sure where to begin.”
“It’s okay,” Selina said softly. “Just… start. Let it go where it wants.”
“When I began all this… ‘Batman’… Whatever it was I imagined it would be, it
wasn’t… well, it wasn’t Joker and Poison Ivy and The Mad Hatter. I guess it was the
alley. It was stopping the kind of crime that marred my life so that no one else would
have to suffer the way I did. And as much as theme criminals in weird costumes are a
departure from that original plan, Demon is a thousand times more so.”
He fell into silence and, after a few seconds, Selina gently prodded him.
“Go on.”
“It’s the same with the Foundation. When I took over, it was with a Gotham focus:
assistance for victims of crime and poverty. The economic conditions that foster
desperation and violence among people who would have no inclination to anti-social
behavior but for…” The expression that stopped him mid-sentence was a new one,
never seen before in costume or out.
“Alfred told me,” she said with a guilty smile that became a vibrant one when it
reached her eyes. “It wasn’t long after the RISE party. Knowing now what we didn’t
know then, he’d deduced that we’d become engaged. You were off with the League on
that stupid Dark Matter thing in the Stellar Stream and…”
“What’s he been telling you?”
“Nothing that makes me love you less,” she said in a teasing murmur. “He said
when you were young you would talk about the trust and what you would do with the
money when you came of age. And you had a logic proof that established, line by line,
that you can’t—what was the phrase—yes, ‘you can’t arrest your way out of crime.’”
“He told you that,” Bruce said, the ominous gravel wavering into an unbelieving
squawk. “He told you that I said that.”
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“That nobody wanted to be tougher on criminals, of course, especially murderers, of
course, but… yes, if the goal was to prevent victims, the only sure method was to
prevent criminals. Q.E.D. any successful war on crime must include a war on the
causes of crime, and Poverty is the big offender by a mile. Rich people steal and kill
too, certainly, but money isn’t going to be much use on those fronts whereas with
poverty…”
She stopped as Bruce got up and paced angrily around the cabin like Shimbala at
feeding time.
“I don’t believe he would tell you that,” he said, adding in Batman’s gravel, “that he
would tell you of all people.”
“You don’t imagine it came as a surprise, do you?” Selina laughed. “Bruce, I’ve
known there was more to you than ‘the fist’ since, like, four seconds after we met.”
“He still shouldn’t have told you about that conversation.”
“He was never prouder of you.”
“I know. ‘A superb expenditure, Master Bruce, eminently worthy of your late
parents’ name and memory.’ He rarely dipped into the pompous vocabulary back
then. He was doing it to cover tearing up, and I pretended not to notice.”
“You do realize you’ve saved the world a good eight or ten times since then, and he
was never prouder of you than that day. So don’t be a jerk and growl at him for telling
me. It will just lead to cold soup on the dinner tray and dirty socks left in little piles in
the costume vault.”
“Yes, well, my point was that I always intended the Foundation to have a Gotham
focus much like I did the crimefighting.”
“But?” she prompted.
“But you saw those favelas,” Bruce said impatiently. “Hundreds of thousands of
people living in abject poverty—and off the grid. It’s not only prime recruiting for
Demon, it’s just… wrong. And I’m heading home, again, and just like when I trained
with Dias the first time, I’m planning to write a check.”
He paused, looking at her as if inviting another prompt.
“And?” she obliged.
“And there’s an email from Lucius, redoing the Foundation website. There’s a
picture and a quote from a boy. It’s for the neighborhood revitalization projects, and
it’s so… People who talk about income inequality in a place like Gotham, if they saw
those favelas, their heads would explode. But how can I short Gotham to give more to
Brazil? That boy right there in the photo is the one who grows up to be the next Lucius
Fox or the next drug dealer Batman has to clear off the street.”
“While the boys in the favela may wind up in Demon. I get it. And the response to
the painfully obvious ‘Can’t you do both’ would be?”
“Do you have any idea how much money we’re talking about?”
“I know we’re having this conversation on your plane and we started off talking
about refurbishing it to put in a bedroom. And I know that, fop performances
notwithstanding, you’re not big on ‘Let them eat cake’ irony. So I’m guessing we’re a
bit beyond ‘Sell a Batmobile’ territory.”
“What the Brazilian government spent only on the favelas they fixed up would take
17,000 Batmobiles. Twenty squadrons of Batwings. Eighty—”
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“Okay, I get it,” Selina nodded. Then her eyes narrowed, darkened, and took on the
gimlet quality he associated with her most dangerous villainous escapades. “How
many LexCorp divisions?”
“What?”
“Well it just occurred to me that—my fault, I brought up the Batmobile—we started
off talking Wayne stuff and then jumped to Bat stuff. And I thought how, even if there
was an air force of Batwings to liquidate, it’d be a ridiculous amount of money to
explain, and then I just… flashed on Luthor. Rebuilding LexCorp, and cleaning out
Bev buying up a villa’s worth of artwork at a time, and, well… He’s probably the only
man in the world who has as much stashed away in secret assets as you do.”
“I am not letting him buy back those tech divisions,” Bruce declared with I’mBatman finally.
“Even as bait, to get him to expose all that lovely secret wealth so kitty can do what
she does best?
“What?” Bruce repeated to cover his mouth dropping open in shock
“Look, for years I’ve had to put up with half-wits that couldn’t find England on a
map saying that Catwoman is some kind of Robin Hood. As if the notion of stealing
Mrs. Ashton Larraby’s second-rate Faberge to give money to an orphanage doesn’t
insult everyone involved, from Czar Nicholas right down to the orphans. Every time it
happens, after I throw up a little bit in my mouth, I think about how I’d do it, just once,
to show those low-rent ant-fuckers what it would look like. My brains and my skills,
what Catwoman ‘robbing from the rich to give to the poor’ would really look like.”
“And you think I’m going to turn a blind eye to an eleven-figure heist because I like
your smooth skin?”
She stared for a half-beat, and then the naughty grin broke like the dawn.
“You learned to figure out when I’m joking. When did that happen?” she asked
moments before the lip twitch.
“Approximately forty-eight seconds after you said ‘Romance in the workplace is a
seriously bad idea,’ which was 1.4 seconds after ‘I can’t believe you fell for that, you’re
so cute when you’re stupid.’”
She smiled, he smiled—one of the rare ones few people got to see.
“Well, we may have come a long way,” she said at last, “But I don’t think a solution
to global poverty is in the cards. Not before we land.”
“No,” Bruce admitted. “It’s just so frustrating. Doing what I always do. I’ll write a
check. Dias has a jujitsu program in one of the favelas. Give him what he needs to take
more students. It really teaches them respect, for themselves and each other.
Discipline, the benefits of hard work and dedication. They have to keep up their
grades, behave in school. And it gives them a full meal each day, sometimes two. Still
feels like so damn little. In six months, I’ll have Lucius follow up, see about expanding
the program into some of the other neighborhoods, and it will seem like even less.”
“Bruce, you started off talking about your plan at the beginning. That boy with the
logic proof knew he couldn’t solve the whole problem and wipe out all crime. And
you decided it was still worth doing.”
“Yes,” he took a deep breath. “It’s still enormously frustrating.”
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CHAPTER 1: WHAT KIND OF DAY HAS IT
BEEN?
“When life itself seems lunatic, who knows where madness lies? Perhaps to be too practical is
madness. To surrender dreams — this may be madness. Too much sanity may be madness —
and maddest of all: to see life as it is, and not as it should be!”
~Don Quixote
The Gotham art world had never seen anything like it. Museum Row transformed
into an open air arcade, like a block party for the glitterati. Giant screens hung at
intervals to loom over the crowd 1984-style, but displaying a slide show of the most
significantly inspiring works spanning 10,000 years of human history. The effect was a
cross between the loggia of an Italian Renaissance palazzo and Times Square. Beneath
the screens, the name of the event: A MAN’S REACH was proclaimed on banners that
hung from every post and street light, creating a path like the approach to an Asian
temple. The path led to an alley between the museums used by the staff for smoke
breaks and smaller deliveries that didn’t require the loading dock, and by Catwoman
for its proximity to the restoration room.
Remade as a courtyard for the occasion with another giant video screen, banners,
and a stage at one end where Bruce Wayne was concluding his remarks for the opening
ceremony.
“…said ‘But Bruce, everyone’s used to hearing you talk about Gotham and this
whole thing was about Metropolis. And I said ‘Yes, but at least it wasn’t LexCorp.’”
The audience laughed. All but Barry Hobbs, anyway. He turned his back to the
stage and appeared to be going for a drink but then walked passed the bar and out of
the courtyard. Richard Flay saw him go and good manners whispered that he really
should follow, intercept Barry and lead him back to his little circle of board members.
Make him feel included. But what would be the point? An ardent Luthor fan, Hobbs
didn’t want to be there. Dragging him into a chat with Trip and Sophia would only
dampen everyone’s afternoon, which was hardly the goal of ‘good manners.’ It was
best, he decided, if he never noticed Barry’s departure.
“Mr. Wayne, do you have time for one more question?” a reporter asked from the
crowd.
“I don’t think I answered the last one. Lois has me telling jokes,” Bruce chuckled.
“Here’s an answer I don’t think you’re going to like. Someone asked me coming in
here today if I didn’t think it was a bad idea to be associating Wayne Tech with this
installation when its theme is so old-fashioned and outdated. If it wasn’t foolish to be
linking the name of Wayne Tech—”
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..:: …forward-thinking and ever focused on building a better tomorrow Wayne Tech, with an
event taking its inspiration from a poem published in 1855 and named for an artist who died in
1530… ::…
Selina Kyle stood with Clark Kent and the artist known as Kyray, watching a closedcircuit feed in the curator’s office that was doubling as the event greenroom.
“I’m still not sure why he’s doing this,” Clark murmured in a kind of awe.
“Sure you do,” Selina said softly.
..:: …Before that, it was ‘the City Always Looking Up.’ That was long before Superman
arrived on the scene. They were looking up at the first skyscrapers. Buildings are made by
people looking up. ::…
Outside the door, the Hudson University student assigned as Kyray’s assistant
talked alternately into his headset and his phone, evoking the backstage drama at a
rock concert rather than the staid atmosphere of a typical museum do—which scared
away onlookers who wandered in from the party and strayed too close to the
greenroom door.
..:: … and imagination that built cities like Metropolis isn’t old-fashioned, it’s the life’s blood
of progress. It’s the only thing that’s ever gotten things done. ::…
Clark’s eyes were riveted on the screen, and Selina decided she had time for a quick
hero-tease.
“Mr. Kent, a lot of Gotham reporters would love the access you’ve been given here.
Yet the Daily Planet gets the exclusive, alone in the greenroom with Miss Selina Kyle
and the artist Kyray moments before the unveiling. Are you really going to spend it
adjusting your glasses and checking your phone?”
“Bruce’s people have already sent a memo with quotes from you both to cover this
window, and he has someone live-tweeting for both me and Lois so, even though we’re
technically here to cover the event, we don’t have to do anything but sit back and enjoy
the show. She’s only out there now because she loves it.”
Selina laughed. Then to fill the silence after a pause she said “I liked her piece on
Antwerp.”
“I’ll be sure to tell her.”
“Though I thought she might have overstated the Justice League’s role, just a tad.
Major cocaine port in Europe and weapons have always been a big export there, it’s not
like anybody had to be psychic to know there was something going on.”
“Oh no, they had very good intel. Without that, there wouldn’t have been a raid.”
“See, that’s what bothers me,” Selina hissed. “That organization has been known to
go overboard with their gratitude. Help them once when their backs are to the wall,
they think you’re an ally and put you on a list.”
“You’re referring to the time with Prometheus. As I understand it, all Superman did
was say thank you. If assumptions were made…”
“Assumptions were made, because he’s Superman. I hope he’ll think twice if he ever
has an urge to do it again.”
“Considering he’s Superman, I don’t think there’s any chance of that happening.”
Selina turned to him.
“Having the impulse to say thank you or pausing to consider the consequences
before acts on it?”
Clark grinned.
6
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“I’ll tell Lois how much you liked her piece on Antwerp.”
“Okay,” Selina declared with emphatic change-the-subject zeal. “Well, as you say,
you were sent all you need to cover our ‘interview’ so you can sit back and enjoy the
show. As soon as Kyray and I go out there, Bruce is free and you get to enjoy it with
him. If you’re all set, then I’m going to go check on Kyray. See if he needs oxygen.
From here he looks… not the usual green. I’m thinking stage fright.”
“Okay, good luck,” Clark laughed—and Selina promptly swatted him.
“Don’t do that,” she chided playfully. “This may not be a theatre but it’s a green
room and that’s a stage we’re about to walk onto. No whistling, no quoting the
Scottish play and no wishing good luck. Don’t Smallville high schools have drama
clubs that do Man of La Mancha every winter? People are supposed to know these
things.”
“Sorry. Break a leg. Or better yet, break a mirror,” Clark said hurriedly, playing
along, and Selina moved on.
..:: …inevitable parts of life, a part of being human. What defines us is the way we rise to
meet those moments or become lost in anxiety and fear… ::…
“Much like me,” Kyray muttered. “Anxiety and fear; this speech is terrifying,” he
said, turning to Selina. “We’ve got to follow this? What did he do, hire Aaron Sorkin?
‘Cause if I knew that was an option, I wouldn’t have blown a month’s rent on the
haircut and highlights, you know what I’m saying?”
“Kyle, calm down,” Selina soothed. “You’re the artist; no one is expecting you to
give a speech. What you have to say you’re saying through your artwork, and that’s
what everyone’s here to see. Bruce is just your opening act.”
“It’s what he has to say. And just between us, everyone in the League will know it.
You know that thing he set up with the satellites, linked mirrors to create a beam of
concentrated sunlight? It’s that. It’s Bruce’s brain thinking ‘How to help Clark.’”
“First, that’s a parallel only an artist sees. And second, you know Clark can hear
you, right?”
Kyle waved a hand dismissively.
“You work at the Watchtower long enough, you don’t worry about that. It’s like
privacy on the Internet.”
“Okay, well, that’s a fascinating idea for your next installation, Kyray, but they’re
applauding my future husband now. So buck up, get into character and let’s get out
there.”
Kyle Rayner rubbed his ring for luck and then declared in a bold voice:
“Do not be the bourgeoisie patron with me, Selina mijn schatje, though I am fond of
you, I will become angry. Genius does not wait upon the mob. Color and light do not
come when called like a panting spaniel. They will—”
“Bruce is introducing us now,” Selina interrupted softly.
“Then we shall go!” he decreed as he strode grandly towards the door.
..:: Kyray is acknowledged as a key mover and shaker of the generation of conceptual artists,
::.. the monitor declared. ..:: The scale and reach of his creative vision, merging massive
amounts of digitally-aggregated data that are the touchstone of the modern age with the
romance of epic visual display to create awe-inspiring spectacle borne of the invisible
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mechanisms that drive the modern world. And now, to introduce the man of the hour, GMA
Board Member Selina Kyle…::..
After an introductory word from Selina, Kyray stood center stage next to a large
theatrical breaker that seemed to merge its physical casing with holographic
projection. He flipped the switch, declaring Tae-Vrroshokh or ‘True Glass’ open.
The word SAVE appeared in five foot letters of brilliant white light, glowing in the
middle of the courtyard just over the heads of the crowd. Everyone applauded while
those on the perimeter craned their necks to spot the projectors. As they pointed here
and there, a second set of letters bounced from the first, spelling out HELPFUL and
then CARING, NOBLE and KIND in a path leading from the courtyard to the main
thoroughfare beyond. Kyray urged everyone to follow, where the arcade was now a
matrix of glowing words pulsing brighter and dimmer. Some large and some small,
like the keywords on a blog or the frequency analysis of a Shakespeare play. Words of
light streamed from a box on the base of every video screen that, like the hologrambreaker on the stage, seemed to merge a physical apparatus with holographic light
display so you couldn’t quite tell where the mechanical thing stopped and the light
construct began.
In the center, a light model of a rotating globe gleamed as more terms hovered over
its continents… STRONG, GENEROUS, DECENT… One would fade up in green, in
blue, in yellow: HELTEN, EROE, HRINA, BAYANI, and then morph into its English
equivalent. The more colors and languages came together, the whiter and brighter the
translation glowed… HERO… which then morphed into Japanese kanji, into Korean
and Yiddish, Urdu and Russian, Chinese and Greek…
In the courtyard, Selina leaned in to Kyle and whispered “The idea might have been
his. The execution was yours. And it’s a masterpiece.”
“First and last time I used it to really make art,” Kyle said, pressing the pad of his
finger against the ring. “And nobody will ever know.”
“You will,” Selina started to say when she was cut off by a loud squeal. Lois came
running up, grabbed Kyle by his jacket collar and kissed him. She released him and
then, after a pause, shook her head and kissed him again. When she let go the second
time, Kyle stared blankly.
“I’m going to die, aren’t I?” he said, turning to Selina.
He wasn’t serious of course, but Selina’s blank stare and the blood draining from her
face made him think twice.
“Possibly,” she whispered. Then a muttered “I saw something.”
“Selina, it’s genius, absolute genius,” Lois gushed. “When it’s done here, we’ve got
to have it in Metropolis.”
“I saw something,” Selina repeated.
“I know it’s supposed to tour the world first and only hit Metropolis when the movie
opens but—”
Selina’s eyes widened, looking at a spot in the distance over Lois’s head.
“Jonathan,” she hissed. She turned to look where he was looking, senses pounding
into overdrive to take in everything, stretching out every second and making her body
seem to lag as if she was moving in slow-motion, looking to the stage behind them and
hearing Lois’s inhale as if before a scream...
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Three Months Earlier…
The Commerce Bank of Metropolis, one-time jewel of the LexCorp Financial crown,
rebranded as CBMetro after Talia al Ghul tanked the company. The main branch is one
of those lovely Old Metropolis buildings that telegraphs half of its security as you walk
in off the street. All you have to do is look at the foundation to know where the vault
is and to guess it’s an old Lossing Mark II, the kind that had a showy twelve-ton door
to impress the rubes and opened onto an inner foyer with the actual bank vault to the
left and the safe deposit boxes to the right, each with their own access profiles.
That meant if you didn’t want to be a dreary hacker and get the specs from their
insurance policy, you could be a properly active cat burglar and case the place like a
grown-up. Going in to rent a box, possibly after a spot of shopping on the Mile or a
nice lunch at one of the hotels in the downtown loop, and noting the inner door
access… (30-70 seconds for anybody without a Kittlemeier C-box…) The pressure sensitive
tiles, triple wired, disabled via keypad… (Average hack time 1 minute, 9.3 seconds;
Catwoman’s average 24.3…) Magnetic sensors… (technically unhackable, but a couple of
magnetic strips and ten centimeters of aluminum foil will keep the magnetic field intact while I
remove the sensor…) And an utterly redundant heat sensor… (Pfft, a nice spritz of
dimethicone, dmapa acrylates copolymer, alcohol and quaternary-70—aka hairspray—blocks the
effects of a 130-degree hair dryer blasting away for twenty minutes at a shot, makes a wonderful
film to shield little ol’ me zipping in and out. Why the hell do they still bother with those
things…)
Casing accomplished, there’s a cute little wine bar called Up, Up and Away where a
girl might stop to organize her notes over a glass of chardonnay: Average time to crack
the actual combination on the Lossing is 6 minutes, 1 second; call it 8 minutes in and
out. Cat average is 5 minutes, 12 seconds, but my record is 4 minutes and I’ll bet with
that gadget of Bruce’s, I could beat it. That leaves only two cameras covering the vault
area, one guard watching after hours. The feed from the inner vault-cam technically
goes into a second monitor in the manager’s office, but that’s only on during the day.
In other words, the cameras and guard are so inconsequential they can be improvised
in-situ and needn’t be part of the plan going in. So… I’m all set to rob the CBMetro
after a whopping four hours of research, including lunch, and fifteen minutes prep
time.

Like any dog, Krypto dreamed of the things that filled his waking life. He ran and
flew with Superman, caught a scent on the wind and changed course to chase it, and he
roamed the Fortress of Solitude waiting for his master’s return, moving from the spot
where the Man of Steel left to the one where he sometimes returned, and in between,
staying alert for intruders. When he found one, he would scare it off with the most
vicious of snarls. If it wouldn’t go, he would tear it to shreds with his powerful jaws.
Tonight’s dreaming adventure had been one of these, following a strange squeaking
noise into the fortress Trophy Room, suspecting the yellow-haired cousin was to
blame… when the rich tang of outdoor air rushed past his nostrils and his dream
shifted to the flying kind, chasing a flock of geese flying low across a frozen lake…
9
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Superman didn’t slow as he passed over the sleeping dog to the cluster of carved
crystal tables and seating that served as the fortress living room. He carried Catwoman
by the back of her waistband and deposited her without ceremony face down on the
sofa.
“Sit,” he said—in a tone which finally woke Krypto, who immediately came to join
the proceedings and yelped with excitement when he saw it was the one visitor he
liked best!
“Oh, hell,” Selina said as the blur of dog dashed at her face.
“No, stay,” Clark said while Krypto yipped happily, circling her head. “No,” he
repeated when the licking began—her ear, her cheek, her other ear, her neck. “No!” he
said again… and again… and a fourth time before the dog relented.
“I will never understand dog people,” Selina muttered while Clark ushered Krypto
out, and then she simply glared while he came to join her on the sofa.
“Well?” he asked, the one syllable allowing him to remain safely on the line between
concerned friend and caped law enforcement.
“Well,” she shot back. “Isn’t it obvious? I needed to blow off steam. And I didn’t
want to risk it in Gotham.”
“No, that is not obvious,” Clark said, teetering towards the friend, albeit a confused
one. “How is that obvious? You were robbing a bank.”
“Fine, it wasn’t obvious. Now it should be, because I just said it. ‘I needed to blow
off some steam.’ I didn’t want him coming by and jumping into the middle of it. I
came here.”
“Selina—”
“And by the way, I was not ‘robbing’ a bank, I was entering a bank. Whether I was
going to leave with anything is something we will never know now, isn’t it?”
“There are certain assumptions that have to be—”
“You know if I was going to leave with something, it would have been the contents
of Box 351, which I rented this afternoon.”
“Selina—”
“A watch, silver tiger bracelet with rubies, and a little jade cat. About this big, such a
cutie.”
“Selina! If you don’t stop that playful rooftop cat-burglar thing—which you know I
can’t deal with—I will let Krypto back in here.”
She pouted. And then… “Okay, I deserved that.”
Clark looked up suspiciously, sensing a trap, but the feline sass had evaporated and
the woman now sitting next to him seemed weary.
“No, you’re entitled,” he said. “Given all the time I spent at the Catitat after that
movie came out, and all the times you listened to me gripe about it.”
“Hey, you don’t have to wait for them to make a sequel, you know. You can come
back at any time. The tiger cubs have gotten so big, and I know the leopards miss
you.”
He gave a sad smile, and then asked seriously, “Selina, what’s going on in Gotham?
Why do you need to ‘blow off steam?’”
She took a deep breath…
“Do you know what’s involved becoming Mrs. Bruce Wayne?”
10
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Silence was the best response he could come up with, but its inadequacy was
instantly apparent and the need to say something manifested in a strained wheeze that
sounded like “I-eh-no,” which was worse. Kent Farm hospitality suggested a change
of scene, so he offered coffee which bought some time. Thankfully the move to the
kitchen was enough of a prompt to get Selina talking again.
“I love him, Clark. And I want to be his wife more than oxygen. So ‘complaining’
about what my life has been since we got back from Rio is sort of… obscene. It’s like if
you sat there bitching that flying around so much in direct sunlight was making your
cape fade.”
“It isn’t, is it?” he said, worriedly checking over his shoulder.
“Nah, still a healthy Superman Red,” she assured him. Then both smiles faded and
he asked:
“Selina, tell me what your life’s been since you got back from Rio.”
Again, she began with a deep breath. Then:
“The meetings start at ten. Most days we’re up at nine and drive into the city, but if
patrol went past 4:30 and he wasn’t in bed by five, then we sleep in to 9:30 and take the
helicopter. We go to a lawyer’s office, or an accounting firm or a brokerage, or
occasionally they come to his office at the tower. And they begin explaining: about the
Foundation, that was the easiest since I worked with them on all those NMK projects.
Another day it will be Wayne Enterprises, Wayne Tech, Wayne Industries, Wayne
Global, and finally Bruce’s personal holdings. Three days ago, we started on the will.”
She swallowed. Clark sat back in the chair, Kryptonian muscle-control providing a
mask of compassionate understanding that hid his shock at a topic so far from what he
was expecting.
“These meetings go to three o’clock most days,” Selina resumed. “Sometimes later.
Then Bruce would say we had an appointment and we’d go to the nearest cave—and
he’d tell me the rest of the story, all the Bat-parts they don’t know about. Not just
assets like the Batwing and the Batmobiles but the supply chains to buy the jet fuel, the
holding companies that own the land outside cities where he keeps a hanger, the coltan
mine in Canada and the wolframite in Australia.”
Clark blinked.
“Did you know the Bat-gadgets are made with conflict-free capacitors? I didn’t. He
has his own mines,” Selina said cheerily. “So yeah, I felt like I had to rob a bank
tonight. I’ll be fine once I can catch up and process it all, but right now, I just needed to
hack a keypad, disable some magnetic sensors, crack a safe and mess with a hero in a
cape.”
“I think I can understand that,” Clark said gamely, but then he shook his head. “No,
no, I can’t.”
“I thought I knew him, Clark. Even the Foundation where I thought I had the best
handle on it, how he really uses it beyond the obvious philanthropy, there’s just so
much more going on than I imagined. You know those favelas in Brazil, the shanty
towns in and around the cities that had no infrastructure until a few years ago?”
“Yes, Lois did a story on them when the government fixed them up before the World
Cup. No water, sanitation, proper housing or police. Ruled by default by the drug
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lords and the gun. It was terrible, and a lot of it in the hills around the city where they
could look right down into the gardens and swimming pools of the rich. But, Selina—”
“Hundreds of thousands of people that don’t officially exist. Invisible people who are
desperately poor, unpoliced, etc. etc. Sounds like premium territory for an outfit like
Ra’s al Ghul’s doesn’t it?”
“Selina, Bruce already told me that it was you who found the Demon cell in Rio de
Janeiro. He said it was that, eh, ‘Gang of Six’ that’s been running things since Ra’s al
Ghul is imprisoned in Atlantis.”
“Yes, I got lucky. A boy serving at a place where I took classes had a tattoo under his
thumbnail, which is pretty unusual so I noticed it. Happened to be the same symbol
Gregorian Falstaff had on a signet ring. So I snooped, I followed, I needed a—”
“Don’t you EVER give me a hard time about comparing you to Lois,” Clark cut in,
laughing. “Because that last part sounds very familiar to me.”
“—needed a guide,” she continued firmly. “So I picked up a couple of teenage
boys—very easy for someone that looks like me to get unofficial assistance from
teenage boys. They could tell I was an American, and as you probably know, in that
part of the world the first thing they ask at that point is ‘Where are you from?’ You can
answer—”
“One of four things,” Clark nodded. “Gotham, Los Angeles, near Gotham or near
Los Angeles.”
“They know Texas now too,” Selina said. “But I went with ‘near Gotham,’ and they
all got very excited for this one guy, Lucas, to show me something. Lucas is quite the
artist. He ran off and came back with a sheet of paper, a charcoal sketch… of Harley
Quinn. Now, they don’t really know who she is, but they follow her on Twitter. These
kids in a hilltown that supposedly just got electricity and a single grainy television
station a few months ago. They don’t go down to the city like the boy I was following.
But they’ve got access to the Internet somewhere.”
“Selina, you may call that luck, but whatever it is, it’s blown Bruce away. Maybe I
shouldn’t tell you that, but since we’re confiding secrets tonight. The things you’re
doing with al Ghul blow him away.”
“I know,” she said with a strange little smile. “He’s admitted he never expected me
to play along with his little joke when he won that bet.”
“Well, he’s used to people not getting his sense of humor,” Clark said. “You and I
are among the very few who do. He sometimes forgets.”
“But that’s not why I brought up the favelas,” Selina said. “It’s because of this jujitsu
master he studied with down there. Bruce has had this man setting up dojos in those
slums for years, ‘for the kids.’ Keeps them out of Ra’s clutches-grunt. One of a
thousand examples of things that are either completely invisible to the world or else
Batman’s agenda is so well camouflaged that it looks like something completely
different. It’s mind boggling.”
“I still don’t see how that leads to robbing the bank.”
“It’s mind-boggling.”
“I get that. But not robbing the bank.”
“I have a boggled mind. That’s what I do. I assume you juggle meteors or
something.”
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It was bound to happen. Even with Nigma and Isley having manipulated the
Arkham Fast Track for a time, so many rogues captured within days of each other in
the final weeks of the Rogue War meant that, eventually, a large block would be
released within a similar time span. Hugo Strange, Jonathan Crane, Jervis Tetch,
KGBeast, Killer Croc, Roxy Rocket and Firefly all free, with Joker and Tom Blake
entering the final phase of the FTRP where, if they completed the therapy modules
without incident, they would be released in thirty days. Knowing it was inevitable
didn’t make it any less infuriating, and Bruce’s eyes darted angrily between the AtLarge list to the panel on the side of his workstation displaying the light map. With so
many theme Rogues to consider, there was the usual number of small amber lights
proposing locations to include in his patrol. The part that deepened his thoughtful
frown into a particularly fierce scowl was that they were all potential targets. He
usually had a few suspected lairs, probable fronts or safe houses to check, and at least
one person of interest to roust for information. But this, this was the kind of map that
made him want to hit things.
He touched six of the amber dots, mapping out a tentative patrol route… but then as
he began refining it, he saw extra dots that he was fairly sure hadn’t been there a
moment before. He would have included that cluster in the Diamond District, the
midtown location made for a more effective pass up the… Sterling Trust? Strange,
Crane, Roxy Rocket, who on that list could possibly have triggered the Sterling Trust?
Bruce looked back at the list and his eyes narrowed as he saw it had updated to add
a new name: Catwoman.
“That’s impossible,” he said aloud, though there was no one but the bats to hear.
He’d deleted that record from the database years ago, how could it… He clicked on the
name, opening the underlying file where, instead of the usual photo and stats, a simple
line of text read:
Don’t leave without me tonight. Need to talk. Meow.
He shook his head with an exasperated sigh, re-deleted the file, and finished
mapping the patrol route. Then he stalked angrily upstairs and found her working out
in her suite.
“I wish you wouldn’t hack my workstation,” he announced in Batman’s fiercest
gravel.
She grinned as she usually did at a foreboding entrance… “Oh, you found that
already?” …then turned and bent, giving him a provocative eyeful of her tush as she
exchanged her weights for a stretch band so she could continue her routine and still
talk without exertion. “I didn’t think you’d see that until after dinner. I sort of… did a
bad thing.”
Bruce did his best not to react to the unprecedented admission coming from Selina
Kyle, while Psychobat strolled grimly through the Batcave of his mind, casually
tripping every alarm with a rhythmic I-told-you-so wrist-flick. In the real world, Bruce
mirrored the action, picking up the stereo remote and turning down the volume on
Selina’s workout music while the inner Psychobat sat down at the workstation to
access long-mothballed protocols.
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“It doesn’t matter what and it doesn’t matter why,” Selina continued with the
maddening ingenuousness of long ago rooftops. “What matters is that it led to a tete-atete with Clark and I realized… We’re going to need a protocol.”
“How so?” Bruce asked cautiously.
“I said something while we were talking. The Catitat came up and, just casually, I
said he didn’t have to wait for them to make a sequel. Then I realized they probably
are going to make one and, from the look in his eye, he realized it too. At that second.
The thought hadn’t occurred to him and then, bang, there it was. Go me.”
“And you want us to be prepared for a seriously displeased Superman,” Bruce
graveled.
“Bruce, what’s wrong with you? I want to be prepared for a seriously upset Clark. It
wasn’t ‘Superman’ going up to the Catitat last time. Even if technically he flew and
was roughhousing with tigers, that wasn’t any Man of Steel. That was Clark the
adorable, the dog person and the dork. And he wasn’t displeased; he was hurting.”
“Keep going.”
“What?”
“Selina, I’m not blind and I’m not stupid. I’ve been aware of this situation. They are
making a sequel and it’s probably going to be worse. But you’ve come this far on your
own, before coming to me for ‘a protocol.’ So go a little farther, think it through. The
key to helping Clark is to get to the crux of why this nonsense bothers him.”
“You want to teach me how to write protocols now?” she said flatly. “I tried, Bruce;
I don’t have the knack. The best I could come up with on my own was giving
Kryptonian names to those cubs he was always playing with. Which is pointless and
not going to fix anything, but—”
“It’s a wonderful idea. He would like that.”
“Well don’t get your hopes up. I tried researching Kryptonian names on the Internet
and all I came away with was a whopping headache, and then I tried your files and got
even more confused.”
“Why not just ask him?” Bruce said with a lip-twitch.
“Oh like it’s not transparent enough that I’m just trying to make him feel better. If I
ask him for names for Amaterasu’s cubs, it’s only going to underline why: ‘Big looming
movie is going to stick it to you again, Spitcurl. Remember how much you took refuge
with those little fuzzballs the last time?’”
“That’s exactly why the gesture will mean something, as will your being the one who
makes it. Selina, haven’t you stopped to wonder why a man who took the turn into
adulthood as long ago as Clark Kent, not to mention a hero with the powers and
accomplishments of Superman, cares about something so utterly meaningless as a
movie getting it wrong?”
“We went through this the last time, Bruce. He’s an alien. His very words up at the
Catitat: he ‘came here uninvited.’ Luthor’s said it so many times, I’m sure he doesn’t
hear it anymore: the alien pestilence keeping humanity down, making us dependent on
his world-saving patronage so he can lord it over us and rule like a god, leaving a trail
of destruction in his wake wherever he goes, and clubbing baby seals for fun.”
“But?”
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“But… I left out acting as a bright caped birdhouse that attracts every superpowered squirrel and evil butterfly in the galaxy into the garden. It’s a silly image and
a dumb, unwieldy metaphor.”
“But?” Bruce repeated. “He’s so used to Luthor’s rhetoric, bad metaphors included,
that he doesn’t hear them anymore, but?”
“But he counts on anybody outside of Arkham knowing better. He counts on
anybody more in touch with reality than Joker noticing the giant neon sign over
Luthor’s head reading: ‘This is all about me. It’s what I would do if I had Superman’s
powers and it’s not a pretty picture.’ Hell, he even said it when I…”
She stopped, a sudden shift in her glance that Bruce had only seen a few times and
that he knew was as close as Catwoman came to guilt. When she continued, it was
with the same tone, from the old rooftops, that always followed that look.
“Bruce, when I saw Clark last night, I actually, um, mentioned what we’ve been
doing. The crash course on the financial world of you. And he said virtually the same
thing about Luthor, but he was talking about your superpower. He said you’re what
we all hope someone with a vast fortune would do with it, and Lex is what we fear.
Wayne Enterprises and the Foundation are the ideal, and LexCorp is the nightmare.
He said it. And that’s why I’m going to say I’m pretty sure it’s the same with
Superman. That’s Clark’s idea of how we all hope someone with his powers would
use them. And Lex’s ‘Alien menace’ is what we fear.”
“And the movie?” Bruce asked, arching an eyebrow. “Why can he dismiss all this
coming from Luthor where it’s fueled by malice, yet be tortured when it comes from a
Hollywood studio that’s only trying to make money?”
“I have no idea,” Selina said, exasperated. “What’s that line from Don Quixote? ‘It
isn’t the masses who are to blame for demanding rubbish, but those who aren’t capable
of providing them with anything else.’”
Bruce’s lip twitched.

Since Rio, I had taken a certain interest in a particular Brazilian-based jeweler that
has two showrooms in Gotham: one for prestige on Fifth Avenue and one in SoHo that
actually has paying customers. I like the SoHo location better, so I thought I might use
it as a training exercise for Doris. To balance passing on my criminal expertise, I had
placed the Fifth Avenue store under my special protection. At least that was the plan.
Making my nightly pass over the staff entrance, I was beginning to reconsider. I
checked the alarm box in the alley and saw it was a Phoenix 9420, the Fifth Avenue
standard. With Tiffany and Cartier right up the street and the Diamond District only a
few blocks away, nobody who could disable a Phoenix was ever going to break in
here. There was literally a Van Cleef & Arpels, Piaget, Bvlgari and Choppard between
here and the nearest Starbucks. Nobody who could disable this alarm would ever
bother with so many richer prizes within reach, which meant if I was going to get any
crimefighting action out of this deal, I should swap them. Teach Doris on Fifth Avenue
and watch over SoHo.
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Of course, I did like protecting the Fifth, Park and Madison stores as a whole, and I
didn’t relish Doris taking her new-found knowledge out for a spin where I’d be
running into Game Theory and Riddler breaking into Faberge.
..:: Catwoman, what’s your location? ::..
It’s like he knows.
“Planning a crime here, this better be important,” I said into the OraCom.
..:: Funny. Where are you? ::..
“I don’t believe that’s any of your business. It’s not Date Night, remember? Not
while there’s an At Large list full of people I wave to when I see them at the Iceberg.”
..:: I finished the pass on Rogue targets. I was going to spend a few hours rousting
informants.::..
“And you want me to come watch you pummel?”
I’ll admit Batman doing his violent thing is a show, and one I’ve enjoyed watching
from time to time. Taking on all comers in a particularly scummy alley, it’s violent
jazz. Its meow. But it’s so much sweeter when I have the option to leap in and join the
party if I choose, and this would probably be one informant at a time. So I was
midway through a refusal when he said that in between locations, we could “work on
that other matter.” He meant the protocol for my favorite dog person, and he also said
I had given him the answer. What can I say, he knows my brand of catnip. So I gave
him my location and he told me where the Batmobile would be parked between
informants one and two.
I met him—fresh scuffing on the gauntlets; Pastio hadn’t given up what he knew
without a fright—and as soon as I got in the car, I had that prickly tingle down my
back, like I’d stepped into a trap.
“I’m not going to like this, am I?” I asked, playing with a claw. “You wanted me in
the car, driving out to Brooklyn so I couldn’t storm off. This idea of yours isn’t going
to be like Krypton Tales or something, is it?”
“No, nothing like that,” he said—but the lip twitch was not reassuring.
“Whew, because ever since you said I gave you the answer, I’ve been trying to think
what I could have possibly suggested that was even close to a—”
“Don Quixote. Your quote was exactly wrong. Clark’s issue isn’t with the
insignificant group of people making the movies; it’s the masses creating a market for
them. Quoting from Don Quixote, I suddenly saw it very clearly. I know what Clark
sees when he looks at that movie’s Superman.”
“Don Quixote?”
“The Knight of the Mirrors.”
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CHAPTER 2: PUTTING IT TOGETHER
“Don Quixote, as in tilting at windmills,” Selina said dryly.
It was her fourth try since the Batmobile. The attempt to talk during patrol was first
interrupted by a sedan hitting its turn signal a little too quickly when it spotted the
Batman’s car turning into the street. The pursuit that followed ended the usual way:
with a briefcase of cash and the location of the gun buy or drug buy it was headed for.
“So, Don Quixote?” Selina had said when the last of the dealers lay in a heap, but
Batman didn’t respond. Two gloved fingers stretched out ever so slightly, the only
sign that he’d heard as his eyes riveted on a van in the distance. Whatever raised his
suspicions wasn’t clear, but he shot a line and took off after it. Catwoman followed
and caught up with him at “The West Side Griffin.” Fifth Avenue again. Perched
above the Sherry-Netherland, one of the most luxurious apartment hotels in the city—
and not a place where you’d expect to see a van from BoCoCa dispensing passengers at
this time of night. Yet a couple got out, bulges on each that might or might not be
guns, and each carried a satchel that looked too light to have any contents—yet.
A La Vieille Russie, an antiques and jewelry paradise on the corner that specialized
in Russian decorative art would have been Selina’s choice (and Game Theory’s, now
that she thought about it, and was definitely a reason not to educate Doris about Fifth
Avenue alarms) but the couple passed their door and were heading towards the hotel
with their empty not-luggage. That meant it was just a matter of timing. Batman was
adept at waiting just long enough for a perp to flash a gun or to utter enough syllables
to make their intent clear, and his aggressive focus seemed to ionize the air. It crackled
with the coiled intensity. Poised, seething, waiting… waiting just long enough for a
perp to flash a gun or to utter enough syllables to make his intent clear…
And what was clear in this case was the two they were watching were only part of
the crew. The pair made no move for five minutes, they had to be waiting for
something, and the Bat-Presence shifted. Aggression gave way to something just as
intense but grounded and infinitely calm, as patient as the Earth and unnerving as an
unnaturally still sea. When a third man entered the lobby, it seemed like that must be
it. But again, nothing happened... and Selina was beginning to consider checking the
alarms and maybe even the safe at A La Vieille Russie just to pass the time… But no,
there was a limit to how long three strangers could hang out in the lobby without
raising flags. If she took off, she’d miss the fun. She considered the lobby. With its
arching frescoes and marble mosaic floors, not to mention the clone of Harry’s Bar, the
Sherry evoked Venice (and its palazzos crowded with catworthy treasures) like few
spots in Gotham. With over 150 residences, yet enough traditional hotel rooms that
could be had for a night, it was a perfect playground. It might not be Date Night, but
there would be other nights and—
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—And another pair of well-dressed and subtly-armed goons was coming through the
door at last. Beside her, Catwoman felt a tingle between her legs as the heady Batpresence vanished. He was getting into position.
Once the thugs finally made their move—and the security guard declared himself an
out-of-work actor who was just trying to pay rent—it took Batman almost twenty-eight
seconds to dispatch three of the four with guns, while Catwoman picked off the last.
Too long but it couldn’t be helped, not with two staff huddled on the floor and the
youngest perp—angry and far too edgy with his finger on the trigger—yelling at them
not to look up, and the night clerk made to stand facing the wall where he was all too
likely to catch a bullet from gun two or four if they were fired.
When the last armed man was down, Catwoman made her way behind the front
desk to the tiny, old-fashioned cashier’s closet where the fifth was drilling safe deposit
boxes. She let her shadow creep over him, Bat-style, until the change in lighting broke
his focus on the task.
“Just how long do you need to get those open?” she asked in a more playful tone
than the usual pointy-eared shadow. Then she stepped into the tiny room, crowding
him and pushing his back against the boxes, and sniffed as though analyzing the
particles his drilling had thrown into the air. She clicked her tongue. “So we’ve
opened… (more judgmental tongue clicking) …two. Silly boy, you should have started
with that one.”
She pointed with the instinct of a master thief, when Batman struck, knocking the
perp out with a single lightning strike, and Catwoman pouted.
“I had a mouse,” she complained. “I was playing with my mouse. It’s a cat thing, it’s
very well known.”
“It’s not date night, remember?” he graveled.
“So, no…?” she said, holding up a diamond teardrop from Box 27 to dangle like an
earring. “Woof.”
This time Don Quixote didn’t get a mention. This time they didn’t make it to the
car. Batman had summoned it, but as soon as they walked out of the hotel, the BatSignal was shining over the skyline and Selina shook her head.
“To dream the impossible dream,” she semi-sung. “To try and explain a protocol
during patrol. To wait—”
“It’s only a block to the penthouse,” Batman cut her off. “We’ll sleep there tonight,
talk when I get back or in the morning depending on how long this takes.”
“You’re no fun,” she announced flatly, and he grunted.
He meant for her to go to the penthouse and crash. Instead she went to the satellite
cave beneath the tower and checked on the Demon cell in Rio (which, in the way of cat
toys, she still considered hers whether Batman was back on the case or not.) When
they realized it wasn’t any Demon outpost she’d uncovered but the Gang of Six, Bruce
opted to leave them where they were. If he took them down, it would mean someone
else stepping in just to keep the lights on. When that someone was ready to make their
move, Bruce would be blindsided with another Falstaff. But leave the Six where they
were, monitor the situation closely and when they were ready, he would be ready.
You couldn’t fault his logic, but so far, it didn’t look like the monitoring had
uncovered much. She had been targeting the areas the Gang of Six dismantled or
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gutted to finance Falstaff. Like a wildcat picking off stragglers, she had preyed on the
weak, and for a while, it worked beautifully. A pair of former outposts converted to
make pricey chocolate were typical: not only was it prohibitively expensive for Demon
to reclaim them, it grew Selina’s own war chest for the next assault. But now it seemed
like the organization had stopped falling behind; in fact, it seemed like they were
catching up. How was that possible?
She bit her lip thoughtfully. What would she do for a quick injection of cash? That
castle of his in Mongolia, she decided. In her brief time as a prisoner there, she
glimpsed enough riches to fund a revolution or two. Maybe it was the Sherry
reminding her of Venice or A La Vieille Russie of those Paris apartments when she was
starting out, belonging to exiled Russian aristocrats and stuffed with—ack!
The roar of the Batmobile was hardly unexpected and certainly no cause for alarm,
but Selina found herself hurriedly closing windows.
“Meow,” she said casually as the Dark Knight approached.
“I figured you’d have gone to bed,” he graveled, pulling off the gloves.
“Rothchild treasures at the British Museum,” she said, pointing to the browser she
had opened in reserve. “The Waddeston Bequest, going into the new gallery. I’ve been
meaning to take a look, see which pieces they decided to exhibit. Isn’t it pretty?”
“Mhm,” Bruce said skeptically, then he read over her shoulder in the tone that called
out a regular adversary on an obvious lie. “’The Palmer Cup. Enameled and gilded
Syrian glass goblet with scene depicting a prince and attendants, mounted on French
silver gilt foot. Early 13th century.’ Ra’s has a set of thirty-six at the castle in
Mongolia.”
“Oh, really?” Selina said, dripping innocence to cover the coincidence.
“Things are busy with all the Rogues out of Arkham right now, but when things
quiet down we can take a long weekend if you’d like to go.”
“Sure, I love London this time of year,” she beamed. “We should bring Alfred this
time. And see a show.”
“We can do that if you want,” Bruce said, pulling off the cowl. “But I meant
Mongolia. I somehow had the idea you wanted to burgle the castle.”
“I have absolutely no idea what you’re talking about,” Selina said, relinquishing the
single workstation of the smaller cave and thinking, not for the first time, that there’s a
point where that detective instinct of his became creepy. “Don Quixote,” she said to
change the subject. “As in tilting at windmills.”
But he held up a finger that meant later. He was staring pointedly at the screen,
concentrating, and then began typing. The log, she sighed, and the long-deferred
explanation of the Quixote-Superman connection would be deferred one more time.
Selina went up to the penthouse, took a long shower, and was rewarded with the
discreet ping of the elevator just as she was getting into bed.
“Say it now,” Bruce graveled, backlit as he stood in the bedroom doorway, the
silhouette adding a touch of Bat-theatricality to his otherwise mundane appearance.
“Don Quixote, as in tilting at windmills,” she pronounced dryly.
“As in an old man obsessed with romantic tales of chivalry,” Bruce amended.
“Stayed up all night reading and not sleeping for weeks at a stretch until his mind
finally snapped.”
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“Yeah, I know the story, Bruce. The book by Cervantes, the thirty or so major
artworks based on it—including the Picasso still in the Montez Collection, screw you
Dark Knight—the ballet, the two opera and the musical. Thought he was knight
fighting for justice, riding around having noble adventures. Jousted with windmills
thinking they were giants.”
“Until the Knight of the Mirrors. ’El Caballero de los Espejos lo fuerza a mirarse en el
espejo de la realidad a verse a sí mismo como el mundo lo ve,’” Bruce quoted. “‘The Knight
forces him to look in the mirror of reality to see himself as the world sees him.’ It’s not
the reflection of the noble hero he imagines himself to be but a crazy old man.
“Selina, you said it yourself, Clark has always assumed that ordinary people
recognize Luthor’s insane bias. He assumed they realize Luthor is painting a picture
that is nothing like the real Superman. But that first movie was so successful they’re
making another. Don’t you see, Clark is afraid he’s Don Quixote and that movie is
showing him how he really looks to the world—maybe even showing him what he
really is.”
“That makes a horrible kind of sense,” Selina said quietly. “And doesn’t sound like
something that can be fixed naming a tiger cub Mir-Te El. I really hope you’ve got
something better.”
Bruce’s eyes flicked around the room the way he gave a final check of the
surroundings before swinging into a planned assault on an enemy base.
“It may raise a few eyebrows doing this before the wedding,” he began as if the
casual socialite-at-the-country-club voice he’d assumed didn’t make a bizarre contrast
to the post patrol musk of sweat-soaked leather, dried blood and a hint of bourbon
from the bottle Wharf Rat Mike had broken across the body armor. “But it will raise
flags to do it any other way; eyebrows are preferable. Selina, I want you taking over
my seat on the museum board—now calm down.”
She hadn’t said a word but her eyes had narrowed, first by the emergence of the
country club voice, now by the preemptive call for calm. Bruce continued without a
pause:
“Somebody has to throw their weight around, get the museum to create some sizable
commissions, and for no other reason than ‘because I want it done.’ There’s no reason
for Bruce Wayne to want this, but Superman gave you tigers. He escorted you to the
polo match. There was even a movie based on Catwoman that got more wrong than it
got right; it would be the most natural thing in the world for the subject to have come
up. This will be a lot more plausible coming from you: A lunch with Richard Flay
before the meeting, ‘I need you to back me up on this’ calls to Barry Hobbs and Sophia
Beaufort lining up the votes, and so on. No one will wonder why you’re doing it.”
“Except for me,” Selina pointed out. “I still don’t know what we’re talking about.
Clark was afraid he’s Don Quixote, then there was a shady sedan on its way to buy
drugs, a hotel robbery, you pummeled my mouse, now I’m serving on a museum
board for a year?”
He grunted.
“Bruce, you know I can carry it off, but honestly, there are people who would find it
aggressive, or awkward or downright weird. Do you know how many times I’ve
robbed that place?”
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“Yes, and you would have served more than a year,” he said—still in the brunch-atthe-country club voice, which was disturbing.
“Someone would have had to catch me for that to happen,” she pointed out, to
which he replied:
“Someone did.”
“Didn’t hold me though, did you?” she replied instantly and with a playful grin.
“It’s going to be six hours prep time at least to be sure of the votes and say an hour and
a half for the meeting itself. That’s actually longer it than it took to case the bank in
Metropolis. When you didn’t have me long enough to make it back to the car.”
“Feline logic,” in answer to that, to which she replied: “Jackass.”
By the time he was under the sheets, the Bat-brevity of patrol and log-making
summaries was finally giving way to a more detailed explanation:
“The museum should create five or six commissions, possibly as many as eight
though I don’t think more than that would be prudent. It’s the kind of thing it’s useful
to let them focus on, let them spend their energies debating the details we don’t care
about so they don’t touch the ones we do.”
“I’m familiar with the strategy; I used it on you for about three years.”
“No you didn’t,” Bruce said dismissively, to which she replied “Amberville
penthouse through the Polar Star.”
“The museum should create five or six commissions, possibly as many as eight,”
Bruce repeated firmly. “Either on powered heroes generally, or on some broader
theme where our chosen artist will focus on superheroes, Superman specifically, as the
facet he wants to explore. Once things are in motion there, you’ll start working with
the Foundation again. It will be easy to position yourself as the go-between with the
museum; Lucius and Cynthia know nothing about art. They defer to me, and that’s
after I said some things as the drunken playboy that you don’t want to know about.”
“Picasso’s mutant three-breasted mistress?” Selina said with a knowing smile. “I
heard.”
Bruce stared.
“Maisie Fitzwilliam,” Selina explained. “She was a little quicker than the others
realizing I was here to stay, and I guess you had fopped a few times with her daughter
Annie. She figured if I was out of the picture, Annie still had a shot.”
“But she didn’t want to do it in such a way that made an enemy if it didn’t work, so
she tried to scare you off with tales of the drunken playboy. Maisie is not the worst
strategist on the North Shore.”
“Back to the Foundation,” Selina suggested. “I’ll be the go-between with the
museum, which will be fine with Lucius and Cynthia because I know more about art.
But what am I actually doing?”
“You’ll be working with the Cultural Arts division, specifically Erika, Lewis and
Eloise who will be giving out a new round of grants. Their recent work has all been
dovetailing with the Neighborhoods initiative: murals, grass roots projects initiated by
the residents to elevate local artists, that kind of thing. It’s a departure for them and
these grants, prestigious grants for elite artists, will be a return to the kind of projects
they came to the Foundation for. That should all work in your favor. I’m not saying
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they're snobs, but they will want to prove themselves to you. You should have no
trouble making sure one of the artists recognized with a grant is Kyle Rayner.”
“Who will also be receiving one of those museum commissions, because I’m just that
good,” Selina said, confirming the plan. “A trial run string pulling as Mrs. Wayne,
you’re enjoying that part, aren’t you? Don’t think I don’t recognize the smirk.”
Bruce admitted there was a certain Catwoman-trouncing-Prometheus appeal to the
idea, but he doubted the meeting minutes would measure up to the spectacle on the
Watchtower security feeds. Once again, she called him a jackass.
“So what began with a couple of hours prep time and a board meeting at the
museum is now a month at least with the grants crew at the Foundation. Why am I
giving up all this Doris training and Catitat time to pull strings for Earth’s youngest
Green Lantern?”
“Because artists aren’t generally receptive to ‘the money’ telling them what to do,”
Bruce said evenly. “And Kyle will execute this exactly the way I tell him to… or,
actually, the way you tell him. It will be better if you’re go-between there as well. You
‘speak artist,’ and you can bond over the lies the Gotham Post continues to tell about
you both.”
It was Selina’s turn to stare. In a sentence the protocol had morphed to give her a
new assignment.
“Bruce,” she said cautiously. “We’re not even married yet. Exactly how many of
your future protocols are going to consist entirely of me being your diplomacy beard?”
“Selina—”
“Because, really, very few people think of me as the sweet one.”
“Selina, it’s for Clark,” he said simply.
“Turn out the light.”
The first Date Nights ended at the penthouse for simplicity sorting out the cars the
next morning, though there was a touch of nostalgia that neither expected. For Selina,
occasionally going home to a high rise terrace reminded her of her old apartment,
when a night’s acquisition never quite made good on its promise to fill a neveradmitted void, when a fresh encounter with Batman made a different promise of
something to dream on. Pricking those old memories, bitter and sweet, when he was
right there within arm’s reach was a very particular and very potent form of catnip.
For Bruce, the nostalgia was also tied to Selina’s old place rather than the penthouse
itself. When he had lived in the penthouse alone, he’d returned from patrol in the
Batmobile as he had tonight. Wrapping up patrol in the middle of the city, firing the
Batline at a high rise terrace and going inside to a home, feeling that hyper-awareness
ebb before he’d even taken off the mask, that wasn’t something that ever happened
here. It was unique to those post-patrol visits to Selina. Tonight especially, it stirred
memories of that time, dreams from that time… and nightmares.
“You still have the ring, just in case?”
Clark’s voice echoing in his dreaming mind. An emergency teleport to Metropolis,
knowing the worst had happened. A layover at the Watchtower, choking on contempt
he didn’t have time for. The nightmare scenario the protocols were written to
anticipate and every one of them knew it. There was no time to consider their
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hypocrisy, Skyclad and MKULTRA had taken control of Superman and it was on him
to stop it…
Eventually the dream faded and the present rushed in on the faint smell of brewing
coffee… that meant the penthouse not the manor where sounds and smells from the
kitchen were unknown in the upstairs rooms… Bruce stretched and reached for a robe,
the detective mind starting the day before any other part of him with a little warm-up
exercise:
Since he moved back to the manor, the penthouse was little used and the pantry was
all but empty. The morning after those first date nights, Selina got up first, took a
quick walk to Bouchon or Kayser and returned with a bag of croissants just as if she
was in Paris. It was their routine for about six weeks, until Alfred absorbed the pattern
and began having groceries delivered to the penthouse after 4:30 Friday afternoon.
Since then, Saturday morning at the penthouse resembled sleeping over at Selina’s old
place, except today it wouldn’t, since last night’s patrol was never supposed to be Date
Night. Bruce walked to the kitchen and, as expected, found Selina arranging croissants
on a plate.
“Another throwback,” he said in a throaty gravel that owed more to morning mouth
than raging contempt for criminals.
“Good morning,” she said pointedly. “Coffee? Or do I detect a headache?” she
asked, reading the signs as he rubbed his brow above his right eye, then his neck, then
looked down at the coffee cup like a henchman’s mug shot.
“A bit,” he said. “Mostly a nightmare, didn’t get much sleep after that… Spending
the night here sometimes reminds me of your old place.”
“Not sure I like the implication there,” she teased.
“You remember the night I had so much trouble handling the menu at
d’Annunzio’s?”
“I remember you lied to me like I was some bimbo, telling me you hurt your hand
playing racquetball. I had to find out on CNN you’d been fighting Superman. You’d
never done that before, treating me like other people.”
“Not before or since,” Bruce said sincerely. “There were a lot of reasons I didn’t
want to talk about it. It was more than just ‘a bad day’ like I told you, it was… You
didn’t know about the kryptonite ring. You didn’t know Clark. The protocols we
reference so easily now, it was a fresh wound back then. I had to use the League
transporter to get to Metropolis in a hurry, the hypocrisy of it during the layover was
just…” Again he rubbed his forehead. “There was no way to really talk about it, the
parts that mattered.”
“So it’s been sitting in your head un-talked about for all this time and gave you a
whopping nightmare,” Selina guessed, reaching out to take his hand. “Why not talk to
Alfred? Or Dick?”
“Not appropriate,” he said dismissively. “Dick and Barbara just got engaged. We
were finally getting along, and I didn’t want to sabotage it before the wedding. You
have no idea how… volatile the protocols issue was for him, his position with the
Titans, his friendship with Wally and Kyle. And as for Alfred, I’ll talk to him about
almost anything, but with something like this… He worries too much as it is. The
thought of me fighting Superman he doesn’t need in his head.”
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“I’m pretty sure Alfred has a working television in his room, Bruce. He saw the
same footage I did. Superman throwing a helicopter at your head.”
“Yes, that was a stunning visual that made great television,” Bruce said with a wry
smile. “It’s the memorable image for the rest of the world. But from my point of view,
you’ve been in those fights, you know the… the ‘standout moments’ are different.”
Selina gave his hand a squeeze.
“Then tell me now. I know about the ring now. And I know Clark; I know you’re
like brothers. And I can take it. I’m not Alfred. I can live with this in my head. Let’s
hear it. What’s it like getting into a fistfight with Superman?”
“You have to shut out every instinct,” Bruce said in a distant, almost robotic voice.
“Will yourself to put all you can behind a blow aimed just at the top of the jaw,
knowing the ring will make it effective, not keep it from hurting like hell. It forces
Superman to roll with it, mind-controlled or not, kryptonite cancels out Kryptonian
and lets physical law take its course. Action begets reaction and that impossible bulk
moves with the force of a blow rather than pushing it back into my hand. It still hurts.
A lot. The first blow hurts and this was the fifth.”
“The dream, you mean?”
Bruce nodded. “Yes. You can’t imagine what it takes, hitting Superman four times
and blocking out everything to make your body do it again. It was after that fifth punch
he took off again—I knew it was a part of Clark’s mind trying to help, trying to keep
him from blocking or hitting back with what could easily be lethal force—but it forced
another high altitude pursuit with the Batline around his knee. My arm was on fire, I
can’t even describe what was going on in my hand, and I knew if I passed out from the
pain, there was only the slimmest chance… He might not even notice when my weight
dropped off, and if he did, there was maybe a fifty-fifty chance it would snap him out
of it in time to reach me.”
“Good call not telling Alfred,” Selina said dryly.
“There was a part of him trying to help,” Bruce repeated. “He was trying to shake
me off, but he did it where there were safe rooftops to drop to, rather than, say,
climbing above the atmosphere or diving into the river.”
“Of course, that’s Clark,” Selina beamed, then her smile faded. “It was right after
that fight he told me about Clark Kent.”
“That was tied up with the ring too,” Bruce said. “When Luthor became President,
Lois took it harder than anyone. Clark thought it would give her some peace of mind
to know at least one thing was under control. He didn’t mean anything more than
telling her it was in my hands, but to me, that didn’t mean a thing without telling her
who Batman was.”
“Because Clark entrusted it to you, the real man underneath, not a persona,” Selina
said, and he nodded. It might not have made sense to everyone, but to Selina who had
seen him draw the distinction in every significant advance of their relationship, it was
typically Bruce.
“To Clark, it only made sense to close the circle,” he concluded. “Telling you his
identity. Keeping the ring is a responsibility. It’s doing what I did that day. If he’s not
in control, if he becomes a threat to the people around him, it’s a means to… handle it.
And he clearly felt, just as I did, that it was wrong to ask that without your knowing
the man he was.”
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“I think it was more than that,” Selina said with a strange emphasis. “And I think
I’m starting to realize why Clark’s always been so invested in us as a couple. You’re
kind of a hero to him—Don’t make that face, hear me out. Think about the recurring
theme since this movie nonsense began: He’s an alien, he’s not from here, and he’s got
that subliminal background track in his head every minute of every day reminding him
he’s different so he doesn’t crush somebody’s hand when he meets them or rip the
door off Lois’s car. Without obsessing over it, he looks for little checks where he can.
Particularly when insecurity looms, he looks to nature and Earth’s native inhabitants
for some little sign he’s getting it right. And he meets you. Same basic line of work, a
‘cape’ who fights crime and holds a line against the deeper threats, leads a double life,
has a secret identity…”
“But born here,” Bruce cut her off. “So if I get married, it’s a bit of vindication that
he ‘got it right’ marrying Lois?”
“Yes,” Selina nodded, but Bruce shook his head.
“I’m inclined to think it’s simply what he said initially: we see the worst of the world
on a regular basis, and it’s important to have something—to have someone—to go home
to at the end of the day. Otherwise you wind up thinking the strife and pain and
suffering IS the world.”
“Yes, but—”
Bruce held up his hand to stay the interruption.
“No ‘yes buts,’ please. The battles we fight, the anger and the hatred, the madness
and violence we take on, the pain we endure, it’s to ‘save the world.’ But once you get
to a place where that pain and suffering is the world, there’s less and less reason to. It’s
that touchstone when the fight is over, going home to a place of warmth and
acceptance and… and love, that’s what we save the world for.”
Their eyes met briefly, Selina kissed his cheek to keep from bogging down in
sentiment, and then scratched it playfully.
“You’re such a romantic, and I will always find it hilarious that nobody else sees it.
Look, I concede all that. I’m sure Clark meant it when he spelled out those reasons,
and I’m sure he’s right—particularly in your case. Hell, I was president of Batman
Should Get a Life long before he started playing matchmaker. I was very specific, if
you remember…” She paused and waved, and then twiddled her fingertips over the
center of his chest where the emblem would be. “…about with whom, where, how,
how often, in what positions, and what toys in the utility belt might bring some added
fun to the party in ways you never thought of.”
Her playful manner faded and the teasing eyes became thoughtful.
“Why do I do that?” she muttered. “This isn’t about naughty rooftop sex. What
you’re talking about: the love and acceptance, coming home to each other at the end of
the day, even when we’ve been out there together fighting side by side, it is what’s
most important in dealing with all that you do and not becoming a monster… But
Bruce, you had that when he started pushing for the wedding. And I think the reason
he wanted you to put a ring on it is exactly what I said before. Of course 99% is he’s
you’re friend and he wants you to be happy. The other 1% is that you’re doing what
he did.
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“It’s why the whole ‘World’s Finest partnership’ with Batman is so gratifying for
him: it’s 99% because he likes you and the two of you work well together, of course.
But the other 1%? That’s humanity’s seal of approval. Because you’re the best of us,
Bruce. (I mean it, don’t make that face again. It’s not helping.) You’re the poster child
for what people can do. One person without a superpower or a meta gene, just drive,
desire and dedication. Not to mention a boatload of stubborn.
“So of course you’re his hero. Of course when he gets his hands on that kryptonite
ring, he gives it to you. He could have destroyed it, but he’s Clark and he’s got that
background track in his head. He knows a possibility exists and he could never live
with himself if it happened and he hadn’t taken every precaution he could. And of
course that precaution is you—Will you please stop making that face.”
“It’s not modesty or false modesty, Selina. There’s an aspect of the planned movie
that I haven’t mentioned. Batman versus Superman.”
“Are you kidding me?” Selina mouthed, and Bruce pointed to the center of his chest
in disgust.
“Voice of humanity,” he announced. “Telling him he’s doing it wrong. That he
doesn’t belong here. That his coming here is the worst thing that’s ever happened to
mankind.”
Kitty had to scratch. At least once in every team-up with Batman, Selina felt
compelled to assert her independence. She would help, she didn’t want the world to
end, she liked living in it. But she had to remind him at regular intervals that she
wasn’t following orders like a trained spaniel. A part of her wanted to think that had
changed. Batman wasn’t a controlling cape anymore, he was her partner. Soon to be
her husband. And she’d asked him to do this. But he did hand off the lion’s share of
the busywork on this plan of his, and he’d done it with the same casual air of that first
team-up when he assigned her to “Get the disk from the data well” without even
mentioning the military-grade infrareds, ultrasound and motion sensors run off a
heuristic algorithm made by Brainiac.
In retrospect, it could be seen as a compliment, but at the time Kitty really wanted to
scratch. Maybe that’s why she decided to ignore Bruce’s outline and plan it out like a
heist. She’d installed herself on the sofa in the morning room and began arranging
note cards like so many timetables, schematics and security codes. Each card named a
board member, listed contact points, strategies and potential stumbling blocks. In the
top position above all the cards, there was a picture of Fiona Dalgleish clipped from
Gotham Magazine’s 10 Most Powerful Women in Art. Selina was no fan of the curator
(nor, she imagined, was Fiona Dalgleish a fan of Catwoman’s) but the quote that
appeared under her picture won her that placement usually assigned to the ruby tiara
or golden Bast Selina deemed Cat-worthy: “There’s art, there’s the art world, and there’s
the world. It’s important to know the difference.”
She asked Alfred to bring her a snack, munching being an important part of her
heist-planning process at this early stage, and a glass of chardonnay in compliment to
that sweet little wine bar in Metropolis. Then she began swapping note cards...
Richard Flay was the key to board members who cared about art. It pricked pride
that he was also the first name Bruce had mentioned, but that couldn’t be helped. If
she started with one of the others, he might hear about it and with that Rogue-size ego
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of his, he might just take offense. So she had to start with him, but at least she
wouldn’t be asking him to lunch.
The cab dropped Richard Flay at the same spot in front of the Sherry-Netherland
where the suspicious van had dropped the first wave of armed thugs. After the
requisite air kisses, he and Selina walked to the window of A La Vieille Russie where
he explained what they both knew: that the name meant ‘In Old Russia’ and the store
was founded in Kiev in 1851. They noted a few Russian antiques worth admiring and
then went inside.
Selina made one of her little jokes at the front door, pretending she didn’t know how
to use it. Since Flay had a shadow collection with several pieces of stolen art, allusions
to Catwoman’s acquisitive past had always formed a bond between them and he
tittered appreciatively. Then the salesman greeted them, and the chit-chat became
more decorous. He mentioned TEFAF, the European Fine Arts Fair where the shop
had exhibited for over twenty years, the clientele you simply didn’t see anywhere else,
the museum curators and collectors from across the world… Finally, after all the right
things had been said, by Richard, by Selina and by the salesman himself, they were
granted a first look at the pieces A La Vieille Russie would be exhibiting.
Afterwards, they walked to D’Annunzio’s for a limoncello.
“So what do you think?” Selina asked when they were safely out on the street.
“About the enamel bowl? I don’t think it’s imperial, but it’s certainly very pretty,”
he said. “Early 20th Century, Moscow. Ivan Khlebnikov or possibly Nikolai Alekseev.
Selina, what is this about? You know I cherish my position as art advisor to all my
friends, but I know you don’t particularly need my expertise. So why am I here?”
She gave a self-deprecating laugh at being called out and then explained the project,
the commissions, and their purpose in broad ideological terms.
“Richard,” she concluded, “there's a niche out there with a seemingly pathological
fascination reimagining heroes through the eyes of a myopic sociopath. The real
Superman is just like the real Catwoman, he'd have plenty of commercial draw if
represented properly. It’s a choice to depict him the way they do, to make him less
than he should be: so flawed and miserable that nothing about his superior condition is
seen as desirable. A sepia-toned alternate universe where everybody is selfish and
corrupt, or at best confused, and anyone who appears to act from noble motives is sick
or afraid or kidding themselves.”
He sipped his drink and looked into the distance thoughtfully. To a casual observer
he looked like a wine taster considering a complex vintage, when in fact he was
examining the ideas in a similar way.
“It’s a cancer of the human spirit,” Selina went on. “First, it subtly changes the
meaning of hero, then it subtly changes the meaning of hope. Poisoning the very
things we use to make sense of the world, to meet the challenges that come along. If
even the heroes are damaged and broken, futilely beating their fists against an
uncaring universe, well there’s no reason to feel bad for being a loser, is there? It gives
you free reign to swallow your sadness behind a superior smirk and give up. There
was never any point in trying to achieve anything because you were always doomed to
fail. Nothing gets better. Never has, never will… And nobody calls them out on it
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because they’ve managed to be so unspeakably pretentious, half the people out there
think that picture they’re painting actually is art.”
Richard’s eyes popped open at that, the whites showing around the eyeball, the
pupils shrunk to pinheads.
“That is most unfortunate,” he proclaimed.
Selina pushed her advantage.
“It’s true. You put on enough airs, there are always people who will fall for it, who
will be convinced you’ve got the intellectual high ground.”
Richard’s eyes darkened as when presented with a particularly mediocre forgery.
“Oh, I’m sure there are a few who simply like the message,” Selina went on, stepping
into a camera’s blind spot in the vestibule of the CBMetro... “Nobody gets to have a
hero who doesn’t kill or has any kind of standards in that area. But most of them know
that’s not Superman, they just don’t know how to articulate it with these poseurs.” …
waiting to zing the PF-1s with Kittlemeier’s wave cancellation box.
“The Perenyi forgeries,” he sniffed. “Anyone with modicum of understanding could
look at those ‘old masters’ and see there was something wrong, they just didn’t know
what it was. And if one did have a sense the palette was off on the Madonna or
something in her features was a bit too modern, it would be hard to look around
Asquith House and imagine you’re right and all those recognized experts are wrong.”
“Richard, you know pop culture is never going to suit up to grapple with ideas like
this,” Selina said, easing through the conversation like so many pressure tiles in the
CBMetro vault. “So it falls to real artists, to real art, n'est pas?”
There was another wine-taster’s pause.
“Samantha Ambrose,” he answered. “Gerald Grimes, Clarice Rodman-Platt and
Charles Tremont. I can deliver them, and of course you have my vote as long as you
allow me to guide you at the Friss auction.”
“Richard, we talked about this. I know you get little ideas about people. I know
Trip Corcoran had no interest in bronze mirrors before you got your hooks into him,
ditto Tabitha Hamilton and Roman glass. Wayne Manor has enough Georgian silver.”
“A lady in your position should collect,” he said firmly.
In her mind’s ear, she heard Bruce’s voice. “It’s for Clark.”
The “Art World” voting block was the easiest to sway. Trip Corcoran was in the
midst of an acquisition and was bursting to talk about it in detail—all the detail—every
wriggling cell of a detail that was fascinating if you were in the middle of it and
tortuous pedantry if you weren’t. Good manners prevented his inflicting an
unabridged account on his friends, but Selina knew the signs from the Iceberg. Eddie,
Harvey, Oswald, Jervis, even Victor Frieze on occasion.
“…gallery has spaces all over the world, and obviously in touch with Savvas even if
they’re not actively representing him. What harm could it do to ask? So the next time I
saw Harper, before we even got into the other thing, I asked about buying a photo
from his Pitch series…”
Bursting to talk.
“You know, in the sense of a soccer field. For the summer house…”
She had probably done it herself.
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“Well as it happens, Leslie Grier—you might have heard of her, sort of the West
Coast Gail Frakes…”
Though not with death traps of course.
“Requested the very piece I was asking about for her ‘Sublime Sunset’ show at
SAFMA later this spring and Savvas is providing one directly from his archive. ‘Only
on loan and NFS’ – my heart stopped – but she would ask.”
It’s not like it was worse than the plot to lure Robin into a tar pit and leave his utility
belt with the grizzly bears in Robinson Park Zoo.
“‘I’m sure he could be persuaded to release it because it’s you.’”
So she’d asked Trip to lunch.
“Now, Harper and I go back to Rollins, she wouldn’t puff me if she didn’t think
there wasn’t a sale. Anyway, she said there had also been one available to them last
year, in Gotham, available through the secondary market and she could make
inquiries, but with the edition out of print it could be difficult to source…”
She pretended not to be bored.
“It would be so much better to get it directly from Savvas, obviously. Puts one on a
different tier. I hadn’t thought about it until then, I just wanted the piece because I
liked it. But once I saw it slipping away, I realized... that cache. To be brought up to
other guests at an opening and introduced as ‘The Collector’ or ‘The Patron,’ well, you
don’t exactly get that with a Han Dynasty mirror. But to get a piece straight from a
living artist…”
She took note of the names he thought worth dropping.
“Then came the plot twist—uncrating the piece going to San Francisco, Savvas said
the frame was damaged and he wanted to replace it. But there wasn’t time so he was
sending Series I, not II, which was 100,000 Euros more. I figured Blair would put her
foot down.”
The collectors, shows, galleries and critics he thought were significant.
“It would mean no Tuscany this year and maybe making some other cuts—and
worse, to avoid the local sales tax, the thing has to be invoiced before it ships. So ‘no
pressure but I need an answer today.’”
She didn’t have to prime him with details of her project. She was spending her
afternoon listening to his Tales of the Football Pitch, she had an ally. He would say all
the right things at the meeting to bring the others of the Art World mentality on board.
“Harper insisted they wouldn’t have access to an edition again once the window
closed with San Francisco and it would be better to pay the California sales tax rather
than let it go home and import it a second time…”
It was for Clark.
You couldn’t swing a whip on this particular stretch of Upper East Side without
hitting art, but Selina wasn’t there for any of the seven museums or five galleries
within scratching distance. She wasn’t even heading into The Mark for its standing
among art thieves as Gotham’s hotel of choice. Neither art nor the art world had any
role in this last pre-meeting contact, unless you counted the Pop Art-inspired Prada
Sophia Beaufort was wearing from last year’s Milan runway.
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Sophia was one of those wives whose marriage was a social contract: running and
redecorating two houses, town and country, that might become three when the last of
the children finished college; raising the children until then; maintaining an active and
visible presence on the charity circuit, on boards and at the club; managing their social
life and of course keeping the looks that marked her as a trophy. The Frédéric Fekkai
Salon at The Mark twice a week for “maintenance” was part of her job, which meant
Selina could drop in to get her brows done and achieve an accidental meeting that
ignored all of Bruce’s suggestions.
“Selina, thank God!” it began—which wasn’t exactly the sorority smile greeting she
was expecting.
“Crisis?” Selina guessed.
“Disaster. Chailai, my manicurist, is out today. Thai, you know. I have to take my
chances with one of the Russians or skip the mani-pedi entirely. And it’s not like I can
expect a straight answer from the staff. Please tell me you’ve used them and if they’re
any good.”
“No idea,” Selina said regretfully. “But you know the difference between a good
manicure and a bad one? Three days. I say roll the dice.”
“Do I dare?” she asked.
“Fortune favors the bold,” Selina encouraged her. “Tell you what, I’ll get one too.
That way we’re in this together and if it goes wrong, it will make a better story.”
Rapport was never bought so cheaply. Selina picked a dusty pink polish (Dior) and
Sophia a deep red (Chanel) and while nails were shaped and highlights applied, Selina
listened to Sophia’s trials. Somehow, despite a personal assistant, calligrapher, dog
walker, two housekeepers, driver and cook, she was stressed and exhausted. Absurd
perhaps, but her troubles were real to her and it cost nothing to listen. The truth was, it
was hard not to like Sophia. She was raising four children, running two houses, and
had a rather touching fear that to allow a hair out of place in the midst of it was some
kind of personal failing. And she was loyal to Bruce when Falstaff was talking trash
about the Wayne Foundation; that carried a lot of weight with Selina.
On an impulse she said so, and Sophia was quite alarmingly moved by the
compliment. Her vote at the upcoming board meeting was promised before Selina
explained what she wanted support for. As a bonus, she learned she could
accidentally meet Samantha Ambrose that afternoon at the Off Fifth Day Spa, Brooke
York at Drôme, and Liv Bantree at the Missoni trunk show.
It was for Clark.
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CHAPTER 3: IDOLUM
One of the Justice League’s simpler common sense rules was that they did not
become involved in a sovereign nation’s internal conflicts. The early violence had a
tendency to pop up in the Watchtower Monitor Womb before international media
picked up on anything, and the League kept an eye on the disturbing ones, anticipating
the moment it would cross a border and be eligible for their intervention. An exception
might be made if an indisputably criminal enterprise was presenting itself as a political
rebellion for camouflage, as with the recent black market sale of an old Soviet nuke to a
“Czech Nationalist” who couldn’t spell Prague but had Vandal Savage, Dr. Ivo, and
Kobra on speed dial. Occasionally an atrocity provoked the intervention of another
sovereign nation, which technically justified the League involving themselves. But that
was a grey area, for sometimes the second country’s outrage was sincerely
humanitarian and sometimes it was motivated by political or economic interests. So
the League preferred to wait for a condemnation from Amnesty International, the Red
Cross or the United Nations, ideally all three, rather than risk taking sides in a war,
though of course they would not wait forever when massive loss of life hung in the
balance. But the League itself did not issue official on-the-record statements of
concern or condemnation, though every few years Diana tried to get them to
reconsider the policy. Each time her efforts ended with a new endorsement of
Amnesty International. Their agreement with that organization’s publically stated view
on whatever subject might be inferred, but as a body, the JLA would act, not speak,
and when it acted in matters involving national interests, it would trust the judgment
of those organizations recognized as “the world’s conscience.”
Another of the Justice League’s simpler common sense rules was that you didn’t go
into Gotham without informing Batman.
That’s it. No exceptions, no gray areas, no offsets or waiting periods. Don’t.
So even though Selina Kyle had invited Kyle Rayner to lunch and even though she
was engaged to Bruce Wayne and actually living in his house, Kyle decided to call it in
on the theory that “it couldn’t hurt.” The only acknowledgement was a soft grunt on
the commlink, which didn’t clear up if the call-in was expected or if Batman found it
superfluous or even silly. Arriving at the spot Selina specified to meet, in front of the
waterfall in Wayne Plaza just steps from the entrance to the Wayne Tower, he decided
on silly. The next time—not that such a preposterous thing would ever happen
again—he wouldn’t be such a fathead.
Or possibly he would. Even without his lingering discomfiture from the call-in,
Wayne Plaza was all kinds of impressive. The main entrance to the tower, the lobby
one had to cross to reach the elevators, and then the private elevator that accessed the
penthouse… It went beyond impressive to downright intimidating, punctuated as it
was with the memory of embarrassing mix-ups trying to deliver the booze for Dick’s
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bachelor night. Then there was Selina herself—Selina who was Catwoman, who in her
villainous days had only gone up against Hal Jordon’s Green Lantern and of whom it
was openly said ‘If it had been Rayner, he’d be dead now.’ The last was not critiquing
their relative powers—he was used to being dismissed on that front by everyone who
knew Hal in his glory days and he was long past being bothered by it—but referencing
the fact that she flirted, that she was incredibly hot, and that she reduced gods and
Batmen to gaping mortals who left doors unlocked and forgot their car keys.
Then the elevator doors opened and the penthouse he remembered from the
bachelor party sprawled before him. The minor changes to the décor didn’t faze him,
but the addition of a butler—Batman’s butler no less—made him feel more out of his
depth than any Green Lantern ever should. He reminded himself of the cosmos he’d
looked on that made the Gotham vistas outside the windows look like nothing. And it
worked! Even when Selina ordered lunch on the terrace and Pennyworth asked about
food allergies, he managed to reply coherently, like a sensible adult with a functioning
brain that processed all the words being said to him.
And he was, really; there might be just a little delay here and there, but he was doing
just fine until that word artist.
“Excuse me?” he bleated.
“We need an artist, and it’s going to require a unique aesthetic and a rather specific
skillset, including taking direction, nay instruction, nay orders to a degree that creative
people are not inclined. And it’s all extremely high profile, even for the Gotham art
world this will be huge, which means a global—”
“Whoa, whoa, whoa, Selina, I’m not that kind of artist. I do a comic strip.”
“Yeah, but other you,” Selina said, pointing to his ring, “No stranger to the world
media, right? The feeding frenzies and the press conferences that are more like fire
fights. You’ve been in that vat of piranha enough times, you’re not going to freak out
at a few hundred cameras snapping in your face.”
“Um,” Kyle said, scrunching his eyes shut as if trying to block out telepathic
interference. “So is this a League thing?”
“No, it’s just something we want you to do,” Selina said frankly.
“‘We’ being you and—”
“Bruce, right.”
Kyle tried to process it. Bruce.
“But it’s not League?”
“No, it’s a private project that we want you for.”
“Not as Green Lantern of Sector 2814 but…?”
“Kyle Rayner the artist,” Selina said, stressing each word. “The things you can do
with light and your imagination are a factor, but we want Rayner the artist, not the
Green Lantern.”
“I do a comic strip.”
“Kyle, this is going to be a bit bigger than that. This is the world of galleries that
have three spaces just here in Gotham, two in London, and one each in Beverly Hills,
Rome, Athens, Paris, Geneva and Hong Kong. This is the world where a buyer will
weigh paying the California sales tax while a piece is lent to an exhibit there versus
buying it abroad and paying to import it a second time. This is the world where a typo
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in an email that it’s Series II and not Series III might mean a six figure difference in
price.”
Kyle considered asking to use the bathroom. Instead he repeated that he drew a
comic strip.
“You have a sensibility we need for this,” Selina said sincerely. “We know that from
the portrait you did of Bruce a few years ago. We know because you work with
Superman in life-or-death situations and put your life in his hands on a regular basis.
And we know… Kyle, we know because you and Effigy were nearly torn to pieces by
an anti-meta mob in Washington that time.”
He didn’t hear her. He heard nothing she said after the portrait.
“Bruce really liked that portrait, eh? Oil’s not my usual medium at all,” he glowed.
“And I hadn’t done a canvas that big since art school.”
Seeing this was the tack to take, Selina elaborated on the portrait. The portrait Bruce
had hung in the reception area outside his office where she herself had noticed and
admired it shortly after they began dating. Before knowing anything about his other
life in the Justice League and having never heard of his comic strip, she knew Rayner
the artist. She’d noted his name. She found his work memorable…
When she figured she’d got all the mileage there was out of that topic, she said lunch
would be ready and they could move to the terrace. As they stood and walked, she
took his arm and said:
“Of course this would also be ‘not your usual medium,’ unless you count the
aforementioned lightplay.” Again she pointed to his ring and gave a coy little smile,
and Kyle began to suspect that the whispered judgments were true. If he’d faced her
as Catwoman, he’d be dead by now.
Lunch was a haze of déjà vu and some kind of veal. For the second time in his life, a
completely life-changing proposition was before him beyond the wildest imaginings of
a kid from North Hollywood. He wasn’t sure which was more improbable: the alien
Ganthet giving him the power to conjure any form of matter or energy through sheer
force of will, or a Gotham socialite making him the kind of artist that breezed into a
city and did a million dollar light installation.
“Well since you mention it,” Selina said when he told her, “you do have a decision to
make there, and I’m afraid you don’t have long to think about it. ‘Poor kid from North
Hollywood’ isn’t an issue, the publicists love that stuff. But ‘comic strip’ isn’t what
anybody expects on the resume of someone who does this kind of thing. Now, we can
still sell it. It’s a little more work, but if you want it, it’s doable. Rayner the comic strip
guy can do this, but there’s no going back if you do. It can’t be the strip one week, then
the installation from Gotham travels to Amsterdam and after all the parties and
appearances there, you’re back home doing a four-panel for Glitz.”
“What’s the alternative?” Kyle asked.
“Creating a persona. ‘Kyray is acknowledged as a key mover and shaker of the
generation of conceptual artists that propelled electronic light displays into mainstream
art. The scale and reach of his creative vision—blah, blah, blah—merges the
possibilities of digital data analyses with the romance of epic visual display,
dominating the attention of institutional and market forces like no artist of the new
millennium. His artistic progress—blah, blah, blah—is mapped by a stream of high
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profile exhibitions—something, something, dark side—awe-inspiring spectacle of his
images and the access that they provide to the invisible mechanisms driving the
globalized contemporary world.’”
Kyle swallowed. Then he drained his water glass. Then he looked out at the
panoramic view and once again envisioned the galactic rim to put it all into
perspective.
“Create a persona,” he said finally. “So then I’d have three. I’d be Kyle, Green
Lantern, and this guy?”
“If you decide to keep him when we’re done, yes, you’d have three. Is that too much
work? I thought you, like, spanked Imperiex.”
“Well, I—”
“Same week you turned back an armada of space pods or something.”
“Well—”
“Capped a volcano to trap all the lava in a protective bubble and hauled it into space
despite the concussive force bottled inside making it like… what was that phrase…
‘like trying to lug a small moon’?”
“I—Yes, that was me, but—”
“And you can’t handle a rented mailbox, a second bank account and cell phone?”
Yeah, he’d be dead if he’d fought her as a villain. No question.

Blake
Crane
Frieze
Game Theory
Joker
Nigma
Quinn
Strange
Tetch
The At-Large list wasn’t exactly getting shorter. The capture of Killer Croc, Roxy,
Firefly, KGBeast and Mad Hatter was countered by Arkham’s release of Joker, Blake
and Frieze and Jervis Tetch’s subsequent escape. Cobblepot’s operation was as active
as ever, and Double Dare were back in town.
“Oh, there you are,” Selina said, and Bruce scowled that he didn’t hear her
approach. “Do you want anything from Belgium?”
The scowl expanded to project an aura of foreboding into the criminal soul, warning
that a righteous vengeance had come and the Batman would not suffer your making
light of crime. It was a reflex when Catwoman flirted, and it usually produced the
carefree smile he saw now.
“I knew you weren’t listening last night,” she said. “Recap: This persona we’re
creating for Rayner, it’s not the kind of thing you can whip up on the Internet. People
in the art world live in the world. Most of them know London, Paris and Madrid better
than 14th Street. If no gallery, collector or museum’s ever heard of this guy, no
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Wikipedia entry is going to convince them otherwise. So we hit a city, hit the biggest—
”
“Wait, you’ve been flying with him?” Bruce asked sharply, and again, Selina
grinned.
“And you haven’t been listening when I tell you about my day. I’m making
allowances because Joker is out there, but this is the trade off. Whether I bitch about it
or not, if you don’t listen, you won’t know things. Yes, I’ve been flying Air PowerRing.
Best way to go to Milan after breakfast and be back in time for lunch. We hit the
biggest gallery like a pair of collectors looking to buy, make some inquiries about this
Kyray. They start making calls to the majors here in Gotham or their sister locations in
London or Paris. Sometimes we make a few calls of our own and mail out an inquiry
so it has a foreign postmark. Pretty soon there’s a rumor in Tokyo that his Empty Vessel
8 is coming on the market in Hong Kong and there’s going to be a very juicy bidding
war between Adrian Cheng and Redford Briggs.”
Bruce grunted.
“I see. I assume your fence in Brussels figures into today’s excursion in some way?”
“Kyray’s current works aren’t the kind of thing that fits in my loot sack, but Kyle
picked one of his old canvases he’s happy to part with and I’m going to bring it to Igor
today. Explain what a big deal the artist is now and the kind of things he’s doing that
makes the early, hangable works such a find.”
“You’ll get more credible word of mouth from that than the rest,” Bruce admitted
grudgingly. “And Rayner should be pleased a painting of his is deemed ‘cat-worthy.’”
Selina made a face.
“Actually, about that, I really need to do some work on his ego. He’s okay in the
galleries where he’s got me and my Birkin bag convincing the salesman we’re there to
buy, but at some point I have to start trotting him around town to see and be seen:
lunch at the MoMA, drinks at Bemelmans, the artist with an ego the size of a planet
and the society patron he tolerates for her connections. But every time we stop
someplace for a coffee, he’s just so… sweet, soft-spoken, diffident even. I can’t see him
doing it without… adjustments.”
“So? Adjust him.”
“It’s okay? Good, I wanted to check first. Didn’t want to risk some kind of NeoParallax who was going to change the gravitational constant of the universe just to
prove he can.”

Tim didn’t know if he’d been called to the manor for Bat-business or social reasons,
and seeing Dick’s car parked in the front entrance didn’t provide any clues. If it was a
case, the added guest meant it was serious. If social, Dick’s presence meant a better
chance of fun. Unfortunately, the door opened before Tim could ring the bell and Dick
came out carrying a box of Wayne Tech gear he was picking up for his GPD project.
He had no idea why Bruce would have sent for Tim.
Alfred walked Tim down to the cave—Bruce’s being there during the day didn’t
necessarily mean a Bat-meeting. Nor did the fact that Bruce was studying the At-Large
list, nor even his observation that it wasn’t getting any shorter. That was Bruce
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acknowledging his arrival the same way Alfred offered a soft drink. Announcing what
he was working on and sharing his last thought so you could catch up was the Batman
version of saying hello.
“You wanted to see me?” Tim said, getting down to business.
“Yes. Does Tim Drake have any use for an arts practicum or art history credit?”
“Excuse me?”
“I have a job for you, escorting a very important—”
“There you all are!” Selina’s voice rang across the cave.
“Alfred,” she said, handing him a glass jar the way she once passed a cache of
diamonds to a buyer. “Tierenteyn-Verlent mustard, straight from Ghent,” she said,
pronouncing it carefully like a name she’d gone to great lengths to learn.
Then she went to Bruce and kissed his cheek as if she’d just returned from a trip.
“This is for you,” she said, handing him a folded note, which he unfolded, glanced
at, and grunted. “And I need to talk to you later,” she added, and then looked at Tim.
She clearly hadn’t expected him to be there, but reached into her purse and pulled out
a chocolate bar.
“Here,” she said cheerily. “Belgian chocolate, best in the world. Don’t let the Swiss
tell you otherwise.”
“Thank you,” Tim said suspiciously, then eyed the candy bar like a particularly
obvious Riddler trap. “Um… feel like I’m being set up for something really…”
“Is he still here?” Bruce asked, and Selina nodded.
“In my suite, meeting Whiskers and Nutmeg,” she said and Bruce went off, telling
Selina to ‘brief him’ before he left.
“Getting scared now,” Tim said.
Selina laughed.
“Relax, not eating bird boys today. We have a job for you. A very important artist
with an international reputation is going to be doing an installation here in Gotham.
You’re going to be ‘his people.’ Follow like a shadow, pop up out of nowhere in the
middle of lunch to tell him he has to get going, meeting Mr. Branson at three and he
mustn’t be late again. Make sure there’s a bottle of the insanely specific brand of
mineral water he drinks waiting on the table to the left side of his chair—never the
right—and weather the storm if it’s served with a wedge of lemon instead of lime. You
can either do it as his personal assistant from Antwerp, or wherever he decides he’s
from, or… it occurred to me that you were awfully good prepping Cassie with that
crash course in Chinese art I gave her on the Finn case and you didn’t get anything out
of it. If you have any interest in picking up a few arts credits or wanted this experience
on your own resume, I don’t see any reason why you couldn’t do it as yourself. We’d
go through Hudson, say Kyray’s assistant is pregnant and can’t fly to the States so we
want to borrow a student to take her place. Somebody who can XYZ, whatever
requirements get you the job.”
“Thanks, yeah, that’d be all kinds of cool. So this artist, his name is Kyray?”
Selina explained about the project and that it was actually Kyle Rayner, that he was
flying her around the world to establish his new cover and they just got back. That’s
who Bruce was meeting upstairs.
“Belgium this morning, where you got the chocolate,” Tim said, connecting the dots
like a true detective who would have gotten there sooner if anybody had given him
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half a chance. “So the mustard for Alfred, and… that slip you gave Bruce, that must
have been… what?”
“Just think for a minute: Alfred asks for special mustard. Barbara wants chocolate.
Tell Bruce I’m going to Belgium, what does he ask me to bring him? ”
Tim grinned.
“Inside track on cocaine trafficking in the Port of Antwerp,” he guessed and Selina
nodded.
“Got him a contact on the weapons pipeline in the New Harbor as a bonus,” she
said. “I should get serious catnip at the end of this.”

Clark occasionally received a call to come to Gotham in terms that might be called a
summons. It wasn’t openly said but the message got through that if he wasn’t offworld and wasn’t occupied holding back an avalanche, attendance was mandatory—
but he’d never been asked to bring Lois. And of course they’d been asked together for
social outings, but those were open-ended invitations that allowed for the fickle
schedule of two reporters, one of whom was also Superman. They never had that
unspoken subtext that this is not a request. So this morning’s call was new.
“There is literally no way to dress for this,” Lois announced standing before her
closet. And, as if in answer, the Earth began shifting its plates under the Asian-Pacific
Rim, threatening earthquakes, tsunami and an Atlantis colony near Maldives. Clark
had to fly off, and she figured that was that. She’d grabbed her drabbest suit and
ugliest shoes in an act of celebratory spite and headed in to work… only to have Clark
practically land in front of her on the sidewalk in Planet Square.
“Nothing as bad as we feared,” he chirped like a demented sparrow. “We’ve got ten
minutes to get to Gotham. I’ll drop you off, check on the Atlantis colony and assuming
everything’s under control, join you for the end of the meeting. Or… whatever it is.”
So now she stood in the unspeakably tasteful lobby of the largest and richest
corporation in the chicest city in the world, looking like a nun. It was the suit she used
to travel to former-Soviet states and interview exiles from the old Eastern Bloc. The
shoes she got for the funeral of a cousin she didn’t like. Standing in the presence of
time-travelling omnigods bent on obliterating her planet and destroying her race, Lois
was fine. She would stand there surrounded by dimensional fissures and mentally
organize her notes for the story she would file when they failed. Standing at the
reception desk in the Wayne Tower surrounded by black marble however—ulgh! The
best she could do was announce her business with the legendary Lane moxie… and
then step meekly to the side when she felt the stares of the other man asked to wait.
Waiting to see if tachyon could strip kryptonite from a giant mace—fine! Waiting for
security to escort her to the elevator to Bruce Wayne’s penthouse where that other guy
bleeding urban haute was also waiting—argh!
It was the kind of hauteur that could dress too far up and too far down at the same
time and somehow even out carelessly fabulous instead of randomly careless. The
unstructured blazer of cotton poplin fit better than Lois’s but looked chosen for
comfort rather than style. Worn over a weathered artsy t-shirt and dark-wash jeans
that would have seemed woefully inappropriate if not for the top and bottom. No
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socks, but the shoes—Italian wingtips—were the type that cost more than Lois’s car.
The haircut and highlights resembled that of a certain Hollywood director Lois had
interviewed who actually made her rethink the proposition that no blonde man could
be as sexy as Superman. The tan certainly didn’t come out of a tube, and the
sunglasses hinted a price tag that exceeded the Kents’ vacation budget.
A guard in the kind of maroon blazer favored by museums finally came up to the
reception desk with the magic keys, and Lois was horrified to see he acknowledged the
other man first and was escorting them both to the Wayne elevator. He wished them a
good morning and went on his way, leaving her alone with the Stranger of
Unspeakable Chic. They rode for about two floors in silence, when he spoke.
“Morning, Lois.”
Oh god, I interviewed him, Lois screamed inwardly. Who the hell was he? Who that
she’d invited to call her Lois, who might be in Gotham going to see Bruce…
“Good morning,” she stalled.
Third floor, fourth… If she could make it to the top, Bruce might not remember the
interview (Lord knows she didn’t) and introduce them. It could happen. Bruce could
conceivably not know something. Let this be the time it happens, she prayed. Please,
please let him assume we’ve never met and introduce us—
“Good flight in? The weather’s perfect for it. The way the sun glistens off the river,
never get tired of that. I’m going to paint it once of these days.”
Paint it? How did—
“Where’s Clark? Did he get tied up with that thing in India?”
She stared.
“The earthquake,” he prompted. “I heard there was barely enough movement to call
it that and Arthur says reports from the fish indicate no tsunami heading for land, so—
”
“Kyle?!” Lois exclaimed, too loudly for the scant space between them.
He flipped up the lenses in another freakish act of uber-chic and stared at her
through the open gold-wire rims.
“Hi. You didn’t know it was me? Damn, it works.”
He made an abbreviated move with his fist, as if congratulating himself scoring a
goal in some invisible game—while Lois spent the next ten floors flashing back to her
first press conference and that quandary only the greenest reporters are prey to: how to
ask the question without sounding like a complete moron. Luckily, the doors soon
opened and she figured explanations would now be hers. Instead…
“Kyle!” another female voice exclaimed loudly, thought this one didn’t clang in the
confined space of the elevator.
“Selina, mijn schatje,” Kyle enthused… and then there were air kisses.
“Hi. I don’t know what’s going on,” Lois announced with that glint in her eye that
made prime ministers and presidents take note.
Selina laughed like she had at LexCorp when she tricked Superman into lifting an
elevator into Batman’s path, blocking his pursuit and ensuring her escape.
“It’s okay,” she said, exactly as she had then to ersatz-hostage Lois. “Bruce is
waiting in the study; he’ll explain everything. C’mon, I’ll take you in. Kyray, if you’ll
go on into the living room, I’ll be with you in a minute. Pennyworth made your special
tea.”
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He gave a superior smile that stopped just short of condescension. “Very old recipe
from Argentina,” he confided to Lois. “Inés Berton blends it. Hard to track down in
the States, but what are the rich for if they can’t accommodate a few whims.” Then in a
louder voice he announced “Selina, I shall await you on the terrace. The light is very
good today. I may, perhaps, be moved to take a snapshot and one day, if you are very
lucky, I will immortalize the view from your penthouse.”
Lois took a mental step backward from Him who was About to Be Shredded, but
amazingly Selina smiled. She smiled like it was an honor to be patronized by the
condescending ass. In Metropolis—anywhere outside of the crazy-is-normal baseline
of Gotham, in fact—an explanation would have been offered on the way to the study.
Instead, Selina said only that a press release was going out today and Bruce ‘wanted to
tell you and Clark in person before it happens.’
There were very few moments in Lois’s life when the considerations of Superman’s
wife eclipsed those of the star reporter. Though there were a dozen ways to interpret
Selina’s words—most of which would be bad news for Superman, Metropolis, the
economy, the Justice League, or the Kent family personally—Lois’s instinctive reaction
was to rejoice in the scoop. She personally had a head start on the world, the entire
world, including Clark.
In the next instant, the horror scenarios began: maybe Bruce was selling the Daily
Planet, or the Wayne observatory spotted another Kryptonite meteor on a collision
course with the Earth… Fortunately, she was turned over to Bruce before her
imagination could get out of hand. He repeated what Selina already mentioned and
then added:
“The digital release goes out in a little under an hour. Full press kits with all the
swag should be in tomorrow’s mail…”
That ended the speculation. Bad news didn’t have swag.
“I doubt Perry White will be inclined to spare you both for the actual event. It’s here
in Gotham and it’s not exactly what you’d call hard news. So I’m about to call Mrs.
Winn…”
And that snapped her out of it completely. Paula Winn, the president and publisher
of the Daily Planet, was absolutely terrified of Bruce. Since the day he bought the
paper, his presence reduced her to a nervous, monosyllabic lump. Only Perry could
fail to notice. He called them ‘birds of a social feather,’ thought they were ‘chummy’
and he would turn bright red at the suggestion of his star reporters putting their names
to a reworded press release from society friends of the paper’s publisher. Lois didn’t
shrink from an omnigod intent on killing her husband and destroying the planet they
called home. She could tell Batman his plan was hopeless.
“Honestly, Bruce, if you call Mrs. Winn with a none-too-subtle hint to give this puff
piece special attention, she and Perry will both have some kind of seizure. The only
question is ‘Who goes first?’ And the follow-up is ‘If it happens together, can they
share an ambulance?’”
Bruce gave the same nod that he did at meetings, pretending to consider the position
of someone he respected but who didn’t know enough of the true facts for their
opinion to affect his plans.
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“Lois, let me tell you what the event is,” he said, segueing into the playboy charm
that rarely failed him. “I think you’ll see why it’s important that both you and Clark be
there in person.”
He cleared his throat and explained the exhibition ‘A Man’s Reach’ would explore
themes about inspiration and achievement. Six artists with unique voices had been
chosen to tackle whatever aspect of the question they wished, and one of them chose
Superman. In what was sure to be the centerpiece of the installation, Tae-Vrroshokh
would aggregate thousands of man on the street interviews, descriptions and accounts
from around the world, and present the words people use to describe Superman.
“So it’s a mirror,” he concluded. “A true, accurate mirror of how real people see
Superman. I think you can guess the words that keep coming up.”
Lois gave the little smile that was her usual response to very good news when, as a
journalist, she wasn’t supposed to care. She was supposed to report “SUPERMAN
FAILS, MOON IMPACT IMMINENT” or “OMNIGOD FAILS, WORLD WILL GO ON
EXISTING” as if she had no personal stake in the matter. When those moments came,
she’d indulge in that one particular smile.
She told Bruce to make the call. She would handle Perry. “You know I’ll come back
with a real story. Sit down with Bruce Wayne and a few of his Princeton buddies, something’s
bound to shake out besides this art thing…”
Bruce answered with the party smile that marked their public flirting, and the
prescience of those empty phrases knocked the Queen of the Newsroom manner out of
her like the lurch of a carnival ride. Her eyes and voice softened as the smile faded
completely.
“This is really a… hell of a gesture,” she said warmly, her brow wrinkling in puzzled
frustration that she didn’t have a better adjective. “Clark has a good friend,” she said,
trying again and again feeling the words were inadequate and so hitting the good friend
with all the emphasis she didn’t have words for. She cleared her throat, and rather
than try and fail a third time, she patted Bruce’s hand and said she’d also be calling
Selina later from Metropolis.
“To negotiate,” she grinned. “It’ll placate Perry, showing Mrs. Winn how calls from
Gotham should be dealt with. ‘They want the Daily Planet at their Superman shindig, Lane
and Kent no less, they’re going to have to pony up with some special access…’”

The week leading up to the opening might not have seen a summer blockbuster level
of press, but A MAN’S REACH received considerably more media attention than a late
winter release sequel in which nobody had much confidence. The artists were
discussed like star athletes, albeit from a sport the guy in the street didn’t follow. Like
soccer, it was known to be a very big deal elsewhere, and with banners hung all over
the city and ads on every other bus stop and subway platform, most Gothamites were
curious enough to listen to a blurb on the news or to read the profiles in the paper. A
few factions formed online to debate Ullias vs Kyray, and if Momushan Kim would
return to the monumental plaster sculptures of his early career or give them another
miniature in Thanagarian gold.
And of course there was the Superman angle. Barry Hobbs, the one museum board
member who voted against the exhibit, mounted a Gotham vs Metropolis campaign.
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Beginning with a letter to the editor, it complained that Superman was being allowed
to upstage Batman in Batman’s own city. Sponsored blogs quoted him, questioning
why an alien from Krypton should be in an exhibit about human exceptionalism.
Superman could fly, melt titanium with his eyes and crush coal into diamonds with his
fist. No human could relate to that, and it was only children and simpletons who
thought otherwise, dazzled by the color of that silly costume no doubt… The only
inspiration to be had would be seeing an ordinary human cut him down to size.
It didn’t generate much of a response, apart from the bus stop ads being vandalized
by ‘BvS’ and ‘Batman versus Superman’ graffiti. It made an eloquent indictment of the
intellectual emptiness of the view, but an Op Ed from Richard Flay spelled it out for
anyone who didn’t see it on their own: “I find it extraordinary that these critics point
to a pinnacle of heroism, one of the two or three truly universal themes that have
resonated with all human cultures through every age of our history, and attempt to
dismiss it as childish while advancing a sandbox cry ‘Our Gotham hero can beat your
Metropolis one’ in the spirit of ‘My toy truck can run over yours.’”
Selina closed the Times app on her phone and called Richard right then to say she
would bid on as much Georgian silver as he wanted.
The day of the opening, Lois and Clark arrived at the Wayne Penthouse hours before
the event would begin. Officially it was to pick up their press passes and get a little
pre-event color on Bruce and Selina. In fact, Lois did take two bagels from Alfred’s
breakfast buffet and disappeared with Selina to see the dress she had worn to the preopening cocktail party the night before. They perused a few pictures from the event
too, and Lois marveled again at Kyle’s transformation into ‘Kyray’ posing with
Julianne Moore… with Donatella Versace… with Colin Firth.
Her eyes then narrowed with the steely determination that could undo presidents
and prime ministers—but barely registered with those who knew Batman—and she
asked pointedly what the negative press had been.
“There has to have been more than that Hobbs character in the Times,” she said.
“What didn’t I see?”
Selina mentioned the vandalized posters and their insignificance, apart from
illustrating the type of mind Batman versus Superman appealed to, and Lois shook her
head irritably.
“Not that. You know I’m not asking about that. I’m saying: What did Luthor try
that Bruce buried?”
“Nothing that I know of,” Selina assured her. “I know he had something in place,
just in case. A few pieces in niche papers and obscure blogs where they’d go unnoticed
unless he hit the button and had them shared and promoted all over the Internet. Only
necessary if Lex fired first—”
“Same as his protocols when Luthor became president,” Lois noted.
“Except this time he didn’t,” Selina shrugged. “Your guess is as good as mine as to
why. Maybe he’s just picking his battles. Same policy I have with the Post.”
“Oh yes, I saw you’re bisexual now,” Lois said wryly.
“Only in the fantasies of delusional lesbians,” Selina quipped.
“But I’m still not clear how Bruce could have something ready and out there to
neutralize Luthor before he knew what Luthor would say?”
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“I don’t know,” Selina admitted. “But the fact that it’s Bruce we’re talking about is
pretty much its own answer, isn’t it?”
Alfred knocked before Lois could reply and announced that the man of the hour had
arrived. Selina went out to the foyer to assume her duties as hostess; Lois to have some
fun. She walked up to her husband and pointed to Kyle as if to a three-headed
monkey.
“Did I lie?” she asked.
Though forewarned, Clark couldn’t help but stare. There had been some odd
moments since the night he walked into a ballroom to cover the Wayne Foundation
‘League of Nations’ gala without so much as a hint beforehand that Bruce Wayne’s
date would be Catwoman, but the sight before him now… The Green Lantern breaking
into ‘Selina, mijn schatje’ when he saw her, followed by society air kisses and cries of
‘Divine tan, darling. Did you zip off to the Big Island to freshen it up?’ …outdid them all.
‘Richard Flay will be all over you,’ it continued as Clark’s gaze ping ponged between
them. ‘I’ll be all over him after that letter in the Times. What eloquence.’
Kyle then greeted Bruce—with nothing but a smiling nod, Thank Rao, because Clark
didn’t think his hold on reality could stand a Fop Off between the pair of them. Then
Kyle looked their way, and as he approached, Lois repeated “Did I lie? Did I even
exaggerate?”
“The new look, it looks… great,” Clark said sincerely. “Kyle, really, you look
amazing.”
“Hot stuff, isn’t it,” he said, caressing the lapels of his jacket and adjusting his
sunglasses. Then he led Clark away from Lois and whispered, “Remember the jokes in
the beginning about Selina being a corrupting influence? Well it’s true, just not how we
thought. They gave me a ridiculous bag of money to do this thing. I mean, between
the commission and the grant money, it’s a really nice payday. That I’m supposed to
be spending on a NASA-size supercomputer and the engineers to run it and a
workshop to build this massive light show. But Bruce crunches the data on some latemodel Batcomputer he’s got in the basement, and I’m doing the rest with…” He
tapped his ring and left the rest unfinished. “So I’ve got a bag of money and, basically,
nothing to do with it.”
Clark tried very hard not to laugh in his face…
“So she starts pushing me to spend some of it on myself. ‘Splurge a little, you’ve zero
expenses and no overhead,’” Kyle went on.
… but even journalistic detachment and Kryptonian muscle control have their
limits. Clark laughed.
“It does sound like her, yes,” he agreed to make it seem the mirth was spread
between the two of them. Kyle took this as encouragement.
“Then she reminds me we’re going here or there on Sunday to see and be seen. Run
into ‘Trip’ Cochron at Daniel and Brenda York at Sant Ambroeus. Before I know it, I’m
getting a haircut from the owner at the hottest salon in Gotham–and liking it, it’s like a
month’s rent but I’m looking in the mirror and I hear it in my head ‘You’ve got zero
expenses and no overhead; coffee and dessert at Sant Ambroeus Sunday to see Brenda
York’ – and I ask about highlights. That’s an evil woman! Some kind of weird catvoodoo-inception-witchcraft thing she can do. It should be in her file.”
Clark laughed again, and Tim approached.
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“Kyray, Mr. Wayne is calling downstairs for the limo,” he said pointedly. “The party
will be ready to move on to the museum in about ten minutes.”
“Tim, it’s just me, Kyle and Lois here,” Clark said. “There’s no one to pretend for.”
Tim lowered his head and lowered his voice.
“Bruce reads lips and Alfred hears everything,” he warned. “Not a good idea to be
whispering about Selina.”
“I flew myself to Hawaii to refresh the tan,” Kyle announced loudly. “Couldn’t see
the point wasting money on airfare. How about those Lakers!”

The drive to Museum Row was uneventful, apart from passing a few posters marred
by Batman versus Superman graffiti which everyone decided not to notice. The final
one did challenge that resolve, where the title A MAN’S REACH was ‘illustrated’ by a
graffiti’d Bat fist stretching upward past a Superman emblem to punch a too-square
jaw. Clark turned to Lois with a look of consternation she read as ‘My chin doesn’t
really look like that, does it?’ to which she mouthed the single word ‘No.’
The car came to a stop where the road closed to traffic. The stretch before them was
transformed into an open air arcade, like a block party for the glitterati. Giant screens
hung at intervals to loom over the crowd 1984-style, but displaying a slide show of the
most significantly inspiring works from cave paintings through Picasso. Beneath these
screens, pristine banners hung on every vertical post, creating a path like the approach
to an Asian temple.
Selina spirited off Kyray almost immediately to reintroduce the VIPs he’d been
presented to the night before. Bruce gave Lois and Clark an expanded overview of the
information from their press kits:
“Beginning with the line from Robert Browning: ’A man's reach should exceed his
grasp or what's a heaven for?’ the exhibit explores Inspiration – inspiration that fuels
art and scientific advancement, social and technological progress, and materially
shapes the way we deal with adversity. All that is best in us begins there, not in fear or
aggression or animal passion. It’s the core material of what we use to overcome that.
Six artists were given commissions to explore the subject any way they wished. The
centerpiece installation Tae-Vrroshokh selects Superman, partially because his abilities
are beyond that of humans and therefore literally exceed our grasp, and explores the
way the world views him despite – or perhaps because – he represents that
unattainable ideal. The work uses state of the art data mining and massive data sorting
techniques to aggregate descriptions of Superman from around the world, everything
from eyewitness accounts and news reports to man on the street interviews conducted
specifically for the project.”
“Tae-Vrroshokh?” Clark repeated.
“Yes, phonetic Kryptonian, I believe, meaning True Mirror. If the Man of Steel
wanted an idea of how he appears to the world, he would find a very accurate mirror
in these descriptions culled from such a vast cross section of humanity.”
There was a fleeting smile, nearly as subtle as Batman’s lip twitch, which Lois
recognized from the times she tried to use Kryptonian terms and got it wrong. She
made a mental note to ask Clark later what the words really meant. She also
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recognized the not-even-slightly-subtle smile that followed, the one where he loved
you for making the effort, even though you said you’d hang a stone ear on the wall and
light a statue’s incense.
“What an astonishing idea,” he said, finally taming the smile. “I know, from
interviews of course, that Superman does consider that question from time to time. I
don’t imagine he ever expected humanity to provide an answer.”
Which was true. He could narrow his focus to see individual hairs on Bruce’s scalp,
look through skin and skull into the brain itself and narrow focus again to see a single
synapse firing, but he could never, ever begin to understand… A snapshot of how the
world saw him, to be the recipient of such a gift, it was… Clark felt more was owed
than saying thank you.
Bruce led them further down the arcade, their progress slowed by the crowd
thickening with board members, art lovers and others eager to say hello to Bruce and
then stand there waiting for an introduction as if they hadn’t realized the couple he
was escorting was none other than Lois Lane (and Clark Kent) from Metropolis. The
world’s most prominent friend of Superman, right here covering the MAN’S REACH
opening.
Always inclined to let Lois enjoy her spotlight, Clark faded from his usual
unassuming manner to that of a nearly invisible non-entity. Even Bruce seemed to
forget he was there, although that might be only a function of his protecting Lois now
that she was the center of attention.
He scanned with his super-hearing, as was his habit in crowds at public events,
though it was rare for so much of the conversation to be about him when he hadn’t
made a costumed appearance. Finding it uncomfortable, he zeroed in on a name
dropped at the penthouse—Richard Flay—who was clearly absorbed in artistic matters
rather than the Superman angle. That would be a safe conversation to join.
“They speak of simpletons,” Flay was saying (though Clark didn’t realize that he
was quoting his recent letter to the editor…) “I say manufacturing conflict for the sake
of the spectacle is what’s pandering to simpletons.” (…or that the manufactured
conflict he spoke of was the one between Batman and Superman.) “Art is not a
Coliseum where ideas do battle to amuse the mob. It’s a sacrament. Man is the only
animal privileged to know himself, he is the only animal who concocts these
metaphors to explain himself to himself.”
Clark merely thought it was good stuff, very intellectual and academic. He
approached thinking this could be a sidepiece. A very cultured one, the kind Perry
didn’t care for but knew raised the paper’s profile with the Alpha Readers he coveted.
“We live in a world where ‘a flying space man’ was sent to us, not for our benefit but
for his own,” Flay segued just as Clark reached him. “To escape the destruction of his
home planet,” he added, turning to include Clark and opening the circle before Clark
could turn away. “He was sent by a family who loved him and wanted to save his life.
If I knew nothing more of Krypton, I could understand that, couldn’t you? People who
live and die and love their children?”
“Well, er, yes,” Clark said, startled at the directness of the question and answering
reflexively.
“And because of his alien nature, this man from Krypton has special abilities, which
he uses to help us. I see nothing thus far that’s so very unrelatable, that exempts this
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Superman from being a worthwhile object for human artists to concoct those
metaphors. Don’t we all have that urge to help others?”
“That’s certainly what I was taught, yes,” Clark said quietly.
“To improve the world, to fix things. I submit that Superman is completely relatable
in that noble impulse, and more than relatable, inspiring. We may feel helpless and
small, sometimes too insignificant to affect the changes we would like in the world.
Superman is a means to exorcise that frustration, seeing ourselves as exceptional and
capable, doing the things once thought impossible…”
Clark nodded but backed away. He certainly couldn’t write the guy up as a
sidepiece, but it was nice to hear. He felt he should call Pa when he got home and
mention it.
“What a load of happy horse shit,” he heard next, and Clark turned to see a shorter
man, lean and balding, perhaps forty. It seemed unlikely that he could have heard
Flay’s remarks, so Clark assumed he objected to something on the slideshow he was
facing on the overhead screens or else the flyer in his hand.
“Not a fan of the day’s message?” Clark said making his best leading-question
approach, which just happened to corner his target and position his bulk to block their
escape before he added “Clark Kent, Daily Planet” and offered his hand.
“I know who you are,” the man said, looking at the hand like he might a leper’s.
“The man who smeared the greatest president this country ever elected.”
He pushed past Clark roughly and disappeared into the crowd.
“Barry Hobbs,” a familiar voice graveled and Clark looked up sharply. Bruce was
still a considerable distance away, doing that trick where he covered his mouth and
spoke so quietly into his hand that only Clark would hear. “He’s a great admirer of
Luthor’s.”
“So I gather,” Clark said, though it was doubtful Bruce could read his lips at this
distance.
“Has a grudge against me since a certain prep school rugby match,” Bruce
continued as if it were a field briefing. “Wayne and Luthor are rivals so, by
transference, ‘Yay Luthor; Boo Superman.’”
And ‘Yay Batman kicking Superman’s butt,’ Clark thought, remembering the graffiti he
pretended not to notice in the car.
“You should catch up with Kyle and Selina in the greenroom,” Bruce suggested.
“I’ll meet you at the third banner after my speech.”

“And I said ‘Yes, but at least it wasn’t LexCorp,’” Bruce’s voice echoed and reechoed in
the courtyard, distorting as it rose higher and bounced between the walls of the
alleyway. It shouldn’t have mattered, there should have been no one but birds to hear
it. The lone figure hunched over the miniature satellite dish was no pigeon, but he
didn’t care about Bruce Wayne’s words. He was remembering different words as he
worked, the unassuming little blog that made the case so clearly. He knew there was
something marvelous in the new Superman movies, and it bothered him. Superman
was a bully. The greatest of bullies, a super-bully. How could he find that marvelous?
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Now he understood. “Luthor’s ‘Alien Menace’ is a creation of Luthor’s own fear.”
The movies weren’t about the real Superman, they were Luthor’s Superman. And that
was a creation of Alexander Luthor’s fear.
“A child is born this day,” he murmured as he checked the transmitter.
The blogger’s point seemed to be that any specific argument Luthor made should be
considered in that light: it was a mirror. It said more about Luthor himself than the
thing he was talking about. But to Jonathan Crane, that point was irrelevant. The
opening phrase was the Stargate: a creation of Luthor’s own fear.
The Alien was a creation of his fear. The Alien was what the movies depicted. The
whole world saw those movies. The whole world! Luthor’s Fear projected into the
minds of virtually everyone on Earth. Placing it before them in every nuanced detail,
forcing it on them exactly as you envisioned it, not filtered in some unpredictable way
as a triggered hallucination and at the mercy of their individual psyches. It was
beyond marvelous; it was monumental. It was glorious. Luthor’s Fear had
transcended. It had reproduced. Organically, as far as he could tell. Without even a
primer dose of toxin to prepare a brain to accept it.
Well, no longer. The babe had birthed itself with nothing but the minor adrenaline
jolt of a Hollywood soundtrack and special effects to help it. It would toil no longer
alone and unaided. The Scarecrow had come to give it all help it could require.

“Someone asked me coming in here today if I didn’t think it was a bad idea to be associating
Wayne Tech with this installation when its theme is so old-fashioned and outdated. If it wasn’t
foolish to be linking the name of Wayne Tech—forward-thinking and ever focused on building a
better tomorrow Wayne Tech—with an event taking its inspiration from a poem published in
1855 named for an artist who died in 1530. I told him there couldn’t be a better match.
Superman’s city is called the City of Tomorrow.
“Before that, it was ‘the City Always Looking Up.’ That was long before Superman arrived
on the scene. They were looking up at the first skyscrapers. Buildings are made by people
looking up. The optimism, idealism and imagination that built cities like Metropolis isn’t oldfashioned, it’s the life’s blood of progress. It’s the only thing that’s ever gotten things done. In
the history of mankind that we see echoed in the artworks over our heads here, nothing has ever
been accomplished by the guy who thought it couldn’t be done. It’s the person who can see what
isn’t there yet, but might be, who imagines how tomorrow can be made better than today. I said
I would be proud to have the Wayne Tech name on every vidscreen here. Because A Man’s
Reach exceeding his grasp is how we move forward, and the day that notion is ‘old-fashioned’ is
the day we stop moving at all.
“It is the day we lose our ability to adapt, to meet a challenge, to survive. When that young
man described ‘not a sadness or an anger’ in his neighbors, ‘not a feeling of helplessness or hate,
but a kind of emptiness,’ that is the killer. The want of Hope, the cynicism masquerading as
realism.
“The negative things that young man sees are inevitable. The challenges and even the losses
are inevitable parts of life, a part of being human. What defines us is the way we rise to meet
those moments or become lost in anxiety and fear.
“The writer of Hope looks back and says ‘Every time we think we have measured our capacity
to meet a challenge, we look up and we're reminded that that capacity may well be limitless. We
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can do what is hard, we can achieve what is great. We can reach for the stars.’ The disciples of
cynicism say that’s kid’s stuff. They use words like corny, old-fashioned and outdated. They
say Hope is a code word used to keep a people down. And that’s interesting because I say their
cynicism never built a city. It never stood up for what is right, it never sacrificed or cared for its
neighbors, cured a disease or climbed a mountain. It never wrote a song that made someone
smile. It’s never made anyone’s life better.
“But Hope. Idealism. Optimism. Role-models... Heroes. ‘A man’s reach should exceed his
grasp, or what’s a heaven for.’”

“That was quite a speech,” Clark said as Bruce joined him. “Bruce, not to imply
you’re not an articulate and educated man, but—”
“I hired Sorkin to ghost it,” Bruce admitted, sensing that the professional writer was
the one aspect of Clark’s character that would not appreciate Bruce using alternate
methods to accomplish something Clark could do naturally.
The slideshow had been paused so all the monitors lining the arcade could display
the speeches on the courtyard stage. Selina had stepped to the side, and Kyray stood
center stage next to a giant breaker box Bruce and Clark recognized as a Lantern
Energy construct. As he lifted his arm to throw the switch, small boxes attached to
each of the monitors in the arcade appeared to change. As soon as Kyle’s wrist neared
the breaker, the black boxes that appeared completely solid a moment before now
seemed part hologram. The closer you looked, the harder it was to say where the
physical case ended and the holographic projection began.
The word SAVE suddenly sprouted from every third box, falling into the main
thoroughfare of the arcade in graceful arcs like sparks from exploding fireworks.
HELPFUL came next, while half of the SAVES glowed brighter and half morphed into
CARING or NOBLE. DECENT came next, while half the NOBLEs morphed into
GENEROUS and half the CARINGs into BRAVE.
“Odd,” Bruce said dryly. “All characteristics of a man, no mention of specific
powers or abilities. I suppose we’ll get there eventually.”
“Shut up,” Clark said, managing to keep the emotion from his voice as AWE,
INSPIRING and HERO emerged before STRONG finally ushered in the first
specifically ‘Super’ description.
It was the right response, manly understatement, but inside, Clark’s pulse raced.
First Richard Flay echoing Pa that way. “Clark, we’re born into this world to help our
neighbors.” Now Bruce. The characteristics of a man… “Your mother and I don’t love
you because you have powers, son. We love you because you’re our boy and you’re a
part of this family. Just go on being the young man you’ve grown into, you can’t help
but make us proud.” With that he went off to college and, within months, realized
how many of the choices he faced had nothing to do with ‘powers,’ but that the
principles he’d been taught governed powers and non-power questions just the same.
“Ah, here they are at last,” Bruce noted, though he also noted that Flying, SuperSpeed, and Heat Vision were a noticeable size smaller than the non-meta qualities.
Krypton was in medium-sized type, along with things like Red Cape, Lois Lane,
Metropolis and Justice League.
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It was years later, Father’s Day, soon after that first headline of the Justice League
saving Ontario. Ma said not to come home to the farm, they were coming to
Metropolis. They seemed to like his apartment, though Ma thought the kitchen was
awfully small. And Pa had stood over his desk, looking down at the Daily Planet and
just tapping the picture under the headline with his finger, an odd, satisfied smile that
Clark didn’t think he was supposed to see. He was at the center of the League photo,
acting as their spokesman. Clark knew he shouldn’t notice, but he couldn’t help
himself.
“You knew,” he’d said. “That it would come to this one day.”
“Nah,” Pa replied. “I knew you’d have stuff to deal with, Clark. We all do. Life
equals ‘stuff.’ All we can do is tell our children the truth: we’re all trying, this is the
best wisdom our parents and grandparents came up with to make sense of it.”
They went out for a walk, down to Berghoff’s for a beer, talked about sports and the
farm, beautiful movie stars they crushed on and even a little politics. Nothing more
was said of Superman, but even today, Clark remembered that afternoon as the most
wholly accepted he’d ever felt as both Kryptonian and human.
“What does it really mean?” Bruce asked as ‘Alien’ finally made its appearance—in
barely legible 8-point type. “I saw your reaction to the title before. Tae-Vrroshokh,
what’s it really mean?”
“It could be a mirror, in a very poetic sense. Vrroshokh is Truth, in any context that’s
the essence of it: that which is of the realm of reality. But Tae? That’s a question. It’s
asking ‘Who.’ So… Tae Vrroshokh… Who is real? Or, if you like, standing in front of a
mirror, ‘Who am I really?’”
Bruce shifted his eyes subtly from the matrix of glowing words pulsing brighter and
dimmer throughout the arcade, to Clark, the upward tilt of his gaze implying
skepticism—in this case, the skepticism of a patient teacher that a bright student was
taking so long to see the obvious. Clark realized that Bruce knew the translation was
flawed and probably let the error pass—or possibly made it himself in the first place—
in order to have this very conversation now. ‘Who am I really?’ he put the words in
Clark’s mouth while the world answered ‘Hero’ in every language.
A real hero, Clark thought, should have something to say—to acknowledge—
appreciate… The scope of what Bruce had done, he couldn’t, it wasn’t—What do you
even say? It was like the first time lifting a volcano, just trying to think where to go,
how to position, somehow get… under it.
“Bruce,” he began, remembering the first day on the school paper. Put something—
anything—on the page, because the first word is the hardest.
PALADIN bounded down the red carpet towards them, in very small letters,
seeming like an impish child or an enthusiastic little dog who decided to hop off the
stage and play in the crowd.
“Thank you,” Clark tried again, though the words didn’t seem adequate. He felt
numb, but didn’t want to say that.
“I’m sorry, I need a minute to digest this,” he said, knowing Bruce would
understand he meant the experience and not the miniature PALADIN bouncing
around his shoe. He took a deep breath, and it hit him.
“The first time I brought my father to the Fortress,” he began—and paused as he
turned to Bruce and saw he wasn’t listening. His eyes were square, hostile, and
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focused on something behind Clark’s head. He turned—to see an image out of his
nightmares had replaced the feed from the courtyard on every monitor. It was…
him… Well NO, it was the actor from the movie depicting him, in that bleak, colorless
parody of his costume, standing before a squad of human soldiers who were BOWING
AND GENUFLECTING TO HIM like a king or a god.
Clark felt the hot nausea he associated with green kryptonite and the hot rage he
associated with red.
“How,” he breathed, then “What is that?”
A woman screamed in the courtyard—followed by a loud crash at the North end of
the arcade and a loud pop as a monitor exploded at the south. Tufts of thin white
vapor sprayed from the base of each banner, but it was too late for Clark see or care
about that. He was in motion before the noise of the crash subsided, and Superman
had flown in to lift the collapsed truss from the fellow it fell on. A bone stuck out from
his leg and the metal from a suspended light had cut open his forehead.
..:: This man has a head wound and a broken leg at least, ::.. he reported into the Justice
League comm as he flew to wrangle the wild, electrified cables snaking from the
exploded monitor.
..:: NO! ::.. the comm answered in Bruce’s voice and ..:: You diseased maniac! ::.. in
Kyle’s as a giant green energy mace knocked him out of the arcade and down the block
to smash the roof of a parked taxi.
Though he’d traveled nearly a city block, the impact didn’t take a second to shake off
but the sudden distance he had on the scene was enough to shift his focus to the
sound. What had begun as one isolated scream was erupting into complete
pandemonium. He flew back—spotting Batman on an intercept at the front entrance.
..:: Something’s happened to Kyle, ::.. he reported, ..:: Whatever’s happening obviously
affected—::..
A punch driven by a kryptonite ring smashed into his Adam’s apple, knocking him
off his approach and sending him hurling into the pavement to land in a painful
sprawl.
“The heck?” he coughed, before a green bubble scooped him up and lifted him.
Superman pounded fiercely on the bubble, which slowed its rise but not its forward
motion. It continued for several seconds while Superman gave it an ineffective blast of
heat. Then the whole thing jostled as Kyle adjusted his hover and swung the bubble
several times around his own head to build momentum before sending it hurling into
the river.
The screaming had only intensified, and he could easily make out Lois’s among
them. He knew he couldn’t make Batman and GL the priority, he just had to work
around them. He opted for high speed strikes: flying in faster than either man could
see, disposing of the first threat he saw, and flying out again before they knew he was
there. That approach took care of an electrical fire, prevented a stampede, transported
six of the injured to the closest hospital, and incinerated the four drones that came in
from somewhere…
When he found himself…
Over the river.
Over Wayne Manor.
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Over Bludhaven.
Somehow he kept…
Overshooting Museum Row when he tried to fly back at super-speed.
“Bruce,” he said like a curse word.
As an experiment, he speed-flew directly from Bludhaven to Wayne Manor and
found he could do it. But when he tried to fly over Museum Row on the way back, he
found he’d overshot Bludhaven and wound up over the Atlantic. How did—
..:: Superman, it’s Oracle, ::.. the Justice League comm announced in what was, at that
moment, a more beautiful voice than Lois’s. ..:: I’ve got Batman and Green Lantern’s
channels locked out for now. It won’t last if he realizes, but I don’t think he will. He’s got other
things on his mind right now. ::..
“I noticed,” Superman said. “Any idea what happened back there?”
..:: Affirmative. The whole crowd is doused with Scarecrow toxin, so whatever stimulus they
get, and it seems like he’s given them a nice assortment, they hallucinate into something worse.
Nightwing is there now, he can use your help placing gas canisters. With Batman, Catwoman,
Robin and Green Lantern in there, and eight museums for people to hide in, it’s the quickest
way to get the antidote into everybody reliably. ::..
“Problem,” Superman reported. “Bruce has something rigged up to mess with my
perceptions. I can’t get in at super-speed, and when I approach on my own I’m
attacked by one or both.”
..:: Well, do the best you can, ::.. Oracle said dryly. ..:: Worst case, you’ll be a diversion.
They can’t bother Nightwing if they’re focused on you. But look, when you go back, whatever
happens, don’t use your heat vision. ::..
“There are drones,” he told her.
..:: You see drones; they see you taking out video screens with a picture you find offensive.
Oracle out.::..
Superman’s lip twitched.
“That was a lucky shot,” he told no one in particular before flying back towards
Gotham at his regular speed.
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CHAPTER 4: BLACK GOLD
It was probably beautiful. The sun glistening off a blue crystal lake. A thick tapestry
of trees rising on the far side, bluer here, greener there, and paler as the mountain fell
towards the horizon where the lake turned, framed by another blue-green mountain of
foliage on the other side. Somewhere, about a mile beyond human sight but just within
Clark’s, a splendid waterfall had cut its way into the rock, nestled in a perfect little
niche and producing a thousand miniature prisms. It was undoubtedly beautiful, but
Clark couldn’t see it. Sitting alone, feet up, arms crossed, looking out on the
breathtaking splendor his adopted planet offered in its natural state, no amount of
color or beauty could penetrate the dull gloom. The springtime sweetness of the air,
the warmth of the sun and the crispness of the breeze was all lifeless gray data that
registered without registering. Richard Flay would have likened the scene to an
Edward Hopper painting: an isolated figure, a portrait of loneliness. Pa would have
said to go have your sulk but don’t take too long with it and leave it out there when
you’re done.
There was an odd birdcall, something between an owl and a whippoorwill, and
Clark focused on it briefly. It alone in the sensory feast around him seemed to reflect
his mood. Not as harsh or dramatically ominous as a hawk cawing in a movie, but a
mere whisper on the wind, subtle and just vaguely… bad.
It wasn’t fear toxin, that image he saw. The Scarecrow’s chemical assaults didn’t
affect him. It had really happened. That image – soldiers kneeling to Superman – he
had really seen it. They all saw it. Bruce saw it.
The whole world seeing that as Superman. The picture was plastered on every news
story covering the attack in Gotham. Every cable station ran it in a box in the bottom
right corner—and put it full screen when they thought the talking heads were
becoming dry and they wanted to keep the viewers’ attention. Sometimes full screen
and sometimes half, juxtaposed with the video of his taking out a drone with his heat
vision. The drone conveniently out of frame to give the impression he was shooting at
the picture. It was beyond anything that fear toxin could do to him.
CNN had an exclusive second angle on the clip. Two seconds of his turning to fry
the drone. They showed it in slow motion, then from their exclusive second angle,
then at regular speed and from the original angle again. Like an instant replay of
Darnley scoring the winning touchdown against Keystone. Driving it in, twisting it
deeper, rubbing salt in the wound. Again. And again. And again.
How many would accept it? How many would always accept it now, no matter what
he said or did. That image was out there now with the full impact of a professionally
crafted Hollywood juggernaut, and some people would just always believe it.
The footsteps he’d decided not to hear came closer, too close for him to go on
ignoring without seeming rude.
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“Nice view,” came the minimalist gravel that made the words seem like a dark
judgment.
“Lois promised she would never tell anyone about this spot,” Superman said dully.
“She didn’t,” Batman replied, coming closer to take a seat beside him. “When Oracle
locked me out of your Justice League channel, it opened certain vulnerabilities in the
commlink, allowing me to track you. When you get back to the Fortress, reboot your
connection to the Watchtower and satellite and everything will be fine.”
Clark let out a breath that, in another man, might have been a huff. Of course Bruce
had something in place so anyone blocking him opened other ‘vulnerabilities.’ Of
course he did; it was a given. As was the unstated assurance that Clark’s hideaway
would remain a secret and the expectation that his anti-lock out measures would also.
Clark glanced at his friend without turning his head and performed a quick scan.
“You should have those ribs looked at,” he said, noting fresh bruises from the
incident overlapping older but still recent injuries.
“It can wait. Scarecrow couldn’t.”
“Figures,” Clark said under his breath. “I’m sure it’s for the best, but I would have
liked to be a part of that.”
Batman said nothing. There was no need, really. Scarecrow checked into Arkham
with God knows what kind of injuries, Superman couldn’t be anywhere near it. Today
of all days. The Alien demigod confirming everyone’s worst fear acting as king and
executioner. Still, it would have been… satisfying.
“Clark, I’m sorry. It’s my fault Scarecrow caught the scent of this thing. I had
articles in place to check Luthor if he tried to capitalize on the press the Man’s Reach
exhibit was getting. ‘Luthor’s Alien Menace is a creation of Luthor’s own fear.’ Make
people understand that, it doesn’t matter what tact he takes or what specific argument
he tries. Once people realize it’s a mirror, all his twisted views are seen for what they
are. You can’t miss it. How else is it possible to look at you and all the good you’ve
done and see anything like what Luthor describes?”
“The mirror again,” Clark said, touching the spot on his throat where a welt still
burned from the hit of that kryptonite ring.
“I buried it in blogs and websites nobody ever reads, but I should have anticipated...
Crane is so obsessed with fear, there’s no telling what he could have set up in the
university computers. Harvesting keywords and sifting through massive—”
“True Mirror,” Clark said absently. “Did you know the word reflection has the same
root as god? It occurred to me after our talk about the translation. In Greek, the word
is simply eidolon: reflection. But in Latin it becomes idolum: idol. The image reflected in
the mirror becomes the image standing in for a god. Not even the god himself but his
stand in. The thing that you put on the altar and worship because the insignificant
human can’t even look on the god,” he said bitterly. “Can’t wrap their puny minds
around the grandeur of him… and that’s what they have wearing my colors, calling
itself Superman. That thing. They’d have it kiss my wife and call my father ‘Dad.’
That thing that’s an insult not just to me but to Pa and everything he taught me, to Lois
who would never love that monstrosity. It’s an insult to all that’s shaped me and all I
am, all I’ve ever tried to do…”
He closed his eyes, the passion spent, and shook his head.
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“It was bad luck, Bruce; it’s nobody’s fault. What you did, the thought behind it, I
can never tell you what that meant.”
Bruce rummaged in his utility belt and extracted a small gift box. He held it in his
palm and continued as if he were talking to it rather than to Clark. “Our first
Christmas together,” he began, then shook his head, deciding he had to go back further
to explain it properly. “Clark, your birth parents are gone, but you’re not an orphan in
the same way as Selina and I. You didn’t go through that first Christmas as a child
without the family that raised you, it’s indescribable. The little things, you don’t
realize. Nobody realizes the power of those little things. Especially the kind that only
comes out once a year. The smell of a bayberry candle when it’s just been blown out, a
certain shade and thickness of yellow ribbon cut on an angle, a dish of butter mints…
Even a pair of socks can pull you back. You’re just… sitting there and suddenly… it’s
the year before. When they were there, when you were all together and… happy. And
then you snap back to the present and your stomach drops, you’ve lost them all over
again. As you grow up, it’s like a rubber band connecting you to the past, pulling a
little tighter each year. And the tighter it’s stretched, the more violent the snap back.
“Selina is like me, she… knows that. And she gave me this our first year together as
a way of… It’s an empty box. She understands the landmines, you see. That
sometimes the simplest things backfire. The kindest gesture winds up doing more
harm than good.
“I gave it back a few years later after I’d facilitated the sale of the Gotham Post
thinking it would ease the situation and all it did was rile them up to make an example
of Catwoman. Since then, we’ve passed it back and forth a couple of times. After
today we both feel…”
He handed it over without another word, and Clark once again marveled at his
friend’s sensibility.
“We’re both very sorry, Clark. This outcome is obviously not what we wanted, but
absence of malice only goes so far. We made it happen and we’ll find some way to fix
it.”
“Please don’t,” Clark said, holding up the box as a warning sign though the wry
smile said he was joking. “I will accept your unnecessary apology on two conditions.
First, just, leave me alone for a bit. Let me lick my wounds in my own way.”
“That’s one. Your second condition?”
“Both of you, stop helping.”
Bruce’s lip twitched, but then his shadow smile faded into the usual scowl.
“Agreed, but no jokes like that when you see Selina. She says she’s done more harm
‘helping’ than she ever did as a bad girl, and I don’t think her confidence can take
another hit.”
Clark’s head bobbed back and his brow winkled as if trying to adjust his focus on
something.
“That doesn’t sound like her.”
“It’s 80% the fear toxin hangover. The rest is, unfortunately, accurate. The worst
Catwoman did as a thief in terms of actually hurting people was on par with what you
saw at LexCorp that time she went after the X27: Luthor’s elite security banged up in
body and reputation, Brockman humiliated and his career in corporate security set
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back a good three years. Given the line of work they were in, nobody got worse than
they bargained for and nobody got worse than they deserved. In contrast, Selina the
upstanding citizen has been party to a magic misfire that altered Poison Ivy, nearly
killing her and releasing Etrigan, resulting in three deaths, possibly four including Matt
Hagen, over forty-five injuries and the disappearance of Two-Face. A crime boss called
Finn suffered a fatal heart attack as a result of an undercover operation she was a part
of. And today’s event got the whole of Gotham society gassed and terrorized, trapped
in the crossfire from high-powered members of the Justice League. Add another
twenty to the injuries toll, at least.”
“That’s a little harsh, Bruce.”
“And that’s all since you saw her at the polo match,” he added.
“Bruce, that’s completely unfair.”
“Of course it is. Looking strictly and objectively at the facts, absolutely none of it is
her fault. But that’s how she feels. Feelings aren’t objective, and they don’t limit
themselves to facts. So let her be. Let her lick her wounds her own way, right?”
“Ah, this is a parable. Look, Bruce, I’m sorry if Selina really is feeling that way, and
if she is, you should go and spend some time with her. Go up to that preserve of hers,
spend some quality time with the tigers. I don’t want either of you feeling bad about
what happened today. But please understand it’s nothing like where I am. I… can’t
shrug off what they think the way you can. I know you think I should. Lois feels the
same. I’m sorry I can’t accommodate you. My feelings are what they are. This…
stings.”
Bruce said nothing. The silence became awkward and to break it, Clark massaged
his neck between his chin and Adam’s apple, right above the spot where the kryptonite
ring had struck.
“You’re getting better with that thing,” he said lightly.
Bruce grunted… and left.
Not an hour had passed before Clark heard footsteps again. Bat-boots crunching
leaves, starting at the mobile teleport tube and coming his way. Clark continued to
look out at the lake as he marveled at the man’s stubbornness, as forceful and
concentrated as his mastery of martial arts. As one who never had to undergo the
rigors of a dojo, he wondered if there was a connection. Maybe the discipline to
achieve that level of physical excellence required being a stubborn ass.
“I asked one thing,” he said when Batman was near enough to hear. “I said ‘leave
me alone for a bit.’ It’s a reasonable request.”
“You also said you would have liked to be a part of the Scarecrow takedown,” came
the emotionless gravel.
Clark turned at that, concerned.
“Did he escape?”
“No. But there’s another matter. Selina’s case in Rio. There’s a development, and as
I said, she needs a break. I could use a partner.”

From the musings of Ra’s al Ghul, year of the Fire Rat, First Moon…
It seems to me that there is a Cult of Fear among those who would rule, and that it is
a very dangerous business. Like our doctors with their lancelets and bleeding bowls
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prescribing bloodletting for all ills. Sometimes it works, it is true, but when it fails they
know not why. So it is with Fear. It may create a paralytic that subdues a population.
It may raise a mob that can be directed and manipulated to destroy from within what
the army beyond the city walls cannot. Or it may wake a dragon that cannot be
controlled, and will incinerate the city and siege force as one.
It seems to me that one who would hold sway over the minds of men should master
a more reliable weapon. The Hope at the far end of the spectrum breeds men, both
individual and en masse, who are not bowed by fear. Time and again they endure that
which should not be endurable, all because of that insidious belief in a tomorrow that
might be better than today. They achieve that which should not be achievable, because
they believe that tomorrow may not only be better but that they themselves might
make it so. They conquer that which should not be conquerable, because they think
they can. Such men will never be biddable so that one may have lasting confidence in
their fealty.
It is meet, therefore, to seek for minions in those places where hope is bred out of the
people. Find the enclaves where boys grow to manhood anticipating no future. Where
the only road to comfort, respect, and the companionship of women is through the
criminal business of the place, whatever that may be, and in which they are like to die
between the ages of fourteen and twenty-five…

There’s a reason it was Wayne Tech and Star Labs racing to develop their Smart Chip
and Synap5e, respectively, when no other tech company conceived of the idea. Bruce
and Emil Hamilton had the same experience trying to connect their Terran-made
laptops to something Kryptonian and found making the two systems work together
was harder than it needed to be. That was the impetus for creating an item that was
technically hardware but placed at the precise point where the physical device met
digital code, which could recognize what it connected to and adapt as programmed
without putting additional strain on either side’s memory, processors or software.
There were a thousand applications, but the one that started it all was what Bruce
did now: docking his personal laptop into a hexicrystal console so he could brief Clark
at the Fortress of Solitude as easily as he might on Wayne One.
“The Gang of Six had a problem,” he began in Batman’s crisp mission overview
delivery while the screen displayed a red-headed, egg-shaped man with a goatee
photographed at a Wayne Foundation gala. “Gregorian Falstaff was one of those
losses with a half-life. It was an enormously expensive undertaking setting him up in
Gotham, and Selina has kept the pressure on ever since, taking over assets they gutted
or sold to fund it. She likes cat hunting metaphors, but it’s straight out of Sun Tsu: one
barrel of supplies taken from the enemy is equal to ten of your own.”
“Because you can feed your troops, while at the same time, they’re unable to feed
theirs,” Clark nodded. “You’re saying that everything Selina took from Demon made
it harder for them to recover and gave her more resources to go after bigger targets.”
“Correct, until approximately four months ago when the bleeding stopped.”
With a tap on the touchpad, the slide had advanced to a list of holdings and bank
accounts scrolling on the left side of the screen. Clark couldn’t understand a word of it,
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but periodically, as the scroller highlighted a line item, a satellite photo appeared on
the right, dotted with one or more properties.
“They started getting injections of cash, and I wanted to know the source,” Batman
said, selecting a particular line which caused the corresponding satellite image to tilt
and shift to the southern coast of Brazil. “I laid a trap, and knowing the Six themselves
were in Rio, I laid it close to home.”
He touched a key to zoom in on one particular area.
“This is a ‘subsistence farm’ in the hills near Ouro Preto. It produces considerably
more beef, cheese, eggs and coffee than one family would need, but there’s no record of
them ever selling the surplus. Judging by the number of chickens visible in the keyhole
photos, I estimate they’re supplying a base of sixty men, maybe more. So I made a
move against it, just like Selina had been doing to other support operations they’d
leveraged. Instead of foreclosure,” he snapped his fingers. “They paid the note like
that. No more debt. I traced the funds to here.”
A new slide showed an unassuming second story window on a narrow cobblestone
shopping street.
“The office of Ouro do Cimalha in the town of Ouro Preto, region of Minas Gerais;
about 400 kilometers from Rio. The note on the farm was held by an Ouro Preto bank,
that’s who I bought it from. And when I called in the debt, the check was drawn off
this business’s account in that same bank. They’ve been there since 1825.”
“The bank has, or Demon?” Clark asked.
“Ra’s,” Bruce declared in a hateful gravel, then he said no more. He just stared at the
picture on the screen, the quaint white window trimmed in blue, like he wanted to hit
it.
“The economic power of sugar was declining, and the balance of power shifted,” he
said brusquely. “From plantations in the north to the gold mines here in the south.
And Ra’s al Ghul was there.”
He gestured to the screen.
“That mine was held by the British from 1827 to 1927, and the gold went straight to
England. In theory. It’s an English mine, the gold went to England. Except the
documentation is all but non-existent. Exactly how often gold shipped, how much in a
shipment, the records are laughably vague. And records about gold are never vague.”
“Unless there’s another set of records,” Clark observed, and Bruce gave a half-nod.
“I’m sure do Cimalha was diverting some to Demon’s coffers, but there’s no telling
how much. Even in today’s digital world, Demon doesn’t leave much of a footprint.
Piecing together what they did a hundred years ago is a futile exercise.”
“And doesn’t relate to today’s case,” Clark guessed.
“Not directly,” Batman agreed. “But with Demon, it’s vital to look at the past. Ra’s
rarely has new ideas; he redresses old ones. That makes it difficult for a modern mind
to anticipate him, unless you know his playbook. Once you’ve seen enough to catch on
to the old world thinking, it becomes almost childishly simple.”
The next slides showed a string of man-made craters scoured out of a majestic
plateau, video of an enormous truck carrying an appalling load of unknown tonnage
up to the surface, and finally, a huge bulkship in port being loaded with open beds of
the excavated rock. If it was a League briefing at the Watchtower, Clark could imagine
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Eel or Wally saying it looked like an ad for an exceedingly manly beer. Since Batman
would then silence them with an impatient scowl, Clark kept the joke to himself.
“Iron ore is the new gold,” Batman said. “At first I thought Ra’s kept this office from
simple inertia, or possibly because he liked it. Ouro Preto is the only part of Brazil that
takes more pride in its past than its present. Streets are practically unchanged since the
18th century. But this is the real reason he stayed: the iron. Up to twelve million tons
of ore a year coming from the region. Different mineral. Same Ra’s al Ghul.”
The Dark Knight’s eyes met the Man of Steel’s and the near telepathic understanding
between partners made the spoken question unnecessary: Diverting shipments from the
mine like they did before? You think that’s where these infusions of cash are coming from?
And the answer: I certainly want to find out.

From the Musings of Ra’s al Ghul, year of the Metal Rabbit, Tenth Moon…
It is six weeks since the brain fever which took me on emerging from the Lazarus,
and I am more than emboldened by the appetites and vigor of a young man. I am
alarmed, however, perusing my notes on the use of messengers and newsreaders made
no more than a week hence. In the past, once the fever broke, it was over. Yet the
raving madness and the fire that seems to boil my blood had been cooled for a
fortnight when these pages were writ. They are nonsense. They are patently insane. If
I am to benefit from the extended life bestowed by the Lazarus Pit, I must carry the
wisdom gained from lifetime to lifetime.
I have burned the parchment that witnessed the Demon Head’s folly and state here
in the simplest terms that which is so obvious that it should not require stating: There
are two types of communication traveling to and from the governing seat, be it the
throne of the king, mayor of a city, general of an army or the Demon’s Head himself.
There are the confidential reports for his eyes alone, on which he will base his decisions
and which must, for that reason, be scrupulously accurate and correct. Akin to these
are the orders he gives his troops and embassy sent to his allies which must be
conveyed with perfect accuracy. A different beast entirely is the news given to the
public, whether to inform or entertain. Whether this be propaganda entirely or
accurate in its essence, it will always convey the ruler’s message in the best possible
light.
Though these two forms of communication are entirely different, they are conducted
by the same basic means, be it sealed parchment, wax tablet or the speech of a chosen
messenger. In that sense, though they be different, they can be affected, attacked and
altered by similar means. Just as the camel and horse be different beasts, to slash the
throat of either will have the same effect.

“They say the region has a breast of iron around a heart of gold,” the young man
assigned by the mayor said in excellent English. He paused expectantly, and Clark
made an obliging scribble in the sixty-cent notepad he’d grabbed at the hotel. The
people of Ouro Preto might have all the modern conveniences, but for some reason the
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ones like this Ikaro expected ‘the American reporter’ to take notes with a thin pencil on
a paper pad like it was 1940. At least he didn’t have to wear a suit.
“It was gold that built these beautiful buildings,” the young man went on. “The
riches from all the precious metals of the region…”
He was in comfortable shirt sleeves, while his colleague ‘Mr. Stevens’ wore a polo
with the Wayne Enterprises name embroidered conspicuously on the breast pocket.
Only poor Ikaro from the mayor’s office was trapped in that uncomfortable looking
suit.
They’d begun in the historic city center the day before, checking into a hotel a few
blocks from the suspected Demon office: Clark Kent the American journalist and his
‘colleague’ whose function wasn’t quite clear. Though Ouro Preto began as a mining
town, it was now a World Heritage Site whose principle business was tourism. There
was nothing suspect in a reporter arriving to profile the place, particularly with the Rio
Olympics looming, but Bruce meant for the plausible cover story to be seen as just that.
“Of course the World Cup was just in Rio de Janeiro year before last,” Ikaro
explained in almost the same words his boss had used. “So we are able to use that as a
template, to know what to expect for the Olympics. How many of the athletes and
spectators will come early or stay after in order to see more of the country. What
numbers to expect, the timing of when they come in relation to the Rio event, how
many will come as a day trip and how many might stay overnight or longer. It is a
great advantage we have, knowing what we know from the earlier event, we are able
to prepare.”
Clark made a note of it, just as he had when the Mayor said it. The Mayor who had
met them that first evening for a walking tour, which he conducted in very passable
English, but decided after the fact that his accent was an impediment and sent the far
more fluent Ikaro to give them this second tour.
“It was the height of the gold rush, late 17th Century,” he continued, leading them in
a leisurely stroll down the picturesque cobblestone street. “So we have predominantly
the Baroque architecture prevalent at the time. Yet it was, when you come to think of
it, a terrible location to build a city. Tropical forest and mountains all around us,
natives, rivers, tropical storms. But it was the richest area in ‘black gold.’ That is what
our name means. Not like your Texans say to mean oil but in reference to the rich iron
deposits surrounding the gold. Our ancestors took up the challenge. They would
build nowhere but here.”
It was telling.
“Of course the gold rush was long ago, and all those difficulties are gone. Now we
have, what is the American word, re-branded ourselves as a cultural and academic
center.”
His accent dropped to nothing on some phrases, the ones he thought a visitor like
Clark would be quoting and certain others.
“Most of the churches are baroque, as you see. On the highest bluffs. Raised in
gratitude for God’s bounty because our region is blessed with so many natural
resources. The most famous church, St. Francis of Assisi, is one of many buildings
sculpted by local artisan…”
The tour finally concluded and Ikaro left them to ‘explore as you please and have a
nice lunch.’ As soon as he had gone, Bruce’s lip twitched.
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“That was telling,” Clark said, repeating his thought from earlier.
“The way he’s labored over the pronunciation of anything connected to the iron ore?
It’s to be expected. I imagine he’s just as polished giving those talking points in
Russian and Chinese, or someone in the office is. Possibly Hindi and Dutch too unless
they know Indian and South African businessmen speak English.”
“If that’s a reference to BRICS, there’s a very nice woman from the Finance section
who’s tried more than once to explain it to me, and to Lois and to Perry. She’s failed
every time, so if I need to understand—”
“You don’t. You’re doing exactly what you’re supposed to, going through the
motions for an article you’ve no plans to write. They figured that out and concluded
that your cover story is camouflage for me.”
“And that you’re here to see the iron mines,” Clark said, and then he spoke a bit
louder and pointed toward the window of the suspected Demon front as he added “I
think there’s a restaurant down that way.”
“Occupied?” Bruce asked softly.
Clark looked through the wall and scanned on different spectra.
“Empty, dry and cold,” he reported. “Nobody’s been there for weeks.”
“As I hoped. A paper operation, not something to staff on a daily basis. That means
we only need to worry about the locals. You should be able to go in at any time. Eyes
will be on me, but be as quick as you can.”
“As quick as I can?” Clark said, looking skeptically over his glasses.
“Figure of speech. Be thorough,” he graveled, then in a slightly louder voice. “I’m
going to shop a bit. Meet back at the hotel?”
Clark looked thoughtful, then shook his head in a single, abbreviated move Bruce
recognized.
“What is it?” he asked sharply.
“Animals. Maybe a forest fire,” he murmured, meaning ‘Nothing I can’t do alone’
which he then confirmed with a cheery “Sure, back at the hotel!”

From the musings of Ra’s al Ghul, year of the Earth Sheep, Eighth Moon…
Those born into despair continue to make the most desirable minions and I
congratulate myself on recognizing this early. Today I have cause to refine that early
wisdom. The peasants who toil on a hillside in Mongolia may at a glance seem
comparable to the Forgotten of the Klong Toey slums or the lower castes of Lhasa and
Delhi. Indeed they are comparable so far as recruitment, but for bases where the
Demon shall be active, it is best to concentrate on those places where the despairing
hoards are clustered in or near great cities. While the most unfortunate of the world’s
poor are born in accursed spots lacking the ports, fertile soil and rich ores that birth
great civilizations, it is only in those more favored locations that events will occur that
the Demon may make use of.
It is meet, then, to establish bases amidst the poor and destitute clustered in or near
the great cities and centers of commerce. Twenty good men in the heart of Istanbul are
worth a hundred and twenty on a dunghill in Kurdistan.
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Bruce found a casual café-bar and was taking a friendly interest in a football game
playing on a TV in the back corner. The café had no outdoor tables, but it did open
completely onto the street and he’d taken the first table when you stepped in from the
sidewalk. It didn’t give him an ideal view of the TV, but he himself was easily seen by
anyone passing by—which made it not that surprising when Ikaro spotted him as he
passed. It turned out this was his regular place, just to come in the evening, have a
beer and watch the game.
Bruce gave a convincing show of surprise at the coincidence but with a shrewd glint
in his eye to tell Ikaro he knew the game they were playing. A casual remark about the
football game naturally brought up the World Cup, and Rio, and all the building that
had been done to prepare: a cable car system for quick and economical commuting
from one of the largest favelas, a high tech command and control center, and so on.
Building that was a reflection of its time, so unlike the Baroque beauty of Ouro Preto.
If the town were built today on 21st Century iron stead of 18th Century gold, for
instance… Ikaro had his cover to brief Mr. Stevens on all he might want to know as a
potential investor in the young Brazilian steel industry—or alternately as a buyer of
raw ore, though China was the region’s principle customer and given the relative
strength of the Yuan against the Dollar, he might find that an unattractive prospect.
They returned their attention to the game, where a German player offered a
somewhat clumsy lead in for the ore that remained in Brazil. Ikaro claimed a cousin
who had just returned from living in Duisberg for six months. It was a somewhat
confusing story about doing the food shopping in a Turkish grocery, a very pretty
cashier in a headscarf, and ‘vegetable oil’ not being in his phrasebook—but it got the
message through. His cousin, an engineer for German steel giant Thyssen-Krupp, was
one of two hundred Brazilians sent to Germany to learn how things were done in a
steel plant there before taking on positions of responsibility for the new plant in Rio.
“A time consuming and laborious process, but you can see why they thought it
worthwhile. The plant in Rio is the biggest investment the company has made in its
history.”
Again, attention returned to the game. Another round of beer was bought. Ikaro
asked if Mr. Stevens had visited the Interconfidencia Museum that had such fascinating
exhibits on the “Gold Cycle,” or the Gold Foundry where taxes due to the Portuguese
crown were paid. Bruce said he wasn’t a fan of museums generally, but that he
wouldn’t mind a tour of an actual mine if that were possible. Ikaro thought something
could be arranged – and if Mr. Stevens really wanted more time out of the city, there
were some ‘eco-tours’ that wouldn’t confine them to the gold mines alone.
Bruce was about to accept, when Ikaro looked past him at the TV.
“Well look at that,” he blurted in his native Portuguese.
Bruce shifted in his chair and adjusted his view—to see that the football game had
been interrupted for a special report. Superman had been sighted over Serra do Cipo
National Park. Speculation was that he was putting out a fire, as there had been a
drought for nearly two months... Lacking any visuals besides a few seconds of grainy,
distant cell footage, the news station augmented that video with the much more vivid,
close-up footage of his last appearance in America. Bruce felt his stomach drop at that
too-familiar sight of the red, glowing eyes turning swiftly to the side and firing at the
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off-screen threat. Now accompanied by a news crawl in a foreign language talking
about a fire. He imagined the stations back home that would, within the next few
hours, be running a story that implied Superman started the fire.

From the musings of Ra’s al Ghul, year of the Earth Dog, Fifth Moon…
I weary of this insidious technology overturning principles that were once certain.
The march of the West and its progress, its science, its presumptive arrogance called
optimism, ever believing it can find a better way. It makes operations in the cities an
increasingly fretful business.
There was a time when a man honored his ancestors and made the blanket, the wine
cup and the sword as it had always been made. This incessant drive to improve, to
find a newer and better way, it infests everything with that wretched hope. If things
may change – and change now comes with such appalling speed – how can the
peasant’s despair be counted sure as gold?
If any neighbor may simply have an idea at any time, then even though our
wretched peasant sees no way to improve things himself, he may yet entertain hope.
No matter how dire and hopeless the situation seem, he may yet hope a better day will
come.
This cult of innovation must be stopped. There must be some way to poison it at the
root. Perhaps… Perhaps if it were possible to instill fear of the idea before it come.
Distrust of any neighbor who might see as he do not. Yes, instill fear of what is
superior. If nothing good can come from the smarter man, then there can be no
solutions if the peasant himself cannot imagine what it might be. And since the
peasant is, by his nature, unimaginative and stupid, he shall have no more hope than
he did before.
That is the answer to this treachery called Progress, Innovation and Technology.
Cultivate fear and contempt for all that is superior. Treat the hope already present as a
plague. Create a cordon sanitaire to separate the infected, so the despairing will go not
near them. Thus will the Demon continue to thrive as before.

The next morning they met for an early breakfast at a locals’ café where Ikaro had
arranged for a special guide to meet them. Bruce didn’t need to ask if Clark had seen
the news; the way he chewed the crust of his toast said it all. Bruce wasn’t going to
introduce the topic, but Clark was used to his friend’s perpetual deductions which,
combined with fluctuations in his heartbeat and blood pressure, meant that Bruce
usually didn’t have to say whatever was on his mind.
“I am not going to give them a better visual just so they’ll run a different video,”
Clark declared with the aggrieved bitterness of one who has been on both sides of a
news rundown. “It’s unethical.”
“Staging the news is unethical,” Bruce conceded. “But providing B-roll is a common
public relations tool.”
Clark drank his coffee with a skeptical brow-raise. Bruce routinely planted stories
and they both knew it, to bait a trap or divert attention. The only reason Batman had
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negative press was because he didn’t care. It was a recurring thought since the movies
began. Bruce the strategist who had a plan for everything could fix the way the Dark
Knight was perceived in a matter of weeks if he felt it was worth his time, he just…
didn’t.
And as usual, the dead end with Batman led him to Catwoman. Who did care.
Selina cared enough to suspend her felonious activities in order to mount that CatTales show to set the record straight.
“There was a jaguar,” he said casually. “Yesterday, cornered by the fire. He’s fine.
Fur’s a little black where it shouldn’t be, but he was running and climbing again as
soon as I set him down. Might want to mention it when you call home. Take the sting
out of whatever she saw.”
Bruce grunted, but before he could say more about the abrupt change of subject, the
guide arrived to take them to the gold mine. They feigned an interest in the mine itself,
the British engine installed in 1825 that took them down, the shrine the miners made to
the saint that protected them and so on. Of course, Mr. Stevens did ask more questions
on the ride to and from the mine than at the site itself. He took more pictures, and
even had his binoculars out at several points. Then the guide brought them to the
Northwest overlook where Mr. Stevens had arranged for an eco-tour to meet them for
a hike, and a few minutes after he left, they were climbing the stairs to the veranda of a
sprawling log cabin Clark had spotted from the air the day before.
The woman who lived in the elegantly rustic abode, while not an environmentalist in
the political sense, was a passionate nature lover. Their cover stories instantly
reversed: the American industrialist in the area to find out about the iron ore now
becoming the easily recognized subterfuge for the Metropolis reporter here to
investigate the strip mining. They found out about the most active mining sites, the
ecological impact, the loss of historical charm and colonial farms, and most
significantly to Bruce, the socio-economic impact on the surrounding towns from the
thousands of workers flooding into the area to build a tremendous ‘duct’ to the Port of
Rio.
Clark made a few high speed passes through the mining sites Bruce had
photographed, merely a quick in and out of the mobile administrative shacks, faster
than the men at work could see. He came away with nothing but a PDF on Guaiba
Island, Sepetiba Bay south of the port of Rio… “Hosting two terminals suitable for
loading iron ore and capable of accepting vessels including large capesize ships due to
its unrestricted LOA and deep draft,” he read. “I could have Googled that from my
desk in Metropolis. It’s a wasted day.”
“Call it a field test using the scanner wand,” Bruce said, making the best of it. He
had no doubts the device would perform just as well for Clark at high speed as it had
for Matches on the Finn case, but a dry run did no harm. “And the time’s not wasted,
we learned a lot,” he concluded.
“We did? I must have missed it,” Clark noted sourly. “What was it exactly?”
“I don’t know yet. That’s what we still have to find out. It’s usually the one piece
that doesn’t fit… Besides, the day’s not over yet. Let’s get back to town and search that
office.”
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From the musings of Ra’s al Ghul, year of the Wood Pig, Ninth Moon…
‘Bread and Circuses’ they say in the West. It is the foolish among us who will not
give them their due, they have had their empires of note. The emperors who held so
many for so long were not without wisdom. Bread and Circuses, it is a good phrase.
A city must have festivals. It must display its wealth and its leisure. By its nature, a
city is an unpleasant place: hot, noisy and garish. Whether it forms originally around
fertile fields, rich mines or well situated rivers, it thrives because it is rich. The richer it
grows, the more people come and the more crowded it grows. The hotter, the louder,
the more garish and uninhabitable. Thus all cities of a certain size will, from time to
time, host great events that visitors will come to witness all it offers in recompense for
the stench and the noise and the heat. Its fine temples, public baths and grand theatres;
its culture and comforts, the abundance and variety of its food and merchandise.
It is at these events where by a city’s own design crowds pour in from all the
surrounding parts of the world where the Demon will do its finest work. It is vital then
to be an established and familiar part of the cities long before the event is
contemplated. Once preparations begin, all who reside there—and most particularly
the merchants—will begin to alter what they do in expectation of visitors and profit. It
is vital to know the way things were done before if the opportunity is to be exploited…

Ironically, in his years as one of the world’s most notorious playboys, Bruce’s goal
was to spend as little time as possible with the women he dated. If he could establish
‘this is what Bruce Wayne is doing tonight’ in two hours instead of six, it was four
hours freed for patrol. If he could establish ‘dating Ann Fitzwilliam’ in three dates
instead of ten, it freed a week or more in which he didn’t have to make an appearance
at all. The practice left him with a finely honed instinct for the relationship between
behavior, perception and time. He knew just how conspicuous to be meeting for a
quick drink at The Peninsula compared to a formal dinner, a photo op entrance to a
nightclub where he could instantly slip out the back, or the hushed bar at Masa where
he would get a call after twenty minutes that would be his excuse to cancel the rest of
the evening. At the time, he looked on it as maximizing his return on investment:
twenty minutes of Batman’s time was paid in, what other than time could he add to get
the most payout?
Today, the instinct served him in a different way: doing as much, but no more, to
ensure that he and Clark were noticed on their return to Ouro Preto; doing as much,
but no more, to ensure that the watching eyes remained on him while Clark searched
the Ouro do Cimalha office…

From the musings of Ra’s al Ghul, year of the Fire Rooster, Sixth Moon…
I cannot decide if these men of the West are peculiar or merely perverse. Their
tactics are a muddle and their diet appalling. I begin to wonder if there may be a link.
They eat little rice, only one type of potato, and brew their spirits from wheat. It
cannot be sound. Their passion for tea and spice is well known, but if they are
consuming any of it, there is no stimulation of the intellect that I can discern.
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If they were truly stupid, I could comprehend. And I would welcome the
revelation. Stupidity is to be greatly desired in a foe and makes for solid predictability
in an ally. But these Westerners, they are brilliant one day and morons the next!
Consider the little Corsican corporal. Absolute genius at the Italian border, heroic
brilliance at Lodi, strategy and luck, and knowing how to marshal both. And then? He
invades Russia in the winter.
How is such inconsistency to be swallowed?
How?
How?
Should I ever meet a Western man of reliable and constant quality, I swear by the
Dragon, I shall have him stuffed as the rarest of specimens.

The office was on the second floor on top of a store, which meant speed running
down the street, into the building and up the stairs. The other office on that floor was
closed for the day, so Clark had all the time he needed in the hall outside Ouro do
Cimalha’s door. It was an old-fashioned lock of the type he learned to open on the
farm, putting his palm on the door over the mechanism and sending a vibration
through it until the pins dropped. It wasn’t exactly subtle; it would break the lock.
When someone returned and tried to open it, they would realize something had
happened, but it wasn’t as obvious or quickly discovered as a shattered door. A quick
glance through the wall showed that Demon put its faith in a simple floor sensor,
which he could beat by simply hovering, and a camera, which he could freeze rather
than shooting with heat vision in case they had a fire alarm.
It was a good size office with two desks, a row of thick three-ring binders on a shelf,
one tall filing cabinet and one short one. Of those, only the top drawer on the tall
cabinet and one of the desks was locked. He started with the filing cabinet. It would
have taken an efficient person forty minutes to scan every page in every file in that
locked drawer. Superman took eight minutes, but only because he was tied to the
speed of the scanner wand which took a fixed amount of time to capture each image
and transmit it to the satelite. He considered mentioning it to Bruce, which would
produce a faster scanner within six months, but it’s not like he did this sort of thing
often enough to make it worthwhile.
The desk was more interesting. There was a hand-written ledger which, like the
contents of the filing cabinet, was in code. The scanned pages would all have to be run
through Bruce’s decryption programs. But there were several pages that weren’t part
of the ledger, loose papers – invoices or purchase orders – casually stuffed inside the
back cover until they would be filed.
Clark’s eyes narrowed at a familiar address that seemed to jump from the lines of
Portuguese. His fingers moved in a blur as he searched the rest but found nothing.
Without taking the time to physically open drawers, he looked through the other desk,
then the unlocked drawers of the filing cabinet, file by file and page by page, and
finally he pointed his X-ray vision at the three ring binders...
There! And there. And there. Seven, eight, ten... fourteen.
Fourteen pieces of paper confirming the worst, in the top right corner as unique and
eye-catching as its maker intended: the LexCorp logo....
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CHAPTER 5: RIVER OF JANUARY
Diogo pedaled hard through the busy street in Copacabana, clutching the expensive
phone plucked from the fingers of a too-comfortable tourist. At least he’d seemed too
comfortable at first, like a dozen others with a dozen similar gadgets, bulging wallets
and expensive watches, gold chains and sunglasses. Diogo had seen him take a photo
of the Olympics poster, check it and then step back to take a better one. His eyes only
on that task, oblivious to everything else around him, he’d seemed like another easy
score—until Diogo lifted the phone from his fingers. Half the time, they didn’t figure
out what happened in time to associate it with the shirtless twelve-year-old in board
shorts peddling down the street on his bike. Of the few who did, only eight had ever
chased him and no one had—damn, the guy was fast! No one had ever been able to
keep up. Diogo jumped the curve and swerved to find a clear path along the shoulder
where he could really open up and get away from the guy. He shifted to stuff the
phone into the side of his shorts to secure it for a morrrAIIIGHR! A sharp clamp
around his forearm yanked him back, to the side, and halfway off the bike. The
stranger had gone around and cut him off and must have… he’d come from nowhere,
grabbed the front wheel of the bike with one hand and Diogo’s arm with the other.
The guy took a wedge of silver, similar to the curved blades Diogo and his friends
attached to their kite strings for kite fighting. The guy’s eyes blazed with a fiery rage
that made it hard to think or speak let alone move. For a heartbeat, the boy thought he
was about to die. Instead, the man held the blade to the front wheel of his bike as a
deep, menacing gravel spoke in perfect Portuguese:
“I’m going to be in this neighborhood for a week or more. If you try anything like
that again—and I will see if you do—I slash your tires. It will take a lot of stolen
phones and cameras and jewelry before you get enough money to replace them, and all
that time, you’ll have to get away on foot. Your chance of getting away every time
without your bike are not good. Do we understand each other?”
The shaking wasn’t voluntary, but Diogo managed to push the trembling upward
into his neck to produce an erratic nod.
“Good,” the man said. “Now. You have a brother or sister?”
Diogo answered with another shaky nod.
“How many?”
Diogo held up two fingers, and the stranger altered his grip to pull him—not by his
arm but by his ear—to one of the ubiquitous grocery store bars called botecos. There
he bought a bag of rice, beans and cassava flour for the fried dish called farofa, and told
Diogo to come back to the spot tomorrow and they’d see about adding some fruit and
protein to the mix.
Diogo ran off and the stranger’s lip twitched as he watched him go.
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“Now we have eight,” Bruce announced when he returned to the apartment
overlooking Ipanema beach. “Boys who work Urca, Leblon, Botafogo, Santa Teresa…”
“Your Baker Street Irregulars,” Clark said, handing him a glass of cloudy pink juice he
said was watermelon, and that he also bought kiwi and that the juice bars here were
amazing.
“That’s what you did with your time?” Bruce asked, downing the juice like a shot
then studied the glass. “Not bad,” he admitted.
“I also called Oracle a few times,” Clark said. “Until Dick cut in and said bothering
her won’t make the job go any faster. He suggested I walk the beach, which I tried and
it was driving me crazy. So I went in the other direction and wandered the streets, saw
the shops, and decided to pick up a few things for the fridge.”
The accounting of his time was more detailed than necessary, and when he ran out of
words, a tense silence congealed.
“Where’s the new boy from?” he asked, just for something to say.
“He was working Copacabana. So probably Tabajaras; that’s the closest favela. But
the patchwork on his bike argues for Rocinha. I’ll find out tomorrow. I told you,
they’re too scared for questions the first day. After the first meal, when they’ve come
back on their own, I get the full story: which neighborhoods they work and which
favela they go home to.”
“You know you’re taking advantage of the skewed economic divide in this place,”
Clark said.
“You think I’m going to let the family starve if a boy doesn’t want to provide intel?”
“I… didn’t think that exactly,” Clark fibbed.
“I didn’t create the poverty in this city,” Bruce said curtly. “And I don’t treat those
kids like criminals. I understand why they’re doing what they do, and for a while at
least, I’m providing an alternative. Most of them appreciate it and will talk. It’s a tool
like any other, Clark. Rio is a big place and for the price of a little food going to people
who need it, I get eyes and ears in up to twenty neighborhoods. It’s not a bad deal for
anyone.”
“I suppose,” Clark said, turning to look at the view as another tense silence
descended.
The data he’d scanned in the Demon office should have been decrypted by the time
they landed in Rio. It wasn’t. There were several possible reasons, most of them
innocuous: idiosyncrasies in a particular minion’s handwriting disrupting the OCR or
some peculiarities with the humidity affecting the paper. Even the speed at which
Clark worked could have created irregularities in the data that slowed down the
automated processing of the scan. So Oracle was redoing the OCR manually, page by
page, and as soon as it was done, they would let the Batcomputer try again. If it
decrypted the files the way it should have originally, fine, they’d know it was nothing
more than anomalies in the scan. But if it continued to fail…
“Do you think?” Clark asked.
“Maybe.”
…It was Luthor. Demon didn’t innovate, Bruce made that clear. If it wasn’t some
fluke in the scan, then the decryption failures must be connected to LexCorp. Clark
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could not believe it was a coincidence if Demon just happened to change their coding
practices in an office where that logo appeared.
“’Maybe’ isn’t an answer, Bruce. I asked what you think.”
“I think I’m going to try the kiwi juice,” he declared in a light, almost foppish tone.
“Bruce!”
“Clark, we don’t know enough. We just don’t. There are only possibilities right
now, and nothing to point to a single one as more likely than the others.”
“But that LexCorp address, the papers with their logo—”
“It’s Demon; they don’t buy Wayne Tech,” Bruce said simply. “Or do business with
any other Wayne subsidiaries if they can help it. Not to be boastful, that limits the
marketplace. They could be buying toasters for all we know, without it having
anything at all to do with Lex personally.”
“But what do you think?”
“Clark, do you know why this city is called Rio de Janeiro? A false assumption. The
Portuguese who found it thought Guanabara Bay was a river. The mouth of the Tejo in
Lisbon was just as wide, so that was no reason to think it couldn’t be, but there was
also no reason to assume that it was. Let’s wait until we know enough to know. If Lex
is behind this, it’s not worth tipping our hand on a guess.”
“And if we do find out we’ve got a Demon-Luthor alliance on our hands?”
“It wouldn’t be the first time,” Bruce said blandly.
Clark considered it.
“That’s true,” he murmured. “And unlike Ra’s al Ghul, Luthor doesn’t like
repeating himself. Considering the way it ended for him last time, with Talia
bankrupting LexCorp and the assassin failing to kill Clark Kent, it would be unlike him
to try again.”
Bruce grunted. Clark had the speculation he wanted and the tacit reassurance that,
whatever the situation turned out to be, Batman had a plan.
Of course that reassurance had echoes… Batman had a plan. If Luthor teamed up
with Demon, if he teamed up with Joker, if he teamed up with Bill Gates probably.
Possibly if he teamed up with Catwoman (though even Bruce might let it go at this
point, after the way the last two rounds had turned out for Lex.)
In a way, that was the issue.
“Bruce,” he said awkwardly, “this really should have come up when Luthor tried to
make an alliance with Selina during that Queen of the Underworld business. It didn’t
because, well—”
“Because we were busy staying alive in that trap he set at the World Bank,” Bruce
cut him off curtly. “And then the security of the Watchtower took precedence when
we learned what his targets were. Selina was involved by then and you wouldn’t want
to bring it up in front of her, and by the time she and Lois were off celebrating Luthor’s
defeat, you didn’t want to mention it when I was paying for their shopping spree. But
now—” he clapped his hands with a single enthusiastic strike “—you’d like to talk
about Luthor’s resignation. Again.”
“That Gotham-Metropolis alliance he tried to set up with Catwoman was retaliation,
you know it was. He targeted the two of us because of what you did, in complete
violation of our agreement!”
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“Our agreement was not to actively pursue Luthor while he was in office, to treat him
like any other legally elected head of state unless he stepped over the line. I abided by
that.”
“You had a mountain of evidence against him, so that he had no choice but to resign!”
“Which I did not use until he sent a minion of Ra’s al Ghul to kill Clark Kent—”
“Created a security breach and ambushed him in the bunker—”
“We have had this argument, Clark. We said we wouldn’t get involved unless he
stepped over the line. A President attempting to assassinate one of his citizens because he
doesn’t like what was written about him is pretty far over that line.”
“But you had the file ready, Bruce. I know Luthor, probably better than anyone on
the planet. I know him better than you do, and I know the one thing he is not is a
quitter. The sheer tonnage of evidence you would have to drop on him to make that
resignation happen, not even you could put that together in the… what was it, 48
hours between the assassination attempt and the resignation.”
“I’ve already admitted that, Clark.”
“It violated our agreement.”
“In your philosophy maybe, but not anywhere else. It was a given Luthor would do
something. You say you know him, you can’t pretend you don’t know that. So I had
the file ready.”
“The spirit of the agreement.”
“In your philosophy.”
Clark sighed.
“Fine, in my philosophy. You want to stick to the facts, the fact is he retaliated—
which is why we made the agreement in the first place. That is what the agreement
was meant to prevent, and it was the best plot he’s launched against the League in
recent memory. It could have worked if he hadn’t brought it to Batman’s girlfriend.
Now here we are again! Luthor is out there making alliances with your enemy and I
shouldn’t worry about it because you have a plan.”
Bruce said nothing for a long minute. Then he too took a long, sighing breath.
“Clark,” he began, “The movie is Batman versus Superman because studios have to
make a profit for their shareholders; some idiot has issues with superheroes and some
other idiot thinks people will pay to see it. It’s bullshit. You know it; I know it. We’ve
had our disagreements—some of them unfortunately public. We’re reasonable men;
we’ve settled them reasonably. I would rather not rehash every one because an idiot
with more power than sense is making bad decisions in Hollywood.
“Now I personally believe that Luthor’s Holce Concept scheme had little to do with
the resignation and everything to do with being reduced to a state of drooling catatonia
by a spark of pissed off cosmic Is. He wanted to make an ‘I’m back’ gesture like a giant
middle finger made of red neon fifty stories tall. Maybe we did get lucky with him
bringing it to Selina. If we did, then we got lucky again, because we found the Demon
cell here and the possible Lex connection. If he’s here, we’ll get him. Relax.”
Clark tilted his head.
“Relax,” Bruce ordered, pointing to the beach. “It’s Ipanema, that’s what it’s there
for.”
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From the desk of Lex Luthor
CONFIDENTIAL MEMO
To: Jessica Erics, Message Development
RE: T & M Consulting
Jess, I’ve used the smallest words I can with T & M and now I’m telling you. No
jokes. Can I be plainer? No humor, no witticism, no lightness, no snark, no frivolity of
any kind. Please pick up a thesaurus, open it to the entry for ‘fun,’ walk it over to the T
& M office and bash them on the head with it as many times as it takes.
I do not want Superman made light of. I want him feared. Dreaded like Death.
Getting a bit in the Colbert monologue doesn’t get us there. A sketch on SNL doesn’t
get us there. And a stupid campaign of captioned photos going ‘viral’ on social media
does not get us there. I don’t want the Alien ridiculed, I want him viewed as the
greatest threat facing the human race since the Plague.
In fact, I suggest you get T&M to look to that period for models. The tone of the
Inquisition would not be amiss. “Laughing at evil means not preparing oneself to
combat it.” (Superman is that Evil.) “Laughing at good means denying its power.”
(We are that good. Get it?) 100% seriousness at all times and condemning anything
that takes you off message.
I want the public to fear Superman, and I want YOU to fear laughter. Fear it like
Death, Jess. If anyone cracks a smile at any story involving Superman, it means you’ve
fucked up.

As a trained assassin, Ca’chasa was equally contemptuous of the drug gangs who
ruled the favela before pacification as he was of the police force that cleared them out.
As a boy, he too had owned and used a weapon larger than he was, but he was
disciplined. He knew a weapon was a privilege and one of which a warrior must make
himself worthy. He didn’t poison his body with drugs that would corrupt his aim and
undermine his patience. As far as he was concerned, these drug lords were absurd
children who got exactly what they deserved.
The police were a crack paramilitary battalion called BOPE. Ca’chasa could
appreciate their training and discipline, the product of one of the most brutal boot
camps in the world and recognized as the most lethal military force in Latin America.
They carried their weapons properly and with respect. He could admire their
ruthlessness and skill. But like all soldiers, they were instruments of a state that
resisted Ra’s al Ghul, and like all soldiers, they were part of a unit, bound to their
brothers in arms. As a lone assassin, Ca’chasa had no such ties. No partner, brother or
friend competed for his loyalty. The mission was all. These soldiers, for all their
ruthlessness, skill and discipline, were inferior.
Not that he was here to form an opinion. He was sent only to document the changes
since pacification. Once the guns cooled, the police organized football competitions
and made a community center in the drug lords’ former headquarters. Ca’chasa noted
that detail particularly, it was the kind of thing The Six would consider significant. A
political act. Not the kind of thing Ca’chasa cared for. A police band was playing for
the opening of the community center. There was face painting and, and females among
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the BOPE soldiers whom the children would run up to, laughing. He didn’t like the
way it softened their image. Music, a football game, a playground, women and
children, it all seemed so light and colorful and… not bleak.
It was also, he reminded himself, not his place to have an opinion. He was sent here
to observe, and he made a note of the traffic cameras and their locations, the wires and
electrical paths... A young man whose tattoos clearly identified him as part of a gang
was trying to stir up a crowd about the ‘disrespect’: Surveillance cameras invading
their privacy, the state watching them 24/7 as if they were criminals…
Ca’chasa turned to hide his smile. He knew they were exactly the same cameras that
recorded the major thoroughfares of London, Paris, Gotham and Tokyo, and Rio itself.
Even those in the crowd who worked in the city knew what a traffic camera was for,
and that they peppered affluent and working class neighborhoods alike. Still, some
who had never been outside the favela felt the imagined insult, and Ca’chasa would be
the last to tell them that in the modern world the cameras meant the neighborhood was
seen as a part of the city rather than living apart from it.

From the desk of Lex Luthor
CONFIDENTIAL MEMO
To: Jessica Erics, Message Development
RE: No more focus groups
Jess, I don’t need to focus it, I know who these people are. They’re losers. Insecure,
self-doubting nobodies who will grab at any idea that makes them feel superior.
That’s why you don’t paint the Alien himself, you paint those who admire him.
Paint the Superman fan club as naïve, childish and gullible (It shouldn’t be hard, they
are) and watch the rubes line up behind you.
There is no inconsistency here. You don’t mock Superman. He remains too terrible
to make light of. But mock the hell out of the people who like him. If you do your job,
that will bring over the bulk of the losers. Once we have their numbers it will swing
the lemmings, they absorb whatever opinion is popular. Convince them it’s what
‘everybody’ thinks (or how everybody feels or what everybody knows) and they’ll
believe it heart and soul.

Superman had flown high over Sepetiba Bay to avoid being spotted again in Brazil
while he watched the huge bulkship being loaded with iron ore—the same ore they’d
seen mined near Ouro Preto. He was less cautious in the Netherlands an hour later,
watching a similar ship that had left Rio weeks before as it docked for unloading in the
Port of Rotterdam. He made a quick tour of the other iron ore ports profiled in the pdf
he’d scanned at that first mine, and he allowed himself to be seen and photographed in
Tasmania, Calcutta, Chenai and South Africa—establishing for anyone keeping track of
such things that Superman only popped up in Brazil to help with the forest fire and
had long since moved on to other things. Then he called Lois.
..::Daily Planet. Lane,::.. came the crisp greeting that always made him smile.
“Morning, Lane. Managing okay without your husband?”
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..::Well that depends, Smallville. Every time he leaves town I ask him to bring me back a
scoop, and I usually get a sea shell.::..
It felt good hearing her prattle. Lois had moved on from whatever horrors she'd
seen in Gotham as soon as the effects of the toxin dissipated. He knew that before he’d
left; but it was reassuring to hear it in her voice. On the surface, there was same
studied casualness as when she was faking: when she was worried and didn’t want
him to know… “Hey, Smallville.” Or when she was relieved because she had been
worried and didn’t want him to know that either… “Hey, Smallville.” And when she
was angry or frustrated or defeated or depressed, but hid it because didn’t want to
dump another problem on him…“Hey, Smallville.” And then there was the one that
made it all worth it: when she was sincerely including him on something because he
was a part of her life, even though the something wasn’t important. That was what he
heard today.
She had been enjoying the passive-aggression of the Gotham press since her
coverage of Man’s Reach. Some reporters would be offended or irritated, but Lois was
reveling in it. “All because I didn’t waste the opportunity finding myself in a hospital
with a lot of recovering Gotham socialites, imagine!” Anyone who knew how to do the
job (she said modestly) could have pieced together an equally detailed picture of the
complicated scene with so many accounts at their disposal from so many different
points around the museum. And anyone who had even half an instinct for what makes
a story (she said unassumingly) would have thought to do a side piece on the hospital,
from the ER staff’s account of Superman flying in the first of the wounded one at a time
to the waves of toxin cases arriving in ambulances (and still recovering when Lois
herself woke up—dovetailing into the main report).
And if her personal go-round with Scarecrow toxin allowed her to convey the
experience better than Gotham reporters ever had (she said, finally allowing herself a
hint of superiority) well, that was being a better writer—which she knew was a bitter
pill to swallow from the many times she’d encountered better writers and reporters.
But on those occasions—and this was the crucial difference—she had behaved with
dignity and grace. That Gotham crowd were so transparently put out about it all. They
really should learn to hold their cards closer to their chest…
It was exactly what Clark needed. A light guided tour of the Man’s Reach episode
and its aftermath, focused on the many facets that had nothing to do with him.
…Kyle was looking on her as his special charge (she prattled on) since he’d brought
her back to Metropolis in the immediate aftermath of the incident. He checked on her
twice yesterday, and while she knew better than to be angry, she wasn’t going to let it
pass. So now, any time he came over, she sat him down for a snack and went to work
on him. Result: there was going to be a detailed, insider’s account of the archaeological
digs on Gliese 581-D (that would be running in the Sunday supplement and should get
picked up by some science mags) and the full story on the Green Lanterns’ role in
tidally locking its moon and the other planets orbiting Gliese 581. Once that story ran,
Lois expected it to finally score her an interview with Neil deGrasse Tyson, who’d been
ducking her for months…
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It was exactly what Clark needed. Moving on from the Gotham incident entirely and
moving on to other aspects of people’s lives that had nothing to do with Superman.
Then it all crashed.
…:: It’s such a shame about that fire. The usual suspects are doing their thing. WLEX says
Superman was starting a stampede to punish drug traffickers in the area and they wound up
dragging smoldering branches as they went, burning down a national park. Perry made sure a
real translation of the Brazilian news reports got out there, but you know how it is. The ones
who don’t want to believe it just won’t believe it.::..
“I see,” was the best Clark could manage. He knew there was more. It was in her
tone; she was angry the way she only got on his behalf.
…:: The ones condemning Superman are obviously in the tank for Luthor and nobody with a
scrap of sense even listens. It’s the ones who like it that make my blood boil. They believe
Luthor’s bull but they don’t see anything wrong with it. ‘Superman started a fire that
endangers lives and property’ is supposed to make you hate Superman. They think it’s ‘bad
ass.’::..
Her wry amusement with the ‘transparently put out’ Gotham press began to sound a
little different. ‘They really should learn to hold their cards closer to their chest,’
indeed.
“Don’t worry about it,” he told her in the same tone he’d reassured Bruce. “News
isn’t meant to be remembered anymore, right? It’s just entertainment.”
Their new household mantra. What had begun as Perry White’s indictment of the
sad state of journalism had become their half-joking hymn of solace when another
handful of mud was flung at Superman’s name. What they both should have
bemoaned as an embarrassment to their profession was now an article of faith:
Whatever was said about him, true or false, no matter who was quoted and with what
authority they spoke, what fictions they concocted to support their lies, what once
respectable publications picked up the story, no matter how often it was tweeted or
what bloggers did a victory dance repeating it… none of it would outlive the news
cycle.
In the time it took him to list all those galling details that didn’t matter, he’d returned
to the apartment and the bitter codicil flashed through his mind while the doorknob
turned in his hand: Nothing he dug up on Luthor would outlive the news cycle either.
Trying to expose the truth about either of them was seeming more and more…
quixotic.
He saw a note from Bruce on the refrigerator: the manual OCR was done and the
first batch of documents decrypted. Taken with the closed door to Bruce’s room and
the half pot of liquid in the coffee maker, it didn’t take the world’s greatest detective to
figure out that he was working on the first batch of data.
Clark scanned the coffee with a critical eye. It was the one thing Bruce could make
passably well, at least in the Watchtower kitchen where the coffee machine and the
coffee itself were on par with the Daily Planet’s breakroom. In Brazil, where coffee was
a religion second only to soccer, it seemed a pity. The apartment’s residential kitchen
was equipped with an absolute jewel of a coffee maker and he’d bought a tin of locally
grown Arabica. Using them for Bruce’s passable-for-breakroom-coffee seemed a
waste. He poured out the stale liquid and made a fresh pot, smiling to himself at one
of those secret thoughts he would never share with a living soul: neither Bruce nor Lois
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could fly, so they didn’t. When there was flying to be done, they left it to him. How he
wished they would do the same when it came to the kitchen.
With time on his hands, Clark filed a story on the colorful new cable car system that
allowed the residents of favela Complexo do Alemao to commute to the city proper in
ten to fifteen minutes, compared to the hour it took them previously. Then he created a
queue of interviews: There was a woman who came down to cook at one of the big
hotels. She started cooking at age 5, she said, going to the big houses where her mother
was paid by the day to work as a housekeeper. Having no home of their own at the
time, those hours in the kitchen was where she felt at home…
Clark heard Bruce’s voice talking on the phone, his door still closed. Clark went
back to work.
There was the young man who “was never on the drug gangs’ payroll himself, but
had good friends he hung out with who were” and he “held their guns from time to
time.” He was a huge fan of the skycars but said that his mother, like many older
people, was afraid of them. But he was able to work in the city, making good money
by favela standards, and still have time with his wife and daughter. His mother liked
that part, and also that his little brother knew they were living better with money
earned from a safe, respectable job…
Bruce’s door had opened, followed by kitchen noises, and now it was closed again.
Presumably he’d just come out for more coffee, or maybe the new fruta do conde or
soursop juices he’d bought.
The final interview was with the first female in the elite special force called BOPE
who were the first into a favela to take on the drug gangs. Famed for their fierceness,
she and the other female officers were bringing a new face to BOPE, an important step
forging a relationship between the police and the communities… There were a few
additional notes he’d taken, not for the printed interview but for Bruce: about how the
force confiscates drugs and guns from the gangs when they go into a neighborhood,
and how they’d deliberately cultivated a nasty reputation that scared many of the drug
barons into fleeing rather than fighting…
The last he sent to Batman’s partition at the Watchtower. The rest went to the FoS
system to transmit on a time delay to the Daily Planet, the delays he placed on each
two-part interview providing several days of cover and freeing him to give his full
attention to the case.
While he was finishing the last interview, Bruce’s door had opened again and he was
now sitting out on the terrace, so Clark assumed he was done working through the
documents. “Well?” he asked, looking up from the laptop.
“It’s a tangle,” Bruce said, though he said no more until he’d come inside with the
door closed behind him. “I have a theory where Demon is getting its money, and what
Luthor is doing in the region, but it’s too complex to go into without some
confirmation. Too much isn’t adding up. Data can lie; even satellite photos can lie, but
those lies should be consistent. This isn’t. I go to an outside source to find the other
end of a transaction, sometimes it’s there and sometimes it’s not.”
Clark began to grin at the mention of satellite photos.
“Keyhole photos can be replaced or manipulated,” he agreed. “But flying in and
seeing with your own eyes…”
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“Exactly. We’ll need to go back to the mining sites in Minas Gerais, then check the
port of Shanghai, Guangzhou and a few other spots in China. Travel time?”
“Traveling at a slower speed for your comfort, probably twenty minutes,” Clark
said. “Unless we’re expecting Luthor precautions; then double it if we have to land.”
“Double it,” came the ominous gravel.

Hotel Towervue, Office of the General Manager
To: Guy Siffani, Café Basque
Re: Magnate Magazine
Guy, I don’t need to tell you what a coup it is that Lex Luthor has resumed his old
habit doing coffee and papers at Café Basque. It’s more than our location, it’s the
atmosphere and service you and your staff present. You do us proud, and it hasn’t
gone unnoticed.
Please be aware that I’ve just got a call from Mercy Graves. There’s a profile on
Luthor in this month’s Magnate and it’s not at all to his liking. She suggests removing
the magazine from those available at the entrance off the lobby, strictly for this one
issue, but I say we lose it for several months at the very least. For this month, lose
Fortune, Forbes and Barons as well, just to keep it from looking conspicuous, but after
this issue, the rest of them can come back. Magnate, we should flush for at least six
months, possibly a year. You didn’t hear it from me, but Luthor can hold a grudge like
no man alive and if he’s really pissed, no good can come of reminding him the article
ever happened.

Fai’gal had taken the bus for thirty minutes from the city to the North Zone, to the
Mercado Municipal where foodstuffs of all kinds from all over Brazil were bought and
sold. There were few restaurants, churrascarias, galeterias, botecas, juice bars or fruit
stands whose ingredients didn’t come through the 100,000-meter marketplace. Fai’gal
straightened his shirt as he passed one of the fish mongers, the smell from the mounds
of shrimp and octopus reminding him of home—or rather, of the fishing village where
he had begun his life before finding his true home with the Demon.
The smell of fish gave way to a more popular aroma in this part of the world: that of
grilling meat. As that admittedly mouthwatering smell hit his nostrils, Fai’gal adjusted
his hat and abandoned his Demon-name to become Paolo once again. Paolo worked at
a churrascaria in the market, a type of restaurant that is quite simply a temple of meat.
All kinds, whatever is available, from plump sausages to beef to lamb to pork, rotating
on skewers over hot grills like a magnificent assembly line of animal protein. Unlike
the upscale churrascarias in the city with loaded buffets and a large staff of waiters,
this was a working man’s joint. Paolo himself would run out from the kitchen most of
the time, brow beaded with sweat from his position before the hot fires turning
skewers in a constant rhythm like a nightclub dj. He would take a few orders and
return to his post to help make them. The lunchtime customers were almost
exclusively market workers and, among them, Fai’gal’s fellow minions assigned to find
jobs in the various stalls.
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In the next hour he would observe all the men with the mark of the One Fang under
their thumbnail, confirming they were still employed where they ought to be. If he
chose, he might make contact by displaying his own tattooed wrist—though this was at
his discretion. Today’s mission was only to make sure the men were in place.

From the desk of Lex Luthor
CONFIDENTIAL MEMO
To: Murray Pew, Publisher, Magnate Magazine
RE: Petrochemical Dinosaur?
What the fuck is going on at Magnate, Murray? There’s no byline on that so-called
profile you’re running on me, so I assume it’s one of those ‘citizen journalists’ that
White idiot is always going on about. Even a blind sow occasionally finds an acorn,
because if that’s the kind of barely sentient, semi-literate who can avail themselves of
your masthead to lend credence to their so-called thoughts, then for once the
excrescence at the Daily Planet has a valid point.
Let’s begin with the headline that appeared on my reader this morning directing me
to this travesty. “Not just your father’s LexCorp”
• Just implies the entity so modified is lacking. You may recall the infamous ‘Just a
housewife’ remark that eliminated my rival in the primary. It’s that bush league an
error. No real reporter, press secretary, pundit, or even that asswipe Kent would make
such a blatantly not-ready-for-the-NFL blunder.
• Apart from that, it’s riffing on the ancient “Not your father’s Oldsmobile”
campaign which failed. Your anonymous dickhead knows it’s memorable, but isn’t
aware that it completely failed to change the image of the Oldsmobile brand.
• If none of that were true, it devalues the old LexCorp, which is so insulting it
should not need explaining—to anyone except the arrogant child who wrote it, an
individual of no accomplishment, obviously, with no respect for the giants on whose
shoulders they stand in order to make spectacles of themselves and their epic
ignorance.
That’s three ways to get fired from the Luthor White House or the LexCorp press
office. Three, and I haven’t clicked the link yet. Before we do, let’s have a look at that
description underneath the 3-strike headline..
“Transformed an aging petrochemical and heavy machinery dinosaur…”
Overlooking a repeat of the headline’s transgressions dissing LexOil, LexAir and other
early LexCorp incarnations and subsidiaries—and overlooking a dismissal of heavy
industry that would be staggeringly ignorant in the pages of the Gotham Post let alone
a once-respected business journal—overlooking it all, we still have that pejorative
dinosaur. About an oil company. A petrochemical dinosaur. We made those jokes in
the fifth grade, Murray, and they weren’t terribly funny then.
Maybe it’s just as well I only have you to hold to the fire for devaluing the Magnate
name—the Magnate that is one of my assets, my property, and it’s now worth less
because you let people with no sense or judgment use its name. What’s the point in
owning Magnate when this crap in the current issue is as bad as the hit piece
Boardroom did on Talia Head all those years ago?
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As I say, maybe it’s for the best the trash is unsigned, so I can hold the proper person
accountable.

Batman and Superman returned to Rio in time to see the crowd applaud the sunset
at the famous seaside wall in Urca. Beautiful cariocas, bronzed and exhilarated from a
day of surfing and sun worship, were perched in groups of two and four around cold
beers and fried pastels to catch an early evening buzz and make plans for the night
ahead.
A green hill with two long, yellow buildings rose at the end of the bay, and Bruce
seemed more interested in it than the sunset or the crowd. Before long, a dot of orange
rose up behind the nearest building, then bobbed before being joined by a red dot, then
a green, a blue and a yellow.
“Miniature kites,” Clark noted, and Bruce nodded as the green lurched towards the
red—and the yellow fell like a stone. Bruce grunted.
“Kite fighting,” he explained. “When pacification began, the drug lords would set
off firecrackers and sometimes even waste bullets firing their guns into the air to signal
where the police had been spotted. So stupid. Throughout the world, you can count
on criminals to be stupid, but coked up teenagers with machine guns are in a special
category. Beating their chests and snarling at the very time they should have kept
quiet. Spread the intelligence silently without letting their enemy know what they
knew.
“Their non-criminal counterparts, just as young and younger in many cases, were a
lot smarter,” he said, nodding to where the colored dots continued to bob and play.
“Those kites: silent, small, light, completely portable, completely innocuous, and so
familiar in the favelas as to be completely invisible, make for a powerful
communications system.”
“Also reporting on the police?” Clark asked, “Or…”
“I couldn’t say for sure; they don’t tell me everything. But I would guess the
grapevine includes all kinds of information, including BOPE movements. No one
wants to wander into a firefight on their way to school.”
Clark queued at a popular spot for a cup of seafood chowder while Bruce went
around to the back to meet one of his Baker Street Irregulars. They rendezvoused
when the sunset crowd had moved on and all that remained along the promenade
were a few stubborn fisherman.
“Well?” Clark asked. “You’ve seen the mines again, followed the ore being loaded
here and unloaded in China, and now talked to your ‘eyes and ears’ in Rocinha. You
ready to share your theory?”
Bruce nodded.
“Beginning with the parts that are now proven,” he said. “The farm that started this:
the money Demon used to pay off the note came from the sale of iron ore to a Chinese
company. A real, legitimate transaction: real ore sold to a real firm, shipped to a real
steel mill, and in all likelihood, now building a hotel casino in Macau.”
“Got it, everything’s real,” Clark said, noting the repetition. “As opposed to what?”
“First the bad news,” Bruce said. “The ore they sold did come from Luthor. He’s the
source of the recent cash infusions, this transaction and over a dozen like it going back
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months. Selling iron ore to China, ore they get at no cost from…” He paused as if to
prepare himself, as if saying the next word would cause him physical pain. “LEXcavations,” he pronounced flatly. “One of the largest mining concerns in Brazil.”
“I see,” Clark sighed. Lois kept a list of Luthor’s worst puns naming his companies
and product lines. She would be happy for a new addition, at least.
“That’s where the reality of the Demon ore comes in,” Bruce continued. “Did you
see anything with that name at the mines in Minas Gerais, or the name of any Luthor
outfit?”
“No,” Clark admitted. Even being attuned to the Luthor name and logos and having
better vision than Bruce, he’d seen nothing. “That does seem strange if it’s really such
a big operation.”
“Implausible to say the least,” Bruce said. “And the companies he’s selling to in
China don’t appear to exist either. Only the one Demon sold to checks out. And the
ore for that transaction—the only ore that appears to be real—that Luthor bought from a
different mine.”
“Wait a minute,” Clark said. “Luthor is Demon’s new sugar daddy. He gives them
ore which they then sell as a way of raising cash—but rather than take it from his own
mines, he’s buying it from someone else? Meaning what that…” Clark’s head bobbed
back very slightly as the penny dropped. “His mines don’t really exist, do they? He’s
invented a phantom mine to sell phantom ore to a phantom company…”
Bruce nodded.
“That’s how he’s bringing his secret funds out of hiding, turning them into LexCorp
income so he can use them openly,” Clark murmured, and again Bruce nodded. “If
there’s solid proof, it will make a great story. Not my favorite way of taking Luthor
down, but it’s close.”
Bruce looked out at the water.
“It’s ‘money laundering’ essentially, just on a scale and with a level of hubris that’s
pure Luthor. The proof is solid, but it is fairly complicated international accounting.
Since you can’t break a story you don’t understand, that patient woman from the
Planet’s business pages will have to have another go explaining BRICS to you… when
you get back. That should give Selina enough time.”
Clark recognized the devious smile curling the edge of Bruce’s lip, less subtle and
more persistent than the twitch. The first time he saw it, it gave him nightmares.
“Enough time for what?” he asked guardedly.
“To get out of her funk,” Bruce said, turning back to face Clark as if to change the
subject. “So we found out where the Gang of Six are getting their money,” he
prompted.
“Which is what we came here for,” Clark said as if returning a volley. “But I’m not
ready to say ‘case closed.’ If you’d rather go back to Gotham and continue monitoring
Demon like you have been…”
“No. Luthor will want something for his money, sooner or later. He may have
something in mind that’s already underway, or that’s yet to begin, or he might have
just seen that they were vulnerable and decided to pick them up for later. If I was
willing to leave it at that before talking to Raoul, that’s the boy I just met with,” Bruce
said pointing back towards Bar Urca, “his information put an end to it.”
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Instead of reacting, Clark once again tilted his head and seemed to listen.
“We’ll finish later,” he said, and flew off.

From the desk of Lex Luthor
CONFIDENTIAL
To: Drew Thessfoil, T & M Consulting
RE: Renewal/Termination of your LexCorp Contracts
Drew, we go back a long way and even if we didn’t, it’s important to me that the
new LexCorp maintain the relationships of the original. There’s going to be a lot of
news-related initiatives in the coming months, even more than during the campaign,
and I would hate for you to miss out.
I’ve enclosed a list of the employees with whom my people have reached an
impasse. Whatever their credentials, they simply do not seem to understand the goal.
I also include a list of individuals who have, in my opinion, the best understanding of
the media landscape today and the best track records molding public opinion in the
current climate. Many are former LexCorp employees and I would recommend any of
them, without hesitation, to fill vacancies that might arise in your organization.
People who understand that there is one message we need to get across and one
message only: The Alien is an embodiment of whatever you fear in the world and those
who like him are the epitome of what you don’t want to be.

The volcanic eruption in Indonesia wasn’t the worst Clark had seen as far as the
death toll. The Chilean earthquake was forever seared into his memory for sheer
numbers. Sifting through tons of rubble only to retrieve body after body. This wasn’t
the worst for numbers; it was worse for having happened today. Four killed and
seventy injured—compared to 312 killed and over 1200 injured in Chile. But when two
of the four were that mother nursing her baby, and that nursery was so… He shut his
eyes as if it would shut out the memory of what they’d seen. That Disney wallpaper.
The excitement they must have felt picking out that wallpaper.
Clark flew high into the air, towards a certain patch of desert in Montana, then came
crashing down to pound his fist into the earth in frustration. Then he sat. That
wallpaper would be with him forever, he knew it. All civilian deaths haunted him, but
some… there were always some that just ate into his soul.
He looked towards Metropolis and considered the time. Ben would still be at the
firehouse, but it was a little late to disturb him. Clark knew he’d be welcome but
something held him back. They would want to hear the real story about the forest fire
in Brazil, and that might well lead to the footage from Gotham and… and, and, and.
He really didn’t want to talk. To anybody. He was tired. And there was a vague
churning in his stomach that had become familiar in recent months… He took off and
headed back to Brazil.

Naramoon made his way through the area called Loco-cacabana, where the residents
displayed the kind of eccentricity that Demons and the more conservative cariocas
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could agree was weird. Street musicians played and people danced, the Bossa Nova
competed with Brazilian Thrash from the ‘80s, and the drunks pouring out from the
clubs would weave easily and with peculiar rhythm from one to the next. The whores
were here, those that worked in brothels and clubs and those that walked the street.
Naramoon hid his disgust, for whores marked that part of the city that never slept.
Loco-cacabana was active 24-hours a day. The whores and the johns, the dealers and
drunks, the street musicians and club kids, the disillusioned, the artists and the
rebels… All that congregated here had already served the Demon’s plan, for the
Demon had seen a great truth that united them all: Everybody loves chicken.
His mission tonight was to confirm the continued existence of a galeteria, a
particular chicken restaurant specializing in the grilled young birds called galeto. It
had been in business for 45 years, so Naramoon was sure it would be the simplest of
missions. Find the address, see it was open, check the box—and then go inside and
enjoy a good meal. He would then bring back a bird each for N’Pal, and Mir’dang, and
six for Pi’mifz who was Italian. He’d told them galeto was brought to Rio from his
homeland to use in the recipes for game birds, and if Naramoon would bring him
enough, he would make them his mother’s special ragout of quail.
Of course, technically, Pi’mifz should have forgotten the recipe along with the
unworthy female that birthed him, just as Fai’gai should have forgotten Moroccan
bouillabaisse and the rest of his former life, and Naramoon the mole poblano of his
own childhood. But as Gr’oriBr’di, the one-time overseer of Gotham had said, “There
really is no harm in a guy having a good dinner.” And then, so the story went, he
called for the menus of the restaurants of Gotham’s Chinatown and ordered himself a
plate of spare ribs from the Ho Sai Gai. His men were invited to partake, and all did
agree there was no disloyalty in the act.
Naramoon reached the galeteria, saw that though it was nearly four in the morning,
they were not only open for business but packed with people enjoying chicken. He
dutifully checked the box on his pad.

From the desk of Lex Luthor
CONFIDENTIAL
To: Matt Montrasante
RE: Would you consider joining us?
Matt, you were the only one of my advisors who got the basic underlying truth. The
Alien is a menace. It’s not a convenient line to advance my agenda. It wasn’t on the
campaign bus, it wasn’t in the White House and it’s not today. Please come and save
me from these cheap salesman that think ‘hating on’ Superman is the Luthor brand.
Look, I know you promised your wife you’d sit out a few rounds but I’m prepared to
make it worth your while. It’s not like you can be any use to her before the baby
comes. And after, your new LexCorp salary will easily cover the cost of a nanny. From
what I’ve seen of children, there’s nothing to be gained letting the thought of them get
in the way of what you want to do.
Just say you’ll think about it, Matt. After all, the kid may not get his father’s smarts.
If you absolutely must make him a consideration in this adult conversation, consider
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that. You have enough to send him to Harvard, I know, but wouldn’t it be nice to
know you can also donate a building on the off chance he doesn’t get in?

“Indonesia?” Bruce asked when Clark returned to the Rio apartment. He had a glass
of fruit juice already poured and handed it over like an experienced bartender at one of
the exclusive Wall Street watering holes the evening after a market crash.
Clark shook his head in despairing acceptance. Of all the places he could have gone:
home to Lois, to the firehouse, to the farm in Smallville, even to the Watchtower, he’d
chosen the one where he thought he was least likely to be burdened with conversation.
And here was Bruce, letting him down.
“If you took that Tae-Vrroshokh survey today, I don’t think the Indonesian responses
would be too flattering,” he said hoarsely.
“I had suited up,” Bruce replied. “Contacted the Watchtower. Wally’s on monitor
tonight; gave him a head’s up. We figured it must be the volcano, given the timing and
that it looked like you heard something before you took off. He was waiting in case
you called it in. J’onn and Diana were on stand-by.”
“There was nothing you could have done,” Clark said simply. “I would have called
it if there was, you know that. There’s nothing any of you could have done.”
Bruce’s eyes glared their answer with the burning ferocity they directed at criminals.
Then there was nothing you could have done either, was their clear message.
“You know, it’s nights like this, I really wouldn’t mind hitting one of those guys
calling me a god. Hitting them hard,” he added defiantly. “A god wouldn’t be facing
this. Always able to get there in time: stop the plane crash in Perth and the bank
robber taking hostages in Vancouver at the same time as the landslide in India, Nillachi
warlord pinning Green Lanterns down on Isimor-6, the Mexican cartel beheading
people and Boka Haram kidnapping little girls.” He snapped his fingers. “No sweat.”
“If you could do that,” Bruce said quietly, “you would actually be the monster that’s
your worst nightmare. Clark, I know it’s no great consolation, especially tonight, but
your limits are what makes you ‘human’ in the ways that matter. You can’t be
everywhere and save everyone. You have limits, and that means people will die and
others will be hurt, and there’s nothing you can do about it. And you have to live with
that, just like I do; just like we all do. It’s what makes you one of us. You’re the one
who can fly, but you are one of us. A god would be alone.”
Clark looked out the window, not to the black surf crashing on the beach but to the
favelas on the hill… all that want behind the flickering lights, where Bruce’s
foundation did what it could to alleviate some suffering but for all his wealth, he
simply couldn’t do it all.
“Would Luthor’s Alien be alone?” he wondered suddenly.
“Luthor is alone,” Bruce noted. “And the Alien is his creation so… probably.”
Clark nodded.
“I’m going to sleep at home tonight,” he said, swallowing the juice in a gulp. “Have
breakfast with Lois and I’ll be back in the morning.”
“Give her my best,” Bruce said as Clark—now Superman—flew off the balcony.
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From the desk of Lex Luthor
To: Patrick Tatoson, Message Development
RE: Corporate Identity
Rick, I’m at a loss. I’m looking at a proposed LexCorp logo out of a Schumacher
film. Tell me we didn’t pay for this. Tell me we didn’t hire somebody who wants to
put three colors of pastel neon in my lobby like the Popcorn sign at the local multiplex.
That’s what this is, Rick, I recognize the font.
I want a list of the people who saw this and bumped it up until it reached my desk.
Then I want you to give them all a good talking to, and in the course of that talk, tell
them about the list. That I asked for it, and that their name is on it. The top five should
be informed of their exact placement on that list. Are we understanding each other?
Good. Now that we have achieved this blissful state of simpatico, I will reiterate what
you obviously didn’t grasp the first time: LCII was a company in transition and meant
to be viewed as such. In resuming the LexCorp name, we are announcing that
transition is over. This is not a stopgap or a temporary measure; this is reclaiming our
corporate identity and our rightful place as an economic power. The logo is to reflect
that. If you are employing children who cannot grasp that level of gravitas, that is your
error and you should fix it as soon as possible. Ditto if you’ve employed proles who
don’t recognize tackiness when they see it. I will hold you, not them, responsible if I
see second-rate sophomoric shit again associated with the LexCorp name.

Third Fang of Six, by the hand of Bimar, Ajax First Class
All the scouts have returned and the reports are positive. Little has changed and I
see no reason we can’t proceed as planned. I should say I see no reason but 2d Fang’s
doubts. Superman has not been sighted anywhere in Rio de Janeiro and he has been
seen many places around the world since his appearance in the north. It is clear his
turning up was nothing but happenstance. It has nothing to do with us and ought not
to figure into our plan. The objection has been raised and answered. Let us hear no
more about him, his cape, his flight, his strength, or his appearance to fight a forest fire.
The Second Fang is what the Americans call gun shy. I understand that. Falstaff
was a disappointment to us all. I cannot count the hours of sleep I lost after his failure.
My heart sunk as low as any of the Six, and I grieve that we must toil still when the
matter could have ended then and there. If we had been victorious, Ra’s al Ghul would
be among us now, the brain of the Demon as before. As it is, we must make what we
can of his musings in the book of wisdom. I have consulted the relevant passages. I
say again, his teachings make Rio de Janeiro the ideal location for this operation, he
describes it as if by name. It is true he speaks ill of progress and technology, but Third
Fang, it is generations past that those pages were writ. In this very lifetime, he made an
alliance with Luthor of Metropolis. The tech of the West is not forbidden to us. This point
like the last has been raised and answered.
I understand Second Fang is afraid. I cannot be without fear after Falstaff. My hopes
have soared only to end in ashes. But there is no fear in the musings of the Great One,
and if we are to have him lead us again, we must emulate him and be bold.
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From the desk of Lex Luthor
CONFIDENTIAL
To: P’tar Gkai
RE: Project Breaking News
It was a pleasure talking to you this morning and to finally deal with someone who
can follow simple instructions. This note confirms that Nabha Gulati will be arriving
from the LexCorp Call Center in Mumbai. He believes he is instructing your English
tutors. That is, he knows this Lndau and M’qan aren’t techs themselves and won’t be
manning the phones. He thinks they’ll be teaching the men who do how to sound like
they’re from Ohio. To help them do that job, he’ll show them how to use a tablet and
perform a few simple operations – the ones we discussed – so they have some
understanding of what the techie guys are talking about.
You should already have received the shirts to help them look attached to a LexCorp
call center. I know I don’t need to tell you to destroy them as soon as he leaves.
Regrettably it has happened that some charitably minded underling decides to donate
such things to the locals. One formerly shirtless youth goes running in front of a traffic
camera and LexCorp’s presence is exposed. I’m sure you wouldn’t have such
sentimental nitwits in your operation, but it can’t hurt to make sure. Burn the shirts as
soon as Gulati leaves.

Bruce didn’t want to tip the known Demon and possible Luthor agents in Rio to
Batman’s presence, so he didn’t risk an appearance in costume. He did make a quick
foray in ordinary dark clothes and a simple cloth mask. It was “for the exercise” he
told himself, though he did intercept a crate of guns and a very small shipment of
coke. The former were easily destroyed. The latter could have been but seeing that it
was headed for Star City, he decided it would be more effective to clear a nest. He
inserted a tracker and sent it on its way, returned to the apartment, and forwarded the
tracer key to Green Arrow. Then he went to bed.
He awoke to voices, the smell of coffee, and Psychobat’s acidic observation that if he
was half the detective he was said to be, he would have expected this. He put on a
robe and opened the door to the party atmosphere any detective should have foreseen:
Clark had returned with Lois, and Selina, a bag of Gotham bagels from Pola’s, and
apparently six more kinds of fruit juice.
“Morning, ladies,” he managed with a grin that was cheerful (enough) for the hour.
Lois looked at him with an expression as horrified as it was astonished. “My God,
he just woke up and he’s got that flirty mode engaged.”
“That’s because he just woke up,” Selina confided. “Room full of people when he
wasn’t expecting it, the playboy kicks in like a reflex.” She turned to include him and
said in a louder tone, “Good morning, darling. Surprise.” She added the last
apologetically, and Bruce sensed she hadn’t had any more sleep than he did. It was
good news in her case; it meant she was fully recovered from the toxin and had been
out prowling.
“How early did he get you up?” Bruce asked, coming to the table, kissing Selina’s
cheek and nodding pleasantly at Lois before helping himself to a large glass of juice.
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“There was a ball of fire in the sky,” she answered. “These friends of yours claim it’s
there every day.”
The two morning people laughed and Bruce assured her it was a myth started by
Metropolis anarchists.
Once they’d eaten, both women made it clear that they weren’t leaving before “the
briefing,” a word they both used in such a way that conveyed the subtlest hint of
mockery. ‘The League and their quasi-military jargon’ Lois’s said with the slightest
brow-raise and faintest suggestion of a smile that meant a husband’s foibles must be
tolerated. Selina was subtler still, merely the gleam of feline eyes assuring you that you
were an adorable idiot. Bruce shot a spike of silent rebuke at Clark, reminding him
that they’d once agreed, via this same telepathy of partners, that the World’s Finest
would never again operate as a co-ed quartet.
His only answer was “Oh here, let me do that,” because Selina had stood and was
reaching for a plate to clear the table. In a blink, the table was clear but the blur of
Clark taking charge continued crisscrossing the room for several additional seconds.
When it stopped, the living room was subtly rearranged into a bizarrely homey
briefing room. A pad, pencil and fluffed pillow indicated where each of them might sit
on the chair and sofa now facing the TV. The TV now had Bruce’s laptop attached with
one of those crystal boxes Bruce knew was a Kryptonian router. In the center of the
coffee table was a pitcher of water and a stack of glasses, just like at the Watchtower,
but next to it was a bottle of the pomegranate juice that seemed to be Lois’s favorite…
With a lip twitch, Bruce led the procession to take their seats for the briefing.
Clark began with a summary of the case so far, from the subsistence farm through
the final proof that LexCorp was propping up Demon. Bruce filled in some additional
detail on the financial side, which prompted one question from Selina and a series from
Lois (during which Clark realized she was ‘arranging her facts,’ as she put it, i.e.
appropriating the story that would eventually come out of this). She concluded with a
snort that would certainly never be heard at a League briefing, though Clark could
imagine it at a parallel discussion at the Sinister Citadel (and wondered if Selina would
be offended if he asked her to confirm it).
“It’s just so Luthor,” Lois laughed. “No sooner does he shake off that spell he was
under, he turns right around and pockets Selina’s idea.”
All three of them blinked at her.
“Well, you are the one that pointed out Demon was vulnerable,” she said, to which
Selina quietly replied “Go me.”
Clark could tell by the discrepancy between her smile and her biorhythms that Bruce
hadn’t invented the story about her flagging confidence.
“I mean think about it,” Lois went on, “how many times must it have happened over
the years? These guys routinely stake everything on one big operation that fails. We
congratulate ourselves on averting disaster, Clark and I write it up and I get the
Pulitzer, and then we all go back to our lives until next time. Nobody ever stops to
think how LexCorp or Demon or Kobra is in real trouble and takes the time to pounce.
I say ‘Well done, Selina.’”
“Back to Luthor,” Bruce said with the same brusque tone he used at the Watchtower
to keep a briefing on topic.
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“Yeah, still not clear on what he’s getting out of it,” Lois noted. “Assassination?
Some kind of industrial sabotage?”
Bruce’s lips receded to a thin line of contempt and his eyes took on a glint of
calculating detachment fueled by keen intelligence.
“Demon is vulnerable,” he said, a hint of Luthor’s Midwestern accent softening his
natural vowels. “That’s something to capitalize on, just as he would with a company.”
An aura of menace came with it, as if in that barely perceptible loss of a North Eastern
twang, the safety had been removed from a dangerous weapon. “There are three
things to look at: What use can they be put to? If they can’t provide any useful service,
what do they have that’s worth taking? And what do they need that he can offer
them? The last is easy: money. All the trouble he’s going through to get his secret
funds back into play and here’s a place he doesn’t have to launder it. They’re
assassins, the lowest criminal scum, he can hand them the dirtiest funds.”
Lois blanched a little at the transformation, and even Clark looked less than
comfortable at spirit of his enemy being conjured to sit among them this way.
Predictably, Selina had no reaction whatsoever.
“What they have is trickier,” she said, turning to Lexian Bruce conversationally and
possibly with villain-to-villain candor. “He’s tried using their assassination services
before and it cost him the White House.”
“Unable to kill one lousy reporter,” Bruce muttered. “No. Never again. Literally the
last place he would ever go to take out a hit on someone. The last. He’ll go to that
Olsen kid first. To Lois. To Superman himself before he would consider the League of
alleged super-assassins that couldn’t take out one guy in glasses.”
“You might even consider getting off your lazy tush and doing it yourself,” Selina
teased, which brought a glare of such sizzling contempt it would have reduced Eel or
Wally to ash.
“The only way Demon is useful is to use them my way,” he concluded. “Never let
them know what they’re actually doing and for what purpose.”
His eyes continued boring into Selina’s, but now the burning malevolence was
punctuated with an unnerving lip-twitch.
“So you look over the menu of operations in progress and find something interesting
you can work with,” she smiled like a cocktail waitress offering list of after-dinner
cognacs and anticipating a large tip.
Bruce inhaled, his head tipping back slightly and his fingers shifting to form a
triangle, the atmosphere of Lexian possession giving way to one of concentration, a
librarian asked for an obscure reference.
“Something in progress, here in Brazil,” he said thoughtfully.
“Is it?” Clark asked. “Just because they’re moving money doesn’t mean this is where
the criminal operation plays out.”
“Don’t forget, the GO6 is here too,” Selina started to say when Batman’s crisp
meeting gravel cut her off.
“There’s more,” he said without a hint of the Luthor mindset remaining. “The boy I
talked to last night is from Rocinha. He said there are cameras installed all over the
place since pacification. It’s one of the first things the state does once they take back a
neighborhood, and it’s a big issue among the residents.”
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“Just like when they go up in every city,” Lois said. “I remember in Metropolis there
were students staging all kinds of protests in front of them. I interviewed this one
‘theatre troupe’ that performed an abbreviated version of Waiting for Godot with
flashcards in front of the one in Planet Square. And the political cartoons, God
Almighty, the overwrought references to 1984…”
“Perry finally declared a moratorium on the word Orwellian,” Clark added. “We
still have to clear it with him on a case-by-case basis.”
“Amusing,” Bruce graveled. “But hardly relevant to the residents of a favela who
have never left it. The cameras were new and the subject of scrutiny, which led Raoul
to notice a detail that no one else has. They’re made by LexCorp. All the cameras
installed in the favelas, and in Leblon and Santa Teresa, those are the neighborhoods he
works here in the city. All the cameras installed around Rio for the World Cup are
Luthor’s.”
For a moment, no one spoke. Clark reached for the water pitcher and poured a glass,
then Bruce continued.
“Like I told Clark when he spotted the logo in Ouro Preto, it’s a large company.
They make a lot of stuff, and any particular organization buying a LexCorp product
isn’t conclusive. But…”
Clark tossed his Justice League communicator onto the table as if completing Bruce’s
thought. “But if it were a Wayne Tech product we were talking about, you know the
possibilities.”
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CHAPTER 6: THE DIVIDED CITY
As strategist and tactician for Justice League, about a third of the expertise Batman
drew on was from the great generals of history. One third distilled from the study,
absorption and mastery of the military and political science of many cultures over
many eras. The remaining third came from people: understanding what they’ll do,
what they want, how they’ll react and what they respond to. It was a sense as common
as salesmen, yet it eluded otherwise gifted generals from Douglas MacArthur to
Parthenie of Themyscira. And it was more important than high ground. It could
overturn treaties, unseat tyrants, crash stock markets. It once enabled a simple con
man to talk his way onto the Wayne R&D campus without a scrap of identification or
technical knowledge, just by talking to a security guard in the right way… And now it
was tapping Bruce insistently on the shoulder as he watched the briefing wind down.
Clark was as happy as Bruce had ever seen him, and while Batman would never
permit himself to feel relaxed working on a case, the tension that was normally coiled
between his shoulder blades after these meetings was pleasantly absent. They had
agreed that the World’s Finest would not become a quartet, but they were four very
sharp minds with very strong bonds in a room together, and there was an energy in the
case that hadn’t been there before.
“Lois, have you ever in your life taken a personal day,” he asked, omitting the
question mark. Then with an irresistible grin and a gesture to the terrace he added.
“And don’t you think that beach outside the window is a conspicuous hint from the
Universe that it’s time you did?”
“Don’t let him fool you into thinking there’s a choice,” Selina said wryly. “When he
breaks out the charm that way, he’s not going to take no for an answer.” She
approached Bruce with the old rooftop hip sway, though her tone remained casually
domestic. “Me too?”
“You too,” he graveled. “Clark will run you home to pack. (Lois, she can pack for
you too, can’t she?) And then I want you two to work the camera angle while Lois
works with me in the favelas.”
“Hey, I haven’t agreed to a thing,” Lois exclaimed and Selina murmured “Hold out
for shoes.”
“You and Selina will go shoe shopping when it’s over,” Bruce added with an
enthusiastic nod.
“Ah, I have no closet space since the last time,” Clark complained, though everyone
ignored him.
“Louboutin, Delman, Ferragamo, plus fifteen minutes on the record,” Lois said.
“Five,” Bruce countered.
“Ten: half Wayne Tech, half global economy.”
“Three minutes Wayne Tech, one on the economy, and one on the wedding plans.”
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“Exclusive on the wedding?”
“Exclusive.”
“Sold.”
They shook hands; Clark and Selina looked at each other and shook their heads.

Raoul, the boy Bruce had spoken to the night before, was from Rocinha, the largest
of Rio’s shanty towns and (the kind of background Selina dismissed as ‘crimefighter
trivia’) the one that had produced Rio’s Public Enemy No 1 before pacification: the
undisputed boss of a drug trade that ran 60% of the cocaine consumed in the city.
Bruce figured a morning tour would make a superb introduction to the favelas as a
whole: their topography, social climate and lifestyle. The rest of the day they could hit
two or three other favelas in person or meet with his Baker Street kids from five or six
in total… Lois was shaking her head before he finished laying out his plan.
“Clark said he has a queue of profiles on the residents from one of these favelas,” she
said with the borderline impatient tone she used with Perry when he tried to tell her
what to do. “I know what he’s like with the human interest detail. Give me half an
hour to read over his notes from the interviews, it’s all the introduction I’ll need.”

Like any reporter on her level, Lois kept a go-bag so she could zip off to anywhere
from Belgrade to Padang on a moment’s notice with all the essentials for the day or two
it would take to cover the story. The existence of this bag and the carefree readiness it
implied in no way carried over to her non-professional life and travel lasting for more
than five days. When Lois packed, it was a serious undertaking that rarely took less
than two hours or produced fewer than four suitcases. For some reason, Clark
assumed Selina would be different. Like Bruce, she always had her costume handy,
and he imagined a criminal must be even more flexible than a reporter when it came to
travel at a moment’s notice. It never occurred to him that Catwoman’s travel-readiness
might be like Lois’s go-bag and Selina’s approach to an indefinite stay would be as
insanely complicated as his wife’s.
“Does she have any navy flats?”
“I… don’t…” Clark said helplessly, shaking his head. Then a few minutes later there
was something about a blue and white top that might have been half of a pants suit or
worn with a skirt. Clark decided on a quick buzz around Metropolis—and Prankster
(of all people) came through with a 13-foot gel-robotic-thing leaking glowing
gelatinous ooze into the river. By the time that was dispensed with, Selina had two of
Lois’s suitcases, a garment bag and make-up case packed and was ready for Gotham.

Bruce never welcomed someone modifying his plan, but in this case, Lois was saving
them time by eliminating unnecessary steps. He could hardly complain about that. So
he grunted, and she sat down in front of his laptop. She took a keychain out of her
purse and inserted what appeared to be a crystal fob into the USB port. The screen lit
up into a Fortress of Solitude interface. She pulled up the queued articles and the
archived notes and started to read.
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Psychobat watched through Bruce’s eyes, fascinated by her casual ease with a system
the most arrogant members of the Justice League still approached with reverence. Of
course Selina was just as home in the Batcave he told himself. Did that mean there
were even greater levels of proprietary familiarity ahead after she became his wife?
Probably not, his more sensible half decided. Selina was a cat and instinctively settled
in where she was welcome. The wedding was a formality, catching up on paper with a
situation that already existed for years.

Wayne Manor was both better and worse than Metropolis. Selina knew her own
closet, obviously, and she cared less about having an outfit for every conceivable event
as she did having the gear for every conceivable break-in. Whatever she might want to get
into—or more particularly whatever Batman might want her to get into—could require
some piece of specialized equipment, and a leather backpack was filling up with a
bewildering array of black boxes, atomizers, rolls of reflective tape, rolls of reflective
foil, lenses, gels, wave cancellation discs and thermal neutralizer pads. In the hopes of
moving things along, Clark made the unpardonable observation that, since he was
involved in the case, he could probably help out on one of these theoretical future
break-ins. You know, providing heat or cold as needed, zapping a camera without a
special gizmo, or just looking through a wall to determine if… He never finished the
sentence.
And he tried to remember if Catwoman had looked so blatantly capable of murder
when he’d seen her in the field.
“Alfred!” she called out in a politer tone but with the same glint in her eye as when
Luthor called for Mercy, “Why don’t you take Clark downstairs and give him some
lunch. I’ll bring the bags down myself as soon as I’m ready.”

With nothing else to do while Lois read, Bruce asked to see the crystalline key that
opened the FoS interface. Lois removed it from the laptop and handed it over without
taking her eyes from the screen, and Bruce retreated to the terrace, recognizing the
level of concentration. He considered the device in his hand: the end that fit into the
laptop resembled an ordinary metal plugin for a USB port, until you turned it. There
was a tiny circular hole in one side and a miniature female outlet on the other. And the
metal extended up into the clear crystal, narrowing as it went, both it and the crystal
veined in a pattern of angular lines and circles that resembled a circuit board.
“Thing of beauty, isn’t it?” Lois said when he gave it back. She knew the look of
someone with a dozen questions to ask, so she answered the one she would have
started with in a way that preempted the rest. “I couldn’t tell you what it is or how it’s
programmed. The first time he took me to the Fortress after we got married, the main
console just spat it out. Clark was as surprised as I was. He says it ‘grew it’ for me.”

A half hour later Superman entered Brazilian airspace burdened with seven pieces of
luggage in total, and the woman who packed them. Rather than return straight to Rio,
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he turned to the east and slowed hundreds of miles ahead of schedule, descending in
an idyllic spot before a glimmering pool.
“Our waterfall,” Selina observed, noting the spot where he’d brought her to clear the
air when the truth came out about the mindwipe. “You came in so fast that time, I had
no idea where it was.”
“That’s Chapada Diamantina,” Superman said, pointing to a dot in the distance.
“The famous waterfalls and bathing pools are there, but there’s a couple hundred
throughout this whole area that nobody ever sees.”
“Then thank you for sharing this one,” Selina said. “I should have said that before.”
“I wasn’t your favorite person that day,” Clark said frankly, and Selina didn’t
contradict him.
“So what are we here to talk about this time?” she asked finally.
Clark looked at the waterfall as if for inspiration.
“Thank you, first of all. Tae-Vrroshokh, all you did to make that happen. How it
ended doesn’t change what it meant to me. And please don’t sidestep and point to
Bruce. His gesture means more than I can say and I’ve told him, but yours—
Catwoman’s as much as ‘Bruce’s wife’—means something else entirely.”
“You’re welcome,” she said simply.
The silence that followed was pleasant for about a minute, they watched the
waterfall, the rhythmic lilt of water lapping over rock becoming gradually less relaxing
until…
“Thank you first of all,” Selina quoted. “That does mean there’s more coming. What
else is on your mind, Clark?”
“I want to ask you something intrusive and inappropriate,” he announced.
“Okay,” she nodded like a woman who had experienced super-complications before,
but not so often that she didn’t have to brace for it. “That sounds like fun.”
“Alfred thought it would be okay,” he added quickly. “He agreed it’s very personal
but he said that, as a thief, you never made any bones about who you were and what
you did. You were Catwoman, and if other people were confused about who that was
and what it meant, it was because they were being willfully blind and choosing to
replace what was right in front of them with something from their own heads.
Nothing you did sent mixed messages. So he thinks you’ll either not mind a personal
question and will answer it straight away, or you’ll be equally candid refusing and tell
me to fly into the sun.”
Selina laughed, which made Clark join in.
“Considering my powers come from the sun, it’s like my telling Lois to go home and
have a hot bath,” he added. “But I guess that’s as much of a putdown as he could
muster.”
Selina nodded, and the smiles faded.
“What’s your question, Clark?”
Eyes of vivid blue that were windows into a complex and unnervingly innocent soul
looked into hers.
“I wondered if you would tell me what Scarecrow’s fear toxin made you see.”
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On the way to the South Zone, Batman silently revised his schedule for the day—
which Lois again overturned as soon as they reached the favela, though this time
unconsciously. As soon as she began talking to Raoul, he was reminded of Selina with
the boys she’d befriended when she first found the Demon cell. Teenage boys in a
pack interacting with an attractive woman. He couldn’t deny the words in her belated
log entry: she had an advantage that “even the mighty Batman can’t match.” It was
how she uncovered the cell in the first place: the boys were eager to show her things
and one in particular was an artist who’d done a number of charcoal sketches... With
Raoul, it was his older brother’s band.
First he took them to one of the newly paved streets to see a poster still hanging from
their last performance. Then he led them down a much narrower street, still paved and
lined with potted plants. Two people could walk comfortably down the center, but
with patches of broken glass laid out in circles that said motor bikes were unwelcome.
The path narrowed to a very thin one they had to squeeze through single file… which
opened up to a courtyard with a garage where the frisson band practiced and where
the drums and percussion instruments were kept. Raoul himself was learning to play –
and soon to drive the motor bike also kept there. It was for a taxi service his brother
drove for, and Lois wanted to know all about that. It certainly made sense with the
steep slopes and narrow alleyways all over the place. Ideally, she wanted to meet his
brother… and the barber Raoul had mentioned who was the unofficial postman, and
the daycare helper and the domestic maid, the police commander… Bruce couldn’t
exactly overrule her approach, since they weren’t sure what they were looking for. But
it seemed a random way to begin an investigation, time-consuming and inefficient.
Still, what Lois did worked for her. She had a phenomenal track record as an
investigative reporter, and Bruce valued results. He’d already decided to treat this like
a League team-up with a new member whose strengths he was still assessing, when the
Lois factor paid its first dividend.
Selina’s fluent Italian had enabled her to speak easily with the Brazilians, but Lois’s
fluent Spanish wasn’t an easy substitute for Portuguese. Bruce had to translate, and
that changed the dynamic entirely. Like any responsible translator, he was doing all he
could to convey the tone and intent as much as the literal words, including what he
perceived about the boy’s desire to impress. Now Raoul was studying him. In five
sentences he had gone from an intimidating stranger who traded food for information
to a man of the world who knew how to talk to women. Once Lois was occupied with his
brother Felipe, learning all there was to know about that moto-taxi, Raoul started
confiding in Bruce as none of the Baker Street boys had before: Wheels, like his
brother’s motor bike, where the key to everything in the favela. All the girls chased the
guys with nice motorcycles. Maria Gasolina they were called. That’s why he’d wanted
to get in the drug gangs before the government cleaned out the favela: ‘to get a
motorcycle and get some girls.’
It wasn’t exactly progress on the Demon case, but the insights might be worth the
additional time. Bruce always thought he knew what it meant when he saw the
statistics: a member of the drug gangs made the equivalent of around $650 U.S. in a
week while an average non-criminal in this same favela made about $250 a month. Yet
despite the low wages, few areas still felt like a slum. Most homes were brick and
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concrete, structurally sound, with running water and electricity; no more kerosene
lamps and the constant threat of fire, and an astonishing number now had Internet,
cable TV and full bathrooms. So what did that extra money buy that was worth nearcertain death before your 25th birthday? Respect. The girls noticed you; they paid
attention to you. The boys admired your gun and envied your wheels...
Bruce sensed that Raoul’s brother had ties to the gangs that once ruled Rocinha. He
didn’t like assuming that motor bike must have been bought with drug money, but
there was a vibe when Felipe had entered the garage and again when Bruce shook his
hand. It wasn’t a Gotham-thug vibe, but it was a vibe. He knew where the door was in
relation to himself, Bruce and his brother, and he’d sized up Bruce—height, weight,
gun?—as an unconscious blink within seconds of his walking in the door.
Rather than approach him directly, Bruce sent Raoul to join his conversation with
Lois while Bruce went across the courtyard where a woman had been watching the
garage through her window since they arrived. It didn’t take a massive feat of
deduction to guess she was Raoul and Felipe’s mother. Bruce introduced himself, and
she told him frankly that she hadn’t liked the look of it when Raoul started coming
home with a bag of food every day, but now that their benefactor showed up in person
“and with a woman like that no less,” she figured he wasn’t “after anything nasty”
from her boy.
Nothing tore into Bruce like a mother’s love intruding on criminal matters, and
Batman channeled it into a resolve to do something broad through the Foundation later
rather than get caught up in the individual drama of one particular family. Telling
himself he was only feigning concern and manipulating this woman like the coldhearted bastard he was said to be, Bruce asked about the older brother.
“Oh yes, it was always my worry when Felipe was growing up, and he knew it. He
had his friends in the gangs. He didn’t talk about it, but I know he did things for
them,” she confirmed. “Seventeen friends in a crew. Eight are dead now, five in jail.
One, he can’t walk. He lost some money and they threw him off a roof…”
Psychobat reiterated that none of this had anything to do with Demon or Luthor,
that there are always moving stories, but it was far better for everyone if the
Foundation helped in larger ways that might not be personally gratifying but helped
many more people in less conspicuous ways.
“But then he became a father. He quit school, started working. I can be proud of
him now.”
It turned out Felipe had two children of his own now. Together with a younger
brother looking up to him and eight dead friends, Bruce felt he had enough to work
with.
He embarked on an onerous climb on the narrowest path yet, up a flight of stairs of
the kind that led from the rankest of Ra’s al Ghul’s dungeons to the crumbling parapets
of the most ancient castles. Finally he reached the roof, where a bunch of Raoul’s
friends had joined Lois and the brothers. The boys were showing her the finer points
of kite fighting. Felipe was sitting apart, watching, and Bruce joined him. They
watched the kites for a minute, and Bruce asked if there was a bar nearby. Felipe knew
one down the road, and Bruce suggested they go for a beer.
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The whispering trickle of the waterfall underscored the silence. Selina arranged her
words while Superman, feeling it was really crossing a line to notice her heartbeat,
focused his attention on that of a small bird. A bird that turned out to be hyperactive
and made him regret the choice, its rapid-fire thumping providing a panicky
soundtrack to the whole affair.
“Clark,” Selina said finally, “the only reason I can think of why you would ask me
that is because you think you know and you want me to confirm it. And the only
reason I can imagine for that is you’re a masochist—which I know you’re not—or
maybe you did something very bad that you want to be punished for—and that really
doesn’t fit either, but it does sort of fit with bringing me back here of all places.”
“I don’t believe I’m a masochist,” Superman said. “I don’t think I want to punish
myself. But you’re right, I do have an idea what you saw. Given the theme of the day
and that graffiti we passed on the ride to the museum, the photo that Scarecrow
primed you with, I think… I think you saw me kill Bruce. And I don’t believe knowing
it for sure will be better than the uncertainty, but maybe… if I was human, I’d say
maybe I’m holding my hand over a candle.
“The things you said to me that day about the mindwipe, later you told me it never
occurred to you for a second that I might ‘fry you into a little pile of ash’. Selina, I hate
the idea that maybe it’s not true anymore. What you couldn’t imagine before you can
imagine now because you’ve seen it.”
“And so has Lois and so has Bruce,” Selina said instantly, understanding. “And I’m
the last one to the party, so I’m the easiest ‘candle’, right?”
Clark thought about it, then shook his head. “I don’t think it’s that; I think it’s the
Catwoman history. You came into Metropolis to commit a crime, Selina. That time at
LexCorp, you had a workaround for my speed and flight. You weren’t scared of the
big bad alien, even while you were planning to get around the things that I can do that
you can’t. That Batman can’t, that no human you ever faced can. You were planning
for it, and with all those abilities in your head, you weren’t afraid to take me on.”
“Clark, in my line of work, you have to be a pretty good judge of people. Somebody
hires a thief, do they really want the thing or do they want to see if you can beat a
Phoenix 6000 before they reveal what they’re really after. They might want a place
burgled to draw attention from a different crime. They might be planning to kill you
rather than pay when the job is done. Or, in Luthor’s case, refuse to pay as a simple
exercise of power. Killing me would have defeated the purpose, he tried to get out of
paying to show me he could.”
“What’s your point, Selina?”
“That I transferred my money out of Lex’s account at the same time I got the plans
because I knew what I was dealing with. And I knew it was safe to mess with you over
that river for the same reason. You weren’t going to be careless with a living person
forty feet above street level any more than I’d juggle kittens up there. You just
wouldn’t do it. I knew it then and I know it now. Post-toxin, I promise you, I would
still come to Metropolis to commit a crime. I’d still grab Lois and set you up to block
Batman’s pursuit with a falling elevator because you are just that easy. I’d still outsmart
you with something as staggeringly obvious as a jetpack and a mirror because you are
used to nitwits who are overly dependent on giant robots and space rocks.”
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Clark bit his lip rather than rely on Kryptonian muscle control to suppress a chuckle.
“Should that fail, I would once again fluster you with a level of lip contact and
badinage that wouldn’t break a G-rating with our Hollywood pals, and make my
getaway thinking you were, when all is said and done, a bit of a dork.”
“Are you quite finished?” he asked and she took a deep breath before she answered.
“My point is, I can still speak truth to Krypton. The toxin had its moment and it
changed nothing. Look Clark, I’m not going to say there aren’t images in my head that
I would be happier if they weren’t there. I’m not going to pretend it doesn’t make a
vague, undefined idea worse to have a very clear, detailed picture complete with the
memory of your own scream and disbelief and pain all fighting to get to the top of the
pile as it plays out… And I’m sorry, one of those pictures is exactly what you think:
you killed Bruce. It was my fault; I set the whole thing in motion… It’s not the first
nightmare that stuff put in my head. You always hope it will be the last, but it never
seems to turn out that way.”
“Selina, if your next words aren’t ‘But, Clark’ I don’t think I can stand it.”
“But, Clark, nightmares can be a good thing, can’t they? They don’t all come from
malevolent outsiders like Crane, we have them naturally because they’re good for us.
We learn to cope.”
“You’re saying that you’re better off having seen an alien thing kill the man you
love? After all you went through to finally make it together, this alien that has powers
he shouldn’t because he does not belong here that makes it so easy for him to just… hurt
anyone or kill anything that’s here naturally, he comes along and destroys your chance
for happiness—and this thing looks like your husband’s best friend. You’re better off
for having seen that?! It’s not going to haunt you any time Bruce and I am on a
mission?”
“Clark, stop. You’ve held your hand over the flame, okay? Now stop. You’ve said
the worst you can think of in the ugliest way you’re capable of…” She paused, and he
stared.
“Oh.” He looked at the waterfall. “Oh, of course.”
“Of course what?” Selina asked miserably.
“The toxin didn’t affect me,” Clark said miserably. “Everybody else that was there
had a hard smack of the worst thing they could imagine shoved in front of their eyes
where they couldn’t look away. But it didn’t happen to me. So I forced you to help me
conjure it for myself. You weren’t far off about punishing myself. It’s not that I felt
guilty for anything I’d done. I felt guilty for… Lois and you and Bruce all had that
horrible experience. I was the only one that didn’t.”
“Ah. Well, now that you’re caught up, what do you want to do about it?”
“In no particular order,” Clark said, “Stop an avalanche. Save a village. Do
something special for Lois. And do something for you and Bruce.”
“Capes,” Selina said, shaking her head. “Not even an effigy of Ichabod Crane makes
the list. C’mon, Spitcurl, let’s get back to Rio. We’ll start with dropping off the Justice
League SOP along with the bags and kicking off the case with something called a
caipirinha.”
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The bar was off of a wide paved plaza, too wide, as it turned out, for a neighborhood
of narrow and tortuous alleys where most people walked and the fortunate had motor
bikes. Fresh paint, colorful but not garish, was everywhere. There were some murals
and graffiti, though it was clear that music was the preferred mode of artistic
expression. Market stalls, folding tables and sidewalk displays from the shops had
quickly filled the unnecessary lanes made for non-existent cars, and were interspersed
with street musicians and dancers, and rows of parked motor bikes that bespoke a new
prosperity. Pedestrians and bikes zig-zagged around and through in improvised lanes
like before.
Felipe led Bruce down one such path that had stubbornly resisted the plaza and
remade itself into a narrow alley. Past the heavy metal door to a storage facility, past
the stall selling pots and kettles, past a terrifying stand pushing ginseng and catuaba
smoothies as ‘natural viagra’, and past a van that had somehow driven in at some
earlier date and was clearly parked in for life, they came to a slim opening that could
only be called a hole in the wall. Inside was another fresh paint job, shelves of bottled
liquor, a counter, a few folding tables and chairs, and a black and white television.
“This,” Felipe announced with enthusiasm, “is a very good bar.”
Beers were ordered, and while they waited Bruce studied the man before him. He
couldn’t be older than twenty-five or twenty-six. Strange eyes. Shrewd enough to still
be alive at twenty-five or twenty-six, but without the defensive quality that he usually
saw in shrewd criminals. This man had seen things, but that was a given in the favela,
it wouldn’t account for the vibe. And there was a readiness to smile that seemed
sincere. A hardworking man, good natured and with a great attitude—when there was
absolutely nothing in the picture to explain it.
“You got out before pacification,” Bruce began with the willful directness of a Batinterrogation. It lacked the bone-chilling malice that broke the Gotham scum, but it
was just as effective in the ears of a guy who had no idea he’d sat down with Batman.
“Yeah,” he said.
There was no doubt they were talking about the drug trade, that Felipe’s
involvement was known and to deny it was a waste of time that would not be
tolerated…
“I buried weapons for them.”
That no matter what economic hardships led to the decision, there could be no
excuse for contributing to something that did so much harm to so many lives…
“Packaged drugs.”
And that telling this forceful stranger whatever he wanted to know was the price
that must now be paid on that debt…
“Did little favors here and there.”
It wasn’t a pretty story. One of his friends that was dead, they’d skinned him while
he was still alive. “There was never remorse when the gangs ruled. Only killing and
payback with more killing. There was serious suffering and serious rage and that was
the world. Then little Lucas was born. And I thought: this world is a terrible place to
leave this little man without a father.
“I was never afraid to die. I was nine or ten years old when I saw the dealers catch a
guy who didn’t pay for his drugs. They beat the hell out of him, and then they shot
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him over and over. And finally they blew his brains out the back of his head. I saw
that and thought ‘I’m not afraid to die.’ Until I held my son, all shriveled and wet, and
all that changed. I thought ‘Now I’m afraid to die.’”
It was silent, apart from the low drone of the television. Not trusting his voice, Bruce
just raised a finger to the women at the bar and signaled for another round. After the
beers came, he wanted to steer the conversation towards pacification but Felipe was
still thinking about his sons—and, oddly, about Lois.
“The Daily Planet,” he said, pronouncing the name carefully in English. “That’s the
newspaper that writes about Superman. She is the Lois Lane that writes about
Superman.” He smiled, that oddly easy smile that seemed like it belonged to a man
with an easier life. “We saw him on the news not long ago, Superman.”
“Ah, yes, the forest fire,” Bruce prompted quickly.
“Television, Internet,” he nodded with a deeper smile. “My sons know who
Superman is. When my brother and I were little, we thought he was a drug baron. We
used to lay in bed and dream of being revolutionary drug lords, like Superman, who
would lead the favela to a better life. What do you think he would say to that?”
Bruce was rarely inclined to answer when someone Batman was interrogating shot a
question back at him this way, but in this case, he considered it.
“I think he would look around here and realize there was so much that had to change
that even a child could see it would take great power to pull it off. I think he would see
past the label and realize ‘drug lord’ is the only figure with power you’d ever seen, and
if Superman was the only powerful figure you’d ever heard of… it makes sense that
you’d put them together. And, I’ve obviously never talked to the man but judging by
everything Superman has ever done, I’d hope he could see that whatever words you
used, this was a pair of kids who wanted to make the world better and improve the
lives of the people around them. I’d really hope he’d see the compliment in linking
that desire with his name.”
Hope wasn’t a word Bruce used lightly. A few years ago, he could have said with
absolute certainty that Clark would have seen it that way. Now, he hoped he would.
Humanity had done that, and the part of Bruce that cared about Justice was angry at
that. Clark deserved better.
It took a bit of effort, but Bruce managed to work the conversation back to Felipe’s
decision to quit the gangs.
“It worked,” he said. “The decision almost certainly saved your life. You’re still
here, and the gangs are gone. Health care centers now, day care and schools set up in
their old hangouts.”
Felipe laughed. Yes, the gangs had no more power. But the symbolic placement of
those admittedly welcome social services wasn’t quite as meaningful as the police
imagined.
“When BOPE first came in, they went after the heavy weaponry. They didn’t care
about stopping the drug trade; that would come later. So the gangs send the drugs
away. They thought they could wait it out, you see. They figured: we lose a house or a
store, we’ll lose some guns with it. As long as we still have weed and powder to sell,
we’ll make more money and buy new guns.
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“But the police, they’d find this building with a stash and say ‘Aha, this is where
they cut up and package their drugs. This is their center of operation.’ Most times, it
was just some spot the gang was only in for a week.”
Behind dark glasses, Bruce’s eyes blazed with the possibilities.

Clark thought Selina was joking about the caipirinhas, but as soon as they were back
at the apartment, Selina told him to change into just-wandered-off-the-beach-wear, and
ten minutes after that, they were entering an unassuming little bar in Leblon. Nothing
about the place was shabby, except in contrast to the other bars in the ultra-trendy
neighborhood. There were a few tourists here and there, but most of the light
afternoon crowd were locals. Selina went straight to the bar. She’d evidently learned
about the place on the beach on a previous visit and the bartender obviously
remembered her. She introduced Clark as ‘a virgin from the States who’s seriously into
the juice bars…’
Superficially, it was the usual Selina, the heedless bad girl teasing the cape, but
nothing beneath the surface fit. It was familiar though… With a start, Clark realized it
was Bruce’s fop. The party girl was camouflage for the same type of laser focus
pointed at the case and dialed up to full intensity—without bothering to tell him a
thing before they started. From habit, Clark smiled to himself at another example of
two people so perfectly matched, and from habit, he ground his teeth at the doubling
of Bruce’s most infuriating qualities.
A menu was produced, and his virginity in relation to the caipirinha was explained.
Pretty much the national cocktail of Brazil, the drink was traditionally made with
freshly muddled limes and distilled sugarcane liquor. You could get that traditional
caipirinha here, but they also had one made with passion fruit, with young bitter
oranges, with pineapple, with strawberries, and a number of specials made with
whatever fruits were in season. Essentially, all your favorites from the juice bar were
served here in caipirinha form. Clark was going to try the passion fruit, but Selina got
them each ‘a trio’ to sample a variety of different juices.
“I take it we’re going to be here a while,” he said when they moved to a table.
“We are, but be discreet. They speak pretty good English here,” she said softly.
Then came the naughty grin…

“So the buildings that were the actual centers of the drug cartel’s operations haven’t
been found?” Lois said, trying to keep up as Bruce hurried down a busy thoroughfare.
“In Rocinha, that’s a confirmed certainty,” he said. “In the other pacified favelas, it’s
highly probable. The gangs moved around a lot at the end, and the police grabbed the
site of their last stands, thinking them symbolic. In most cases, they claimed spots a
gang was only in for a week or two.”
He didn’t want to debrief until they’d returned to the city proper, but as soon as they
hit the anonymity of the bustling sidewalk in Leblon, he started making up for lost
time. They were comparing notes while he led her on a forced march to who-knowswhere.
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“And you think—Could we slow down, please?—And you think Demon took over
the real long-term HQs?”
Bruce shook his head, and slowed his pace slightly as he pulled out his phone just
long enough to check an address. Then the aggressive walk-and-talk resumed.
“It’s possible, but that’s not the most pressing reason to make this the priority lead.
All I know of Ra’s and the Gang of Six, they would certainly have infiltrated multiple
gangs. That means there could be anything left behind in an abandoned hideout.
We’ve assumed those locations had all been searched by the Rio police. They wouldn’t
have recognized anything significant pertaining to Demon, but the scene would be
compromised, evidence lost. Now it turns out that’s not the case, the sites haven’t been
disturbed. If there are leads, they’re still sitting there.”
He stopped in front of a toy store and opened the door for her politely.
“Where are you bringing me?” Lois said, looking up at the sign.
“To buy a miniature kite.”
In each bar Clark and Selina visited, it began with a naughty grin. “Let’s get to know
some people” she’d say and then, just loud enough to be heard if someone was inclined
“That’s what I love about this place, it’s not pretentious and cliquey like the ones on
Dias Ferrera.” Switching to her pseudo-Portuguese Italian, she would single out a man
at the bar or a group that looked like regulars and call out “You there, my friend is a
reporter in town for the games. He needs to learn how to meet cariocas. Come and tell
us where you stay on the beach.”
They came instantly, time after time, and introduced themselves: Eight… Nine…
Nine and a half… indicating the numbered beach post that acted as landmarks for their
favored area. They were all happy to become Clark’s guide to the tapestry of niches
and nuance represented by where people stayed on the beach. And in the course of
explaining, they introduced half the bar. He soon had detailed knowledge of the beach
habits of Rio’s beautiful people, communists, gays, pot smokers, sports fans, new
mothers, intellectuals, artists and actors—but more importantly, he’d met key people
connected to the World Cup, the Olympic planning committee, the Military Police and
the Metropolitan Command and Control Centre.
Meanwhile, Bruce brought Lois to meet another of his Baker Street boys and secured
an invitation to the favela to meet their friends. She had no trouble getting them to
show off their kites and kite fighting, and even the secrets of the communication
network it concealed. Quite often, her questions prompted them to volunteer the very
information Bruce was after about the drug gangs movements in the various stages of
pacification. Sometimes she got them to demonstrate asking a question, which would
bring a green and orange kite flying together across the favela, until the orange cut the
green’s string and it fell like a rock. Lois would find it very exciting and ask what the
answer meant, and the boys would be happy to translate. When both approaches
failed to get the specific information Bruce was after, she would have still uncovered
enough of a particular favela’s signals that he could fly his own kite later and ask
whatever he wanted. Afterwards, he would take Lois home and return after dark to
search the abandoned strongholds of drug gangs that might or might not have ties to
Demon.
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The apartment’s homey briefing room began to fill up with evidence bags from one
half of the investigation, business cards and cocktail napkin notepads from the other.
The television nearly always flickered with whatever Batcave or FoS system was being
accessed on Bruce’s laptop. And the day after Selina asked if the Watchtower had a 3D
printer (producing an incredulous ‘We have a Green Lantern’ from Clark and a calm
assurance from Bruce that they had almost everything she was accustomed to from the
Batcaves), a detailed model appeared on the coffee table of the Metro C&C that was the
hub of all security and surveillance operations in the city. Bruce’s phone scrolled with
data swiped from an Ipanema lawyer’s phone while Selina’s blinked through grainy
night vision footage of the checkpoint entrance to an unpacified favela and teenagers
with assault rifles on their backs cutting up kilos of cocaine… They each frowned
down at their respective screens, then at each other, then silently swapped back their
phones.
Breakfast no longer meant the meal but the hour each morning in which they fit bits
of their investigations together like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle:
A mystery item Bruce found at one of the probable Demon hideouts looked like a
cheap plastic orange peeler with a syringe tip attached. It might be used to inject
poison into fruit and it could be connected to the work badges he found for the food
market. But then Clark and Selina became excited and started hurling names at each
other about that cultural minister they’d met and the theatrical director working on the
Opening Ceremonies. Clark dug out his notes while Selina filled in the blanks: there
was to be a huge display of Brazil’s agricultural riches—baskets and bushels and
wagons full of produce coming in with the dancers for one particular sequence… by
which point Clark found what he was looking for. All the fruit for that sequence
would be coming from two suppliers for which Bruce found work badges.
“You wouldn’t poison food that’s just going to sit there during a dance routine,” Lois
noted, while Bruce placed the work badge and the orange peeler-syringe next to the
business cards.
“Put a pin in it,” he said.
Another day, Bruce returned from one of the abandoned hideouts with a list of
traffic cameras from the other half of the city. The list had strange notations that
seemed more like a high-level Demon operative than a barely literate gang member.
He was marking their locations on a map when Selina noticed that each camera was
near an upscale hotel. She made a new list with the camera numbers and the hotel
names, planning to hack in and see if the entrances were visible on the individual
camera feeds—when Clark looked over her shoulder and said her list was almost
identical to the recommended accommodations for A-Level press.
“Selina, don’t you remember the guy from Venga who was trying to impress you
because he orchestrated how all the world’s press would be dispersed through the
city. He went on and on about how they break us down into tiers based on the size
and quality of the audience, and then nearly had a seizure when he realized I was from
one of the lowly print outfits?”
Lois didn’t appear to be listening. It seemed like she was studying another of
Bruce’s finds, but then without looking up she said “Let me guess, we were the C-list?
Hotels like Porto Bay Rio, Copacabana Mar…?”
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“I’m afraid so,” Clark said, and Lois held up Bruce’s paper.
“Then I found the C-list,” she announced. “Look at this, Steve sent Gleason and
Madley to cover the World Cup, right? And shared Madley’s photos with the Trib and
a couple of other papers in San Francisco and Dallas?”
“I’ve no idea,” Clark said. “I don’t pay much attention when Lombard comes over
to chat with you.”
“Oh get over it, I married you,” Lois said. “Just look at these notations. ‘Two from
Met, staying at the Atlantico Copacabana’—that’s where Gleason said they stayed. Then a
dotted line connects here, that’s the Tribune, they only sent one guy, stayed at the Mar.
SF, one, also at the Mar and the D with a star beside it is Dallas at the Porto.”
“It’s possible, far from conclusive,” Clark said, used to her hunches.
“Bruce, I cracked their code,” Lois announced anyway, taking out her phone. Then,
after dialing: “Sarah, hope I didn’t get you up. World Cup in Rio, where did you stay?
… Uh huh. Any good? Staying there again for the Olympics? Yeah, I am. We’ll get
together.”
She hung up and stuck out her tongue at Clark and dialed again.
“Hi Pete, did I mess up the time difference, so sorry. Look, I remember when you
went down to Brazil for the World Cup you came back talking about this amazing
chicken you had. What was that called again? … Galeto. … Specialty just found in the
city, nowhere else. Well that’s interesting. Thanks. Hm? … Oh yeah, we’re both fine.
Gotham press blew it completely out of proportion. … No, he didn’t set Batman on
fire… No, Green Lantern was there but he didn’t… Nobody was set on fire, Pete.
Look, we’ll talk soon—Oh wait, Peter, where did you actually stay in Rio? … The
Hyatt.” She stabbed the page triumphantly and after a final Thank you/Goodbye/hang
up, there was a full air spike.
“These are notes on the American press covering the World Cup,” she said. “Just
look at this line here,” she showed Bruce. “Pete’s from WGKY Keystone, he stayed at
the Hyatt, he ate at a place called Galeto de Sats almost every night. A bunch of the TV
crews found it, it was very popular.”
Bruce took a closer look and grunted. Meanwhile, Selina was calling her contact and
got him to fax over the complete list of recommendations for A, B, C and D list press.
The women spent the morning cross-checking it against the Demon lists, with Clark
and Lois frequently making friendly calls to their colleagues and acquaintances who
covered the World Cup and nailing down where they had stayed and eaten.
When it was over, a disturbing picture emerged: “The hotel lists are close but not
absolutely identical,” Clark summarized, “because the press office has what they
recommended, and Demon lists only the places people actually stayed.”
“And ate and shopped and some other notes we’re not sure about,” Lois added.
“They were watching very closely. It’s thorough.”
“Demon is that,” Bruce graveled. “Low tech, just men in the field taking notes by
hand, but impressively thorough.” He turned to Selina. “You’ve been quiet,” he
noted.
She had taken one of the sheets on the press of Australia and New Zealand. “I think
it’s messy,” she said quietly. “I’ve been sitting here wondering when you were going
to start a spreadsheet to get some of this mess organized, because it’s just too much. I
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don’t go into this kind of detail casing a bank with a Lossing Mark II, pressure tiles and
magnetic sensors.”
“Your point?” came the irate crimefighter challenge.
“I don’t think they knew what they were after. I think this big thing was happening,
so they watched without knowing what they were looking for. That’s why they took
down everything.”
“And hoped they would come up with something once they had all the data,” Clark
said shrewdly. “Not a bad plan.”
Bruce turned, eyes cold with a slow-burning outrage.
“If you don’t understand something from the beginning, gather as much intel as you
can and figure it out later,” Clark elaborated, and Bruce’s glare downshifted though it
hardly grew friendlier.
“Yeah, it’s not as efficient,” Clark concluded, “But half a plan yielding something is
better than the best of plans yielding nothing.”
Bruce grunted.
“They didn’t have to use it immediately,” Lois said, ignoring the testosterone. “They
would have years to study it before something very similar would be happening
again.”
“Just like what Ikaro told us in Ouro Preto,” Bruce graveled. “Using the World Cup
as a template to know what to expect for the Olympics.”
“C’mon, Clark,” Selina said enthusiastically, though she was still looking at Bruce.
“Experience says he’s about to start channeling Ra’s, and I don’t need to see that on a
full stomach. We can arrive early for our tour.”
Bar hopping in the neighborhoods where the rich and influential drank and dined
had produced several leads, but none quite so promising as Gustavo Câmara, the
deputy press liaison for prestige events who arranged a VIP tour of the Command and
Control Center. The facility was the hub for all security and intelligence operations; for
the 2,000 cameras monitoring the city; for the military, civil and federal police, and all
operations related to public order. As such, the debriefing that night when Clark and
Selina got back was the most structured and formal to date, more like a full League
post-action report, and Bruce wasn’t certain how either of the women would take it.
Happily, a cat-burglar’s approach to a physical facility meshed perfectly with the metaenhanced overview that was the League starting point for tactical assaults. Selina and
Clark fielded questions together, handing off to the other to fill in a detail, as if they’d
scoped a hundred targets together…
“Gustavo met us in the parking lot as soon as we came through the gate, walked us
in the door and handed us over to a colonel from the military police—Selina, you’ve
got his bio, right?”
A picture and biographical sketch appeared on the television screen, and Selina took
over…
“Colonel Miguel Ferraz, not their best English speaker but he’s got the rank to decide
he’s going to conduct the tour because he’s—”
“Supposition,” Clark said.
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“In my opinion, because he’s a huge Superman fan. We’re not in agreement on this
because Spitcurl is a hopeless cape who can see through the walls to the server room
but can’t see what’s standing right in front of him.”
“Ferraz had a copy of my book, which has not been translated into Portuguese, and
asked me to sign it. His spoken English really isn’t good enough to imagine he could
have read it. I think it was a polite gesture, Selina thinks he wanted to ingratiate
himself because I cover Superman.”
“She’s right,” Bruce graveled, indicating the screen. “Though possibly his interest is
more professional than that of an admiring fan. That last paragraph lists the title of his
dissertation and two lectures he’s given at their military academy. Powered heroes are
mentioned in all three.”
The briefing moved on:
“These are cube farms,” Clark said, pointing to a segment of the building on the 3D
model. “Server room is here…”
“The south wall is cords and cables,” Selina took over. “Coming down in these long
metal channels, floor to ceiling, bundled in clusters of six. A channel holds maybe a
hundred. Coolants here, here and here. Then it’s just servers and switchers, aisles of
them floor to ceiling, like a supermarket.”
“Storage?” Bruce asked.
“Ferraz says 98 terabytes, but it’s more like 250,” Selina smiled, and Bruce’s lip
twitched.
“Let me guess, Clark went on with the show tour, provided a diversion with that
subsonic vibration trick, and you gave yourself a self-guided tour to check out the
areas Ferraz wasn’t showing you but you both knew were there because you’d studied
the blueprints and Clark looked through the wall.”
Clark clearing his throat was the only confirmation Bruce needed, but Selina
mouthed a taunting kiss anyway.
“The showpiece of the tour is here,” Clark said, moving-on. “Operations Room on
the second floor, Situation Room on the third…”
“More like Big Data meets Mission Control meets Bond Villain wet dream,” Selina
put in.
“The Operations Room has a video wall here—Selina’s got the slides and specs.
Three rows of workstations in front of it, technicians in jumpsuits… It’s 20 x 4 that can
either be used as individual screens, made into blocks of four 2x2 grids, 4 x 4s, pretty
much any configuration from the 2,000-plus cameras throughout the city.”
“And three mobile units with cameras on telescoping arms, and in helicopters, and
two Israeli-made Heron drones they don’t like to talk about because they can’t legally
be used in urban areas. But the capability is there if you don’t care so much about
bending some laws, which I’m just sayin’, not everybody does.” She waved her hand
impishly, then, with feline dignity, took a sip of water.
“I believe that flexibility produced more detailed technical specs of all of this,” Clark
said as though he’d tried to stop her but wasn’t devastated by his failure.
She handed Bruce a slip of paper which he scanned, lips moving to occasionally
murmur “Multi-view s7 modules with fanless fresh air duct cooling and front
serviceability… 8X 1080i video signals… 3X HDMI video signals… Catalyst 3-gig
switchers… 42 megapixel… Screen capture over TCP/IP…LCD modules or rear102
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projection cubes…” He looked up at Clark. “This is not dissimilar to the League
satellite.”
They both looked at Selina, and Bruce added “When Luthor had you break into
Holce Concepts, Allman-Freely, and WraitheMatCo that time, the satellite is the actual
project they worked on whose plans I swapped for the rigged transporter.”
“So he got his hands on the real plans eventually,” Selina said and Lois added
“That’s an arms race for you. You can buy time, but you’ve never beaten them for
good. We’re sure this is a LexCorp system?”
As one, Selina said “Yes,” Bruce said “No,” and Clark said “Absolutely.” Selina and
Clark then started to speak at once, and Clark took a step back with an ‘after you’
gesture.
“I found the consultants they brought in before any of this was a glimmer in Daddy’s
eye. Before they’d bought a paper clip, they brought in advisers from the FBI, LAPD
and Metropolis Police. Almost every name pinged.”
“Bruce has a database that rivals the NSA for flagging private individuals with
connections,” Clark told Lois with just a hint of disapproval in his tone.
“Public, openly documented connections,” Bruce cut in. “To known criminal
enterprises that represent a significant threat.”
“In this case,” Selina said, “two of the four FBI advisors joined and were rapidly
promoted during the Luthor administration; the officer from the Metropolis PD dated
to his time as Mayor, and the LAPD guy is our old pal Brockman.”
“Luthor’s head of security before Mercy?” Lois blurted. “I wondered what
happened to him. So basically, the fix was in from the get-go. They would point to
LexCorp or LCII products whenever they were available… Though Bruce is probably
right. This is LexCorp culture. They push their way in as routinely as you and I brush
our teeth. It’s not part of a plan, just background activity they do all the time that
might be useful later.”
“At the very least, it’s a stunning contrast,” Bruce noted. “Demon’s intelligence is
men on the ground, taking notes on paper…”
“And on Luthor’s end we’ve got a high tech, real time, integrated meta streaming
Complexo da Buzzword Salad like I made up for Kyray’s press kit,” Selina concluded.
Bruce caught it. There was something in her tone, and it wasn’t the allusion to TaeVrroshokh. He studied her as she and Clark covered the final phase of the tour: the
situation room.
“Wooden circular table surrounding an island table-top monitor that’s an interactive,
touchscreen map of the city. The colonel demonstrated highlighting a section of the
city with a virtual marker, it zoomed in on an area of about 7,000 square meters,
displayed all the sensors and activity,” Clark said.
“That particular area had eighty sensors that would detect the location of any
gunshots fired, including the caliber of weapon,” Selina said.
“Going by my own experience hearing long distance gunfire, I believe that last part
is an exaggeration,” Clark added.
The meeting broke up and Bruce asked if Selina wanted to come along on tonight’s
search for the abandoned gang/Demon location. She did, but when they reached the
favela, rather than enter the oddly graffiti’d building with bullet holes still in the outer
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wall, Bruce led her down one of the steep, erratically angled stairways until they
reached a picturesque spot overlooking Ipanema beach, what would be considered a
prized view in any other part of the world… He held up an oval of blue metal the size
of his thumbnail and pressed it.
“Sonic mesh engaged, there’s no chance of Clark hearing,” he announced. “What’s
on your mind?”
Selina winced. “Wow, gotten rusty. Here I thought I’d—”
“You covered very well. Your control over your breathing is superb, and without
the slightest change in your manner. You were as sassy as ever at the briefing, got all
the information across that you needed to. You could have fooled anyone, even your
lover if it wasn’t me. But I know your tricks, Catwoman. You couldn’t sit there for
over an hour focused on fooling Superman without my noticing. What’s wrong? What
happened today that you don’t want him to know?”
She sighed, relief blending with the old frustration that there was just no beating the
Dark Knight.
“Someone else was in the server room,” she said with slightly more grace than when
he forced the truth from her in the old days. “It was a simple keypad to get in, but that
doesn’t mean a simple hack. Took me twelve seconds with my watchpoint, and, well,
you can just tell if somebody else has been there. It’s hard to explain exactly—”
Bruce grunted to show he understood. It was the nature of expertise, perceiving
details unconsciously that only registered as a sense or a hunch seemingly based on
nothing.
“So I went inside and started snooping and taking those pictures as if I thought I was
alone. There were a few monster movie pokes around corners, slow heel-to-toe
walking in those aisles between the servers to minimize footsteps—and then I heard a
sound. I chased it, but it was a feint. They were running the other way towards the
door and by the time I got there, they’d gone. I went out into the hall and… and I
could feel him watching. Now, there’s only one reason to do that. The guy was busted
but he’d got away. The only smart move is to go home and try again later. The only
reason to stick around that way is if he’d left something inside—”
“That’s the second time you said ‘he.’ Is that based on anything or?”
“Might have been the footsteps, sound of shoes, something says male, but I’m not
sure,” Selina said. “Just a guess.”
Again he grunted.
“The only reason to stick around that way is if he’d left something,” he prompted.
“Right. If not something personally incriminating, then something that exposed the
break-in when it’s supposed to be a zero residual presence thing. So I went back inside
to find what he’d left, and sure enough, slid in between two of the servers not far from
where that first noise came from, there was a spanking new LexCorp tablet.”
“Now, I thought about taking it, but Luthor or Demon it’s just dumb to let them
know how much we know. If I left something behind and I knew you’d found it, and
it wasn’t meant to be a trap, then I’d probably scuttle the plan and regroup. If I went
back and it was still there, well that makes it interesting.” She unconsciously shifted
her hip and gave a little wiggle in the way she used to when she teased him. “Did I
luck out? Did he not find it? Or is there a tracker installed? Is it safe to even touch? …
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I won’t quit precisely because it’s now interesting. There are a dozen unanswered
questions and I’ll never find out if I just walk away.
“So the tablet had to stay. I could’ve used my catspaw to flash the drive like I did
Raptor’s laptop at Vault, but then I figured it was a chance to try it your way.”
“Selina, this is more detail than any op rep needs. Could we stick to the relevant—”
“This is the relevant part, actually. Since you showed me the ins and outs of the Batpartition on the Wayne satellite, I’ve been dying to try it out. So I used your gadget
instead of mine and uploaded the contents of the tablet rather than copying it to my
little catspaw, and then I wanted to make sure I did it right before I put the tablet back
where I found it…”
“And?”
“…”
“Selina?”
“It wouldn’t let me see it. The files were there on the partition, I could see the
directory it just created, but it wouldn’t let me see inside. It had that straight-wing bat
symbol you only put on keyword clearance files, and a slash-No Justice League circle
and a slash-No Superman circle.”
“And that’s why you didn’t tell Clark any of this,” Bruce nodded.
“There are locks and ‘Don’t enter’ signs even I pay attention to.”
“Alright… Well… I’ll have to see what these files are that would trip that type of
lockout,” he said, pulling out his phone. “Directory?”
“CatRio01… You mean you don’t know what could have triggered this?”
“I have no idea.”
“Well that’s fairly terrifying.”
He punched in his personal code, started to read and said “Relax, it’s probably…”
She waited.
“Getting more so by the minute,” she said.
Bruce kept reading.
“Paging Doctor Crane,” she muttered.
“Hm?”
“You started to say it was probably nothing, then you stopped.”
“It’s nothing,” he said dismissively. “It’s just…”
“At the risk of sounding like you, ‘it’s nothing’ and ‘it’s just’ are two entirely
different things. Although ‘it’s just’ and trailing off is quite similar to ‘it’s probably’
and trailing off.”
“Selina, it’s night, this is a small screen and I’m reading fairly complex… code…”
Again he trailed off. And after the longest pause yet, he grunted. “It’s fine,” he
announced. “Fairly troubling, but nothing to worry about as far as—”
“Are you channeling Eddie now? Bruce, straight answer: What is it?”
“The lockout occurred because multiple apps on that tablet contained the coding
signatures of former LexCorp employees from the tech divisions I acquired when the
company collapsed. They’re tagged because they were involved in the kind of
programming that amounts to corporate espionage, viral infiltration and cybercrime.
Some we never hired, but some were briefly absorbed into Wayne Tech before we
realized who they were and got rid of them.”
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“So it was just LexCorp programs on this guy’s tablet?”
“Programs by coders with specialized skills. Lex didn’t hire you to decorate his
office, he hired you to steal the X27. None of this group is in your league but—”
“Thank you.”
“But they have specific skills. If they’re back at the new LexCorp, it’s for a reason.”
“Okay, but whatever the nasty apps are for, they’re just LexCorp programs on a
tablet. How does that lead to the no-Superman symbol?”
“Because acquiring those tech divisions was part of the LexCorp collapse which was
tied to Luthor’s resignation. Clark was very upset with me at the time, and he
wouldn’t have appreciated my… taking precautions. Especially related to Luthor, and
especially anything that involved people who hadn’t done anything wrong yet.
“It was never a malicious effort to lock Clark out. I just didn’t want him stumbling
on it by accident. If something came up on a case back then, something connected to
the Luthor’s resignation, it would save a lot of needless complications if I found out
first and could tell him the proper way. You’re smiling.”
“I like how it’s ‘avoiding needless complications’ when you do it and the end of
Gotterdammerung when any of us try to keep you out of the loop… But mostly I’m just
happy we don’t have a Clark problem.”

They didn’t exactly rush searching the drug house but they didn’t linger afterwards.
Bruce knew how exhausting it was maintaining that kind marathon control over
metabolic cues while behaving naturally. He knew Selina would want to crash, he
knew she’d sleep hard and in the morning, he let her sleep in while he brought Clark
up to speed.
He was circumspect but scrupulously accurate: Selina saw something in Batman’s
system that she felt she should bring to him before anyone else. Clark accepted it,
knew there were details Bruce was holding back and hoped it was because they were
private, not because Selina was afraid of him. He didn’t want to discuss their talks at
the waterfall with a third party, either Bruce or Lois. He decided to fly to New
Zealand, where it was a longshot he would find a bank robbery in progress but where
he did stop several other crimes... Then to Metropolis where there was more crime and
an attempted suicide on the train tracks to prevent before he had time to himself over
the river—where Catwoman’s luck had apparently run out, where that human woman
without a power of any kind simply launched herself at his lips and startled him into
dropping her… the raw daring in her eyes as she did it. And the raw honesty when she
swore that, post-toxin, she’d do it again. He hovered nearer to the old LexCorp tower
where, in between those two episodes, he’d thrown a helicopter at the man she…
The thought disintegrated into icy pinpoints in his brain as Superman realized he
was facing a pair of hostile eyes glaring from behind a penthouse window—glaring as
if they could give their hate form and project it like his heat vision to burn away
whatever offended them. Matching the hostility if not the hate, Superman flew closer
and hovered outside Luthor’s window.
I know what you’re doing, his pose seemed to say. A lie if posture was meant to be
taken literally, but the challenge it implied was true enough. You won’t succeed. I will
not let you hurt these people.
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And the reply that was equally silent and equally clear: You don’t belong here. Your
existence is an abomination. You will be made irrelevant. And then you will watch as I achieve
all I was meant to achieve as if you had never come.
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CHAPTER 7: OPENING CEREMONIES
Nerves were fraying in the Rio flat. The case was growing cold, and though cat
burglars, journalists and detectives all had to cultivate patience in the course of doing
their jobs, none of them had to like it. Tempers grew short, and everyone came to
despise the sight of that beach outside the window. It was Clark who finally said it out
loud: the case in Rio was cold and the tendrils that still had a warm, steady pulse led
away from the city. It only made sense to follow, for now. Oracle could hack the C&C
so Bruce could monitor the city’s traffic cameras and other data—in addition to
monitoring Demon’s chatter from Gotham, as he had been doing since the cell was first
discovered. Clark added the last part when the first was met with a somewhat hostile
silence, but he sensed it wasn’t going to be enough. This was compromise, and Bruce
was always suspicious when that was suggested. He’d have to sweeten the deal:
“And of course, I’ll fly through a few times a week,” he added cheerily. “Nothing
easier. You always said what an annoyance it was: Demon’s attachment to those 18th
century methods and how it made it hard to trust the data. The only reliable method
being to get in the Batwing and check it out in person, and the thing you resented most
of all about Ra’s al Ghul was his forcing you to leave Gotham for that kind of thing.”
“Subtle, Clark,” was the only verbal response, but the lip-twitch said he had his
friend’s agreement—which, had he but known it, he always did. Joker was still free,
whereabouts unknown. Mad Hatter was free, whereabouts unknown but there was a
forty-percent chance he had a hideout in Brooklyn. Hugo Strange and Maxie Zeus
were both due to be released. And Harvey Dent was still missing. Bruce was as
anxious to get home as Clark was, but he never turned his back on the chance to test
Clark’s bargaining skills—his baffling lack of bargaining skills, despite abilities that
made him a walking lie detector. It was the psychology that fascinated. Clark wasn’t
stupid, he could certainly learn if he wanted to. It just wasn’t a skillset he valued,
Bruce supposed.
So Bruce and Selina returned to Gotham where Batman could resume his nightly
patrols; Clark and Lois to Metropolis and their jobs. Once a week, Superman arrived at
the manor to fly Bat and Cat to Metropolis for a working dinner where new
information was shared and theories were proposed, refined and discarded.
Lois’s interest centered on Demon’s surveillance of the press and the possibility of an
attempt to poison them when they returned to cover the Olympics. Clark considered
the games themselves, the size of the crowds and potential loss of life. Selina followed
the money, resuming her interest in Demon’s assets and adding Luthor’s money
laundering to the equation. And Bruce’s focus was everywhere, but his time went
primarily to the tech divisions and the troubling implications of a computer virus.
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It all came together at the ninth dinner, when Lois very politely (in her view) waited
until everyone finished their lasagna and passed on seconds before outlining her latest
poisoning theory.
“The key has to be in that record of all the hotels where the press are staying. You
can’t possibly hit all the restaurants they’ll eat at, no matter how regular their habits
are. You’d need to have a man in sixty kitchens with as many waiters in the dining
room to get to the specific person you’re after, or else you’re going to wipe out twenty
or thirty people trying to get at just me and Jimmy. But if you sent a basket of fruit to
their room like a welcome gift...”
“Lois, when has anyone been that happy to see reporters come to town? You
wouldn’t be suspicious of a gift like that?” Clark asked.
“I’m getting to that; that’s why they tracked everybody on a crew,” Lois said, like an
accomplished poisoner. “Jimmy’s basket comes from Madley at the Trib. Mine comes
from Sarah, Pete’s comes from you.”
“You’d be good at this,” Selina noted, and Lois said she’d been kidnapped by
enough villainous talent who liked to pass the time talking about themselves that she
thought she could plot with the best of them.
Clark worried more about the Opening Ceremonies, the sheer density of humanity
in that stadium. If it was the target, the number of lives endangered… Bruce added
that it wasn’t exactly a cross-section of the public, either. It was only the very wealthy
who could afford to attend an Olympiad in person... Lois returned to her poisoning
idea. Maybe the goal was to cut a swath through the rich and privileged of every
nation, rather than the press. Or the athletes…
Only Selina noticed the sour face Lois made as she spoke, and as soon as the women
were alone—Clark had taken Bruce into his den to see a new something-or-other—she
asked about it.
“It just doesn’t seem like they’re listening sometimes,” she said. “I hear the words
coming out of my mouth, but it’s like it only goes into their heads as a jumping off
point. My idea is never considered the way I introduce it, it’s always grafted onto
something of theirs.”
“Maybe that’s why I don’t like anybody’s ideas,” Selina said. “I keep trying to
change them too, bring them into my world, my way of thinking just so they make
some sense.”
“How so?” Lois asked. She also refilled Selina’s coffee, and reached into a side table
for the special chocolate she only got out when the men left. They each broke off a
square as Selina continued.
“Okay, like your idea: As a cat burglar, I can’t get past what’s the prize? If Demon
kills a bunch of sports reporters and their tech crews, what does that get them exactly?”
“Well, let’s start from the other side,” Lois suggested. “You’ve been playing cat and
mouse with this Gang of Six since Falstaff. What type of prize would they go for?
What do these guys actually want?”
Selina took a deep breath and gathered her thoughts.
“Officially, on paper, big picture,” she said, “Ra’s al Ghul back on the throne, to
serve him and deliver the world he so wants to rule. Unofficially? I think they just
want to hold it together. I mean, I’m not the best judge because I never bought that
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whole dog and pony show. I always thought Ra’s and Talia and their Ninja Kickline
were PR run amok. Believing Your Own Bullshit: 10, Actual Threat Level: 3.”
“And nothing you saw when you pushed them financially changed your mind,” Lois
noted. “Is that confirmation bias, or…”
Selina shook her head.
“Based on what I’ve seen since Bruce handed them over, I think what the Gang of Six
most wants is to not be the guys on whose watch Demon died.”
“And what does Lex want?” Bruce graveled as his shadow stretched ominously
towards the women from his position in the doorway. Clark was with him, and there
was no telling how much they’d heard.
“He loves doing that,” Selina said, gesturing to the silhouette like an annoying
insect. “Are there really people who find it terrifying that light doesn’t pass through
your body?”
“And she loves evading the question,” Bruce noted. “I’ll repeat it: What does Lex
Luthor want?”
“Money,” Lois said brightly. “All the money.”
“Only as a means to an end,” Clark corrected. “It’s not what he can buy, it’s what he
can—”
“Control,” Bruce cut him off softly, the corner of his mouth curling ever so gently
into the subtlest of smiles. “With Lex, it’s always control. The bigger LexCorp is, the
more people work for him and the more he can treat as badly as he wants while they
treat him with deference and respect. The more he owns, the more lives his decisions
can affect. The richer he is, the more he can buy and the more businesses and
politicians will be dependent on his patronage.”
“Of course, it’s about power,” Clark said.
“Only as a means to an end,” Bruce intoned, echoing Clark’s earlier words. “It’s
about fear. With Demon, it’s fear of death. Ra’s is obsessed with his own, and his
minions with the organization’s. But Lex, Lex is afraid of life. He’s afraid of what
might happen. What might happen next if he can’t control everyone and everything,
afraid of people and how they’d treat him if he’s like everyone else. On both sides, it is
about fear.”
“I don’t buy it,” Lois said. “Nothing with Luthor is that small.”
“No, he’s right,” Clark said, studying Bruce. “It doesn’t mean the threat he presents
is small, quite the opposite. Luthor is a man who can change the world. His reach is
global. His reasons are… life-sized.”
“Oh, like your jealousy of Lombard,” Lois teased with a loving smile.
“I am not jealous of Steve Lombard,” Clark insisted.
“The Man of Steel,” Lois announced. “Can lap the sun, spike a football a thousand
miles into the earth’s crust and be sitting innocently back at his desk before anyone can
notice he’s gone—jealous because his wife’s investigation just happens to take her into
the vicinity of an old flame.”
“Lombard is the Planet’s sports editor,” Bruce explained. “He and Lois were dating
about the time Clark joined the paper, and they were rivals on and off for a time.”
“And as Lois said in Rio, I won. She married me. I have no reason to be jealous, this
isn’t about that. I just think—Selina is shaking her head. You’re shaking your head.”
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“I’m sorry, Clark. World’s leading expert on heroes who lie about their feelings,
badly.”
“Lois, I’ll take a little more wine,” Bruce said casually, offering his glass.
“Surely,” she smiled and poured.
“I can’t lie,” Clark said, assuming the crossed-arm ‘I’m Superman’ pose meant to end
the discussion.
“It appears that you can,” Selina insisted.
“Look, sports news isn’t news-news, I get that,” Clark said. “But there is a level of
credulous simplicity that no newsman should be capable of. Every day, Lois takes her
yogurt, salad, or break time coffee over to his desk and shows an improbable level of
interest in his work. A reasonably intelligent adult should be suspicious. In a few
weeks, she’s become an expert on the coverage of global sporting events.”
“In my opinion, Clark is right,” Bruce said considering the contents of his wine glass
thoughtfully. “This man is a fool if it doesn’t occur to him that you’re either doing
research for a story or else bucking for his job.”
“Oh, bigger than his job,” Clark scoffed. “His job is ‘Do I send Hockley or Gleason to
cover the Metros game?’ With what’s on Lois’s desk right now, the spreadsheets she’s
put together after pumping Lombard for a week, we’re talking about coverage of
global-audience sporting events across media: Which 24-hour sports network sends a
forty-man team and which can only manage eight for wrap-around and buys the
detailed game coverage from a local carrier when it’s an English-speaking country and
an Australian carrier when it’s not.”
Bruce’s eyes narrowed. He looked at Lois.
“Whose broadcast center is in North Carolina and who is in Bludhaven?” he said,
running with the thought Clark had begun. “Who is transmitting to a wholly owned
network satellite and who rents time from GE or Sony or Wayne?”
Lois nodded.
“I’d like to see what you’ve got,” he graveled.

Fourteen weeks on the Gotham Times Bestseller List. Clark’s book Strange Bedfellows
had remained fourteen weeks on the Gotham Times Bestseller List and was widely
credited with taking down the Luthor administration. His wife had two Pulitzers.
They were the undisputed power couple of print journalism and here they were,
queued with “The Paps” at the Rio airport where a black SUV was pulling up to
receive the latest newsworthy arrivals.
“Clark,” Lois murmured, pursing her lips. “About this whole B v S thing. You don’t
think there’s just the slightest possibility that Bruce is having the teeniest bit of fun at
your expense, do you?”
Clark watched as the doors opened from the private customs station that had been
set up for processing arrivals of the private planes and their celebrity passengers
arriving for the Olympics. A lackey came jogging out and checked the license plate of
the SUV and driver against the information on his clipboard.
“No,” Clark said, reasonably sure he was telling the truth as the lackey pointed
aggressively at the line of photographers like they were animals crowding the gate at
feeding time. “I think he’s playing the best cards he has, like always.”
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“Do we know who it is?” an Australian beside him asked, repositioning his camera
as the lackey ushered them back. “I heard Brad Pitt. I heard Rihanna. I heard Mark
Zuckerberg.”
“It’s Bruce Wayne,” Clark said flatly as the doors to the customs station opened and,
rather than making a mad dash for the SUV, Bruce and Selina posed for the paparazzi,
arms around each other’s waists and waving with their free hands. The moment
everyone’s attention shifted their way, Clark sped over to the Demon agent assigned to
observe Wayne’s arrival, delivered an incapacitating neck chop and returned to Lois’s
side before the first shutters were clicked. Lois snapped a few pictures with the gadget
Bruce had provided, and then pretended to check the results while it tagged the
devices and uplinks of all the reporters around them. Clark scanned the wild matrix of
infrared and ultraviolet crisscrossing around them.
“Ready?” he heard Bruce whisper.
He took another few seconds to memorize the pattern, and then he relayed the
question to Lois. When she nodded, he tapped his commlink twice and Bruce and
Selina started to move. They hurried to the SUV without acknowledging the press
who continued to shoot video and snap pictures. The moment the doors closed, Clark
fired a quick burst of heat vision to explode the pellet on the SUV’s front tire. There
was a loud crack, a muted cry that was presumably Selina inside the vehicle, and the
cameras resumed with renewed gusto. Lois had relocated for a better angle now that
the story had changed. She snapped another picture, but beyond that, her whole
manner had changed. She was no longer on the scene in an undercover capacity to
help Batman and Superman. She was covering a story as it unfolded and had no eye
for anything else. Clark watched her, as well as the new pattern of signals shifting and
reshifting as a team of airport security arrived to form a human shield around Bruce
and Selina as they returned to the customs station. The press was cleared, but Clark
had already left to watch from a distance. He continued to study the throbbing mass of
signals surrounding the reporters like a disturbed hive.
In time, the sabotaged vehicle was pushed away and a limousine pulled up to take
its place. As Bruce and Selina were driven off, an airport spokesman went out to
update the press, and Lois related the official story to the group when they reconvened
at the flat.
“A blowout,” she said dryly. “Looked like a big dramatic happening for about four
seconds and then turned out to be a non-story. Security let us go right up to the SUV
and verify it with our own eyes. The tire blew. At the curb. No sabotage, no security
breach, no one was hurt. The airport guys couldn’t even spin it to a puff piece about
how well they handled it: ‘Look, our system works,’ because it was such a non-event
that boasting would make them look stupid.”
“But you went through the motions of filing the story,” Bruce prompted.
“I did,” Lois said, like he owed her. “I called Perry right after and told him it was
just a test run, so at least he didn’t think I’d lost my mind.”
“And?” he pressed.
“And it’s a gateway,” she said grimly. “Changing gears from a celebrity puff piece
to a breaking news story went through three different desks at the Planet, brought a
second system online, Rodriguez notified the local TV news we partner with that we
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had a reporter on the ground. They told their network, who quickly had their news
desk in Washington on stand-by. MSNBC, CNBC, AP and Reuters were all lining up
in the chain by the time I made an ass of myself and said ‘oops, false alarm.’”
“And we’re just print news,” Clark added. “You can see from the uplinks your
tracker captured that there were six television stations there, only two were covering it
live until the blowout when it started to look like real news. Within five seconds, they
were all connected to a satellite, and one of the original two changed satellite signals
when it went from puff piece to live breaking news.”
“That’s it,” Bruce and Selina said together, which made Clark grin from ear to ear,
Lois bite her lip to squelch a laugh, and Selina cede the floor with a hands-off gesture.
“That’s how they’re going to do it,” Bruce continued solo. “Demon probably had some
idea of taking hostages to demand Ra’s al Ghul’s release. That’s more in keeping with
their mindset: the M.O. of terrorists forty years ago, not crippling the world’s computer
networks with a virus.”
“That would be Luthor’s twist,” Clark said. “Demon’s attack causes the world
media to shift from sports coverage into news mode.”
“And that somehow releases the virus into their systems? Is that even possible?”
Lois asked.
“If those LexCorp cameras all over the city are more than cameras,” Bruce said,
looking at Clark.
He shook his head.
“They may be. I wish I could say they were doing something after the blowout that
wasn’t happening before, but it was the opposite.” Clark said. “There’s sort of an outof-phase fizzle going on around them most of the time, like a heat distortion, and after
the blowout, it was gone.”
“A listening mode,” Bruce said. “A listening mode was suspended but whatever it’s
meant to trigger didn’t happen, possibly because it isn’t in place yet.”
“Well it better get in place soon; the opening ceremonies are tomorrow,” Lois noted.
“They’re running out of time.”
“So are we,” Bruce said grimly.
As if to punctuate the remark, Clark’s phone trilled—one, two, three, four times—
with an incoming alert before Lois’s joined in an octave higher. They each looked at
their phones, then at each other and mirrored each other’s eye roll.
“Luthor’s plane en route from Metropolis,” Clark explained.
“It was meant to be quiet, no press,” Lois added. “Until your arrival was a thing.
Now not two hours later, his flight plan is leaked. Astounding.”
“He is so much fun to annoy,” Selina grinned. “I don’t know why you guys don’t do
it more often. Bruce, you never just sat back and wondered ‘what else can I make him
do?’”

The rest of the afternoon was spent laying out the plan for the following day, with a
quick break while Superman flew out to pace Luthor’s plane as it approached the Rio
airport. He listened in until he knew he’d been sighted and the sighting reported to
Luthor, then he flew back to watch the arrival on television with the others.
“He knows I’m here,” Clark reported.
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“Oh we know,” Lois laughed, while Bruce merely grunted. “Just look at that plaster
smile.”
“There is a definite ‘had undercooked duck for lunch’ quality,” Selina observed.
“Which is a surprise. I would have had you down as ‘bad oysters,’ Spitcurl.”
“The important thing is he knows you’re here,” Bruce said. “As of this moment, it’s
more important to him than it is to us that the Demon attack fails, as long you’re the
one to stop it. It’s the switch from a sporting event to breaking news that’s going to
trigger his real plan, and now that he knows that story can be a Superman sighting, he
won’t be able to resist it.” He turned abruptly to Selina and added “Yes, I have
considered ‘what else I can make him do.’”
“Show off,” she whispered.
“C’mon, we have a dinner reservation,” he graveled.
They returned to the hotel where they were now officially checked in, and where
Bruce suspected Luthor would decide to have dinner. They made an entrance like Mr.
and Mrs. Jetsetting Fop, and sure enough, saw they had been downgraded to the
second-best table while Luthor sat with head of state dignity at the one Bruce had
reserved. Bruce selected a seat where he and Luthor could most easily glare at each
other, and then proceeded to ignore him, giving Selina his full attention while she
draped herself over his arm between courses and played with his tie.
“If he’s able to eat while watching this, he’s the real alien,” Selina whispered in his
ear.
“Eating maybe, but I don’t give his digestion the best odds,” Bruce whispered back,
and she gave a coy laugh like he suggested skipping dessert and returning to their
room.
Before long, Luthor finished his meal, rose and approached their table on the way
out.
“I understand congratulations are in order,” he said, oozing good will. When Bruce
made the murmur politeness demanded and Selina flashed her ring, Lex feigned
surprise. “Oh you thought I meant your engagement,” he laughed. “No. Well,
congratulations on that as well, but I meant on your obvious recovery from that awful
episode in Gotham. That, eh, museum exhibit, such a travesty. Of course we in
Metropolis are used to the menace the Alien represents. It’s too terrible when he
inflicts himself on other places that are naïve enough to welcome him.”
“Actually, Lex, I believe it was the Scarecrow behind that. What’s his name, dear?”
“Jonathan,” Selina offered.
“Yes, Jonathan,” Bruce said, as if such trivia often slipped his mind. “Jonathan
Crane. Completely psychotic. A sick, dangerous man. All populations of a certain
size have their share, sadly, and there’s no telling what a really damaged mind might
seize upon. I guess there’s just something about Superman—the Superman artwork
that is—that got under his skin.”
“Quite,” Lex said dryly. “Still a horrible episode.”
“Oh very much,” Bruce replied. “We’re very lucky that Superman was on hand or it
could have been much worse.”
“Really? I would have thought his appearance made it exponentially worse,” Lex
said curtly.
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“Oh, I really don’t think so,” Bruce said, turning to Selina who murmured that, no, in
her opinion there would have been far more injured without Superman—and he got a
lot of the injured to the hospital faster than they ever could have been otherwise.
That’s true, Bruce agreed, waiting for the ambulances to arrive... Lex stood there for
about a minute watching them agree with each other, when he cleared his throat.
“Selina, my dear, a pleasure to see you again,” he said as if reclaiming the floor to
say goodnight and be gone.
“Always a pleasure, Lex,” she said, meeting his eyes. It wasn’t a long exchange, but
it lasted long enough for the two villains to dismiss the socialite and the industrialist,
for Catwoman to silently compliment Luthor on poaching her wounded Demon, and
for Luthor to preen. She mustn’t be so greedy, he teased. After all, she’d had a good
feed and it wasn’t even her kill…
At that point, their silent exchange had lasted as long as it could with Wayne sitting
there as a non-participant; the exchange with him had been verbal. So Lex changed
gears.
“I have a vulture fund,” he announced, his smile transformed from ironic to sincere
without moving a muscle. “You’d be a natural. Adversity is opportunity, after all, the
business cycle’s ups and downs depend on which way you hold the chart. And I’m
sure you have some old funds lying around that you can be more adventurous with
after the… happy event.”
He nodded his goodbyes and left. They watched him go in silence, and then turned
to look at each other.
“He has a vulture fund,” Selina said blandly, and Bruce raised an eyebrow. “I think
Catwoman was just invited to the grown-ups table.”

Marco was typical of the nighttime security for the Metropolitan Command and
Control Centre the night before the opening ceremonies. He wasn’t the best of the best;
the top men were scheduled at the stadium tomorrow. He wasn’t the best; the top tier
not sent to the stadium would be patrolling this same route at the C&C but on the day
shift while the games began. The Operations Room would be fully staffed and the Sit
Room packed with the brass from the federal, civic and military police and reps from
the armed forces. Marco was at least two years from that kind of security detail, but he
was no slouch. The preguiçosos were sorting out drunk tourists in Loco-Pacabana
tonight.
Not that the slackers couldn’t do his job tonight. The building had been fully staffed
until two a.m. monitoring the hot spots. Since three, there was only a skeleton crew
inside, and whatever the tourists and athletes might be getting up to elsewhere in the
city, absolutely no one had come near the urban command center. Marco was
spending the final minutes of his shift watching a pair of stray dogs humping outside
the gate. The boredom ended with a vibrating beep from his watch. Finally he could
get back to the barracks, crash for a few hours and maybe get up to catch some of the
opening ceremonies on TV.
He was just swiping his ID when a military truck pulled up outside the gate, the
back door opened and Miguel’s head popped out.
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“Colonel sent a pick up,” he called out. “Just in case anybody had the idea of
grabbing us off the street as we’re leaving, taking our uniforms and IDs to get in
tomorrow. Crazy, right? But hey, it’s a ride back.”
Marco couldn’t argue with that. An extra half-hour off his feet was nothing to
complain about. He clocked out and joined Miguel in the back of the van—where the
flash of a bang stick was the last thing he would ever see.

The minions Naramoon and Pi’mifz drove the two trucks full of fresh produce from
the Mercado Municipal to the Olympic Stadium. They produced the paperwork and
badges for themselves, their cargo of colorfully fresh fruit, and the additional men
riding in back who would do the unloading.
The papers were in order, but the guard was still curious why the fruit hadn’t been
brought in days ago with the rest of the show pieces and props… Fai’gal, known to his
fellow workers as Paolo, readied a shuriken to take the guard out while making eye
contact with Mir’dang who would eliminate the other non-Demon workers… It’s fruit,
Naramoon explained to the guard. It would hardly look fresh and pretty on the stage
if it had been rotting in some dark hallway for a day and a half, would it? As it was,
the boss had them come in at four a.m. to load these trucks, so he could hand-pick the
most vivid oranges, pears and grapefruits to be in the show.
The gate opened. The trucks rolled through, and Fai’gal’s shuriken was quietly
returned to his pocket.

Bruce and Selina joined the other VIPS queuing like ordinary mortals to pass
through the security check before entering the stadium. Lois stood in a similar queue
for the press. Though she thought she’d arrived early enough to avoid the wait, so did
all her colleagues. Superman hovered above the stadium facing the city so he could
easily keep an eye on both. Periodically, he zipped to the right where the new angle let
him look beyond the stadium into the favelas rising up the hills. Periodically, he
zipped the other way where he could look past the stadium to the Cidade Novo district
and the C&C. And periodically, when Bruce’s Justice League comm alerted him, he
shot above the atmosphere where he could look up at one of targeted broadcast
satellites and down into the stadium from the same vantage point.

Ca’chasa the assassin gave a respectful nod, and the men he met—the Third Fang
and the Fifth—reacted as differently as two men might. Ca’chasa, adept at sizing up
men and judging the impact on his mission, quickly noted the difference: The Third
Fang smiled graciously and gave a more abbreviated nod, like a lord acknowledging a
bow. But Fifth Fang almost shuddered with embarrassment. They were all but
minions of Ra’s al Ghul, after all.
Ca’chasa thought it best to announce, with all respect, that he was servant to the
Gang of Six in every way, but today he was their guardian and protector. For their
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safety, they should be prepared to follow his lead and take his orders. If they were
displeased, they could have him flogged later when the mission was complete.
Fifth Fang looked relieved. Third gave an accepting nod like he appreciated the
logic of it.
“English only from this point on,” he declared.
“I was told French,” Ca’chasa said uncertainly.
“French is the language of diplomacy,” Fifth Fang declared like a man who’d been
overruled but clung to the certainty that he was right. “The statement has been
prepared in French and I have memorized it, just in case.” The emphasis on the final
words were clearly directed at Third, who shrugged like it did no harm to let the silly
ass come along.
“With the press of all nations here, it makes no practical difference,” he said as one
long bored with the subject. “I could make the declarations in Portuguese if we
wanted, and the minions of the world media are set up to translate to their native
tongue on the spot. However, the language favored by Atlantis is English, and as that
nation holds our sovereign lord, it only makes sense to speak to their king most
directly.”
“Ah, I see,” Ca’chasa nodded, daring a smile and a light chuckle. “It is the language
of the Justice League as well, and the Detective. It will give him much annoyance.”
“That is not a proper reason to consider,” Fifth muttered, though Third clearly
enjoyed the joke.
“I think that aspect will certainly give The Great One added enjoyment when he
views the video of his liberation,” he preened. “The language of the Detective.”

Through security, Bruce and Selina took their seats long enough for Lois to point out
to the GCN cameras where the most famous Gothamites were sitting. They and the
surrounding stations happily shot some test footage, lining up their angles for later
when they would cut away from the opening ceremonies to the famous faces in the
crowd. Bruce knew from experience that once they had his image, at least one station
or photographer would use it later when the story changed to give the impression
they’d shot it at the critical time, giving him an alibi while Batman was busy
elsewhere.
The loudspeakers crackled, and the crowd’s lively murmur quieted to hear the
announcement that the ceremonies would begin in five minutes. It was met with
cheers and applause… and a grumble on the comm from Lois.
..:: Nothing’s called in yet? ::.. they all heard her ask, to which Superman answered no,
nothing yet.
“If Lex doesn’t take the bait, we really are in for it,” Selina whispered.
“He will,” Bruce replied, while Superman reiterated over the comm that if a tip came
in too soon or anything was discovered too early, the stadium’s own security might
shut it down themselves, quietly and invisibly without starting a panic. Lex had to
know that. He had to make sure the Demon plot was revealed at a point where only
Superman could save the day, and do it publicly so his appearance made news.
The one minute announcement was met with more excited cheers, rhythmic
clapping, and at least half of those seated pointing a camera or phone at the field, at the
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torch, at flags, at others in the crowd or at themselves. Bruce gave Selina a perfunctory
kiss on the cheek and whispered ‘I love you’ before slipping away. The music grew
louder as the giant screens counted down the seconds to the official opening.
“Cinco!” the crowd roared with the final numbers…
“Quatro!” loud enough to be heard over the music…
“Três!” and the tiny bursts of pyro…
“Dois!” that delighted everyone except Lois and Selina.
“Um!”
“Ladies and Gentlemen, sounded in Portuguese, Welcome to Rio de Janeiro and to the
games of The 31st Olympiad.”

The guard at the gate thought nothing of it as a military van came to a stop at the
island of palm trees across the street rather than queueing to enter the C&C parking
lot. A tall, thin man got out in a uniform identical to the guard’s apart from an
awkwardly large earpiece that looked more like half of a studio headset protruding
from his cap (and nearly forcing it off.) While he adjusted and readjusted hat and
earpiece, his colleague got out in the same uniform without the burden. The van drove
off and the two men approached the gate.
“Another one,” the second man said, flashing a manila envelope covered with
signatures and rubber stamps, with the ID of a Miguel Gadanha clamped on top under
his thumb. His thumb did obscure the photo, which was the kind of casual
happenstance a good guard noticed, even in a fellow uniform. Gadanha’s colleague
was very clearing holding up his ID however, Marco Borba, name and photo clear as
day, although in his case his continued troubles holding his earpiece in place without
losing his hat was keeping his hand in the way, blocking most of his lower face.
“Another what?” the guard asked.
“Update. Something. For Colonel Ferraz, from the stadium,” Gadanha said like a
man who’d made three of these trips since breakfast.
Before the guard could reply, there was a sharp report like a backfire from the
direction the van had driven off. Any suspicion of Gadanha and Borba vanished as
both men snapped into hyper readiness, their attention drawn from the guard, the
parking lot and the C&C, and focused entirely on the van where their buddy had
driven off.
“You go; I’ll deliver this nonsense,” Borba snapped, grabbing the envelope from his
colleague.
Gadanha ran off at a crisp, military double-time while Borba faced the guard with a
questioning shrug that said ‘C’mon, it’s no time for bullshit.’ The guard answered with a
grudging nod that twitched to the side, indicating Gadanha should run that way
around the gate. He did, still valiantly holding earpiece and cap as he approached the
door in another crisp double-time. The guard watched long enough to see the ID scan
at the door, and as the glass doors slid open, he returned his attention to the parking
lot, thinking there were clearly worse postings he could have drawn today.
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Safely inside, the figure bearing the ID of the late Marco Borba transformed, eyes
alight with psychotic triumph and echoed by lips that pulled back into a smile of eager
menace.

By the time the honored athlete took his place at the giant key that would begin the
opening ceremony, Batman reached his position outside the stadium. Three sections of
the parking lot had been cordoned off to form a compound for the mobile command
centers about which Colonel Ferraz had boasted. Each was housed in a long, black
trailer with a miniature satellite dish on its roof, a camera on a telescoping arm, and a
pair of armed guards from the military police.
He wasn’t alone. Less than sixty feet away Mercy Graves was in position studying
the sightlines... studying the guards’ movements… They weren’t decorative, but they
were clearly there to be there, extra bodies just in case, as much as to keep an eye on a
trailer full of equipment. They were there to keep an eye on the crowd more than a lot
of surveillance gear… and they were absolutely not there to keep an eye on each other.
That would make this easy.
Mercy waited for the window when the other guards were occupied, and she
approached the first set with the stern gait of a private security ego whose charge is far
more important than whatever pissant thing you’re guarding (which was of course
true, in her opinion.)
“So where’s my escort?” she demanded in English, because it was certainly these
peons’ job to understand Mr. Luthor’s staff, whatever they might speak. “My escort,”
she repeated, grabbing the nearest guard’s baton in a flash of an overhand grab, seizing
the other’s upper wrist and flinging them into each other with a sickening crack as they
knocked heads. The one on her right she flung backward, wrenching his baton free to
smash the left guard’s neck and then turning back to crush the right’s wrist as he
pulled his gun, and finishing him off with a swing across his gut.
..:: 2.1 seconds::.. Superman observed on the comm. ..:: Have to admire her technique.::..
“Too loud,” Batman said disapprovingly. The other guards hadn’t heard the
negligible scuffling of the fight, but he himself would have considered it too audible to
call a successful takedown in open conditions with the participants so exposed.
The next phase he would admit was handled better. Mercy waved in two men in
jumpsuits carrying a good sized crate which, despite its labels and apparent weight,
did not contain a LexCorp generator. They set it where it would block the view of the
other guards, loaded in the unconscious men, unzipped the jumpsuits revealing
identical uniforms and took their place.
..:: That’s only one of three, ::.. Superman noted with an uneasy catch in his voice.
“You have time,” Batman replied. “Do what you need to.”

Fai’gal felt a strange… something, almost like a super-fast breeze, just for a fraction
of an instant as he turned from unloading the final bale of fruit, his wrist-blade
unsheathed to eliminate the men he’d worked with for months at the Mercado
Municipal. Except… they were nowhere to be seen. Emilio, Dalton, Chaz, they were
there just a second ago…
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…A second later, they were waiting on a hill outside the stadium as Superman flew
in with four workers from the other truck.
“I apologize for startling you,” he said, reciting his prepared speech in Portuguese.
“You were in serious danger and there wasn’t time to explain. Don’t be alarmed. The
cable car station is right over there to get you home, or you can stay here and watch
what’s going on at the stadium and I’ll come fly you back later to get your trucks. Just
do not attempt to return to the stadium yourselves. Please wait until I come for you.”

By the time Superman returned, Mercy was slamming herself into the final guard,
who had somehow managed to draw his weapon while she flattened his partner.
It’s bizarre just standing here letting this happen, he thought as she brought both her
hands down onto his forearm with a powerful overhand chop, grabbed his arm as soon
as the gun dropped, and spun him around to smash his face and chest into the side of a
tall server crate.
..:: 1.5 seconds, ::.. Batman reported while the final pair of non-descript but obviously
Luthor agents took the guards’ place outside the last trailer. ..:: She’s gotten faster but no
quieter. If the men inside weren’t occupied doing their jobs, they could have easily heard
something,::.. he concluded.
Superman circled wide around the stadium to get a better view of Mercy moving
away from the trailers and back towards the stadium… and the stream of signals
connecting the mobile units to the Command and Control Center… while keeping his
primary focus on the crowd.
“Looks like she’s heading for the southwest entrance,” he told Batman.
..:: Keep an eye on her.::.. came the curt gravel.
Despite the size and scale of the panorama and the challenge scanning minute focus
points within it, Superman found a spot where he could easily keep an eye on the
crowd, track Mercy through the walls of the stadium’s backstage labyrinth, and still
follow Batman’s assault on Luthor’s replacement guards. It wasn’t necessary to watch,
but once he assured himself that no other aspect of the mission would suffer, it wasn’t
something he could miss. Bruce could be so insufferably cocky: a 2.1 second takedown
of two armed professionals in the vicinity of four others wasn’t impressive because it
wasn’t silent enough. Now he was going to do exactly the same thing: the same
number of men in the same positions, same sightlines and environmental conditions.
He would have to be—
Superman blinked. One man was already down. Batman, who wasn’t at all
camouflaged in broad daylight, had just stepped into position behind him, clamped
both hands over his mouth as he pulled him back and put him out with a pressure
point—without his partner hearing a thing. Granted these were Luthor’s men who were
more accustomed to… well, to Superman’s style of attack, but before he could even
complete that thought the second man was down and being dragged to join the
original guards inside the generator crate.
“And I forgot to time it,” Superman announced to the wind.
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Luckily he had another chance. Superman scanned the stadium crowd once again
and checked on Mercy’s progress while Batman got into position. He started counting
as the Dark Knight reached a point just four feet behind the two men. This pair was so
close together, ‘silence’ wasn’t a factor. There was no way Batman could avoid taking
them both at once. In under a second he was in the space between them, on an angle
facing the one on the right, aiming a blow at his lower back with Batman’s own back
leg set to sweep the guard’s legs out from under him a split second after the punch—
the move spinning Batman around to be facing the man on the left, fist lined up for a
brutal blow to the jaw. While Left fell back from the hit, Batman delivered a final chop
to Right to make sure he was down and out (unnecessary, as it turned out) before
finishing Left with a brutal right-left combination.
“Six?” Superman whispered, finishing his count. He couldn’t believe it was an
appallingly slow six seconds, almost three times Mercy’s record… when the sonic
batarang returned to Batman’s hand. Not only had all four remaining guards been
taken out in those six seconds, Superman realized he hadn’t even noticed when the
batarang was thrown.
“Mercy is inside, heading for the end of the field where the performers enter from,”
Superman announced rather than admit he’d witnessed the takedowns.
..::Then here we go,::.. Batman answered. ..::It has to be going down now.::..

Mir’dang came round the corner, having presumably taken care of his men. Fai’gal
asked how it went and Mir’dang offered a nodding grunt. Were he not preoccupied
with his own mystery, Fai’gal might have recognized his own uncertainty mirrored in
Mir’dang. As it was, both men regarded the massive wagons of fruit, loaded with
dragon’s breath and placed on their marks to be rolled in with the dancers twenty nine
measures into the next number—the mission was accomplished. Their personal failure
to tie off a loose end didn’t affect the ultimate objective. The mission would still be a
success, but they personally would face an inquiry if they spoke up. It would be best to
keep quiECK.
A punch like a 5-lb weight being swung by a dervish slammed into Mir’dang’s face
while a kick like a Clydesdale’s landed in Fai’gal’s stomach and lifted him inches off
the ground. Before either man could process what happened, let alone regain their
balance, they were finished off by mirror image blows to the right and left sides of their
necks. As they fell, Mercy Graves removed the brass knuckles from her right hand
with a silent, anguished ‘ow.’ She stepped over her latest victims, ripped off their
access badges, and looked around.
“There are no bodies,” she reported into the mic that arced from her earpiece. “I
don’t get it. They should have left a trail we could find and report. There’s nothing
here.”
..:: You’ll have to think of something,::.. the voice in her ear replied.

Ca’chasa expected to find at least two guards outside the mobile command unit,
possibly as many as six. He explained to Third Fang that the more guards he had to
eliminate, the longer they would have to wait. With two, they could go in early, but
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with six, there was a greater chance of being discovered. They should wait until the
explosion had actually occurred, then swoop in to take over the feeds and broadcast
their demands.
Third Fang didn’t like the idea, not at all. Luthor’s technological chicanery might
seize the airwaves, but that meant nothing without guns to the heads of the real men
on the ground working the equipment! Fifth Fang agreed, though he was milder in his
language, satisfied with mere knives to their backs—not that it mattered, he added
calmly. Since there was only one guard to eliminate, the point was moot; they could
move now without delay.
Ca’chasa found that suspicious. All the intelligence pointed to two men stationed at
each of the three mobile units, six guards in total. If only one was visible… the Fangs
didn’t want to hear it. All his efforts establishing his authority would be undone. He’d
told his charges that going in depended on finding few men, and they could see there
was only one… He took a half-moment to prepare himself, then went forward to slice
his blade into the lone guard’s gut.

“Tell the truth, Lois, do you get grabbed by bad guys so much as a way off the
sidelines? Because this is so boring, I don’t think I can stand it.”
Oracle had set up a separate channel for Selina and Lois to talk privately without the
men hearing. Since she was watching at home—both the live network coverage and
her unofficial hack of the Rio C&C—she was also sitting in on what was now a threeway call.
“Selina, don’t dis the sidelines,” Barbara said. “Sometimes you have to make your
own fun, that’s all—enough with the dancing! Light the torch already and bring on the
athletes!”
“I thought you liked the drummers,” Selina noted.
“I liked their very muscular arms,” Barbara cooed. “Lois, are any of the television
crews nearby? You said the GCN guys like you, can you get them to do another closeup on that drummer with the biceps like twisted French bread?”
Lois laughed, looked around the media tent for an easy ask and passed on the
request; Barbara squealed, and Selina muttered that she wanted some action. Then
Lois squealed as a hand clamped over her mouth and she was, once again, grabbed by
a bad guy.

In the server room at the Rio C&C, beads of moisture formed on the channel of
cables carrying the feeds from a particular bank of cameras, giving the impression that
either the room or the cables had gone especially cold. Periodically, a bead of the
condensation that might have been water but wasn’t dripped onto a red and green box
clamped to a bundle of six cables…
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“Relax,” Mercy said, spinning Lois around to see her attacker before easing her hand
from her mouth. “Look, you don’t like me, I don’t like you, but you are press and I
don’t want to get blown up and none of those guys are going to listen to me.”
Lois said “Cat, I’ll call you back,” as if finishing up the call, and then touched her
earpiece, switching her comm back to the main channel where Superman and Batman
could hear. “Okay, Mercy, I’ll listen to you. What’s on your mind?”
“The security down here are a lot of Latino shitheads too obsessed with machismo to
do their bloody jobs,” Mercy began. “When you write up this story, make sure that
gets mentioned.”
“Top paragraph above the fold, you’ve got my word. Now what’s going on?!”
Mercy shoved a pair of access badges into Lois’s hand.
“These are fakes,” she lied. “From the Mercado Municipal—and no one will listen to
me—from the Mercado Municipal, the food market—a fruit merchant, the big prestige
fruit merchant—at the Mercado Municipal—Fake!—Now look out there, right on the
left side middle of the field, there’s like a ton of fruit out there from that stupid harvest
dance or whatever it was supposed to be. And here’s a couple of fake employee
badges from the guys who brought it.”
Lois ran back to the GCN cameramen she’d befriended, with Mercy in tow.
“Lee! One more favor,” she blurted. “Can you give me a close-up of—”
“C’mon, Lois, fun is fun, but I’m going to get in trouble,” he said.
“Before was fun; this is real,” she said with calm emphasis. “All the fruit still on the
field from that harvest dance thing, give me a close up on that.”
He did, and almost immediately his show director squawked in his ear.
“Boss is asking why, and I really don’t know what to tell her,” Lee complained.
“Tell her it’s glowing,” Mercy said, pointing to the small, black and white image on
the face of his camera. “Tell her to take a look and see that it’s glowing, like it’s been
sprayed with phosphorous or something, and you don’t know why. Ask her if she
doesn’t think that looks like something that maybe somebody should look into!”
Lee moved his head back from the viewfinder to study the image Mercy was seeing.
He certainly didn’t see anything like that on the tiny screen, but she was so confident.
He reported it all the same:
“Lady here thinks it’s glowing… Like it’s sprayed with phosphorous. You see
anything like that there?”
While Lee’s boss and her associates debated the possibly-glowing oranges, a few
others around him noticed what was going on and pointed their cameras away from
the action on the main stage. Someone thought there might be a grenade hidden in
some of the fruit, while others pointed out the spot he was worried about was a
shadow and the bundles would have been thoroughly inspected coming in. More and
more cameras pointed towards the still wagons and barrels heaping with fruit as if
expecting an unscripted continuation of the performance there.
“You know what, I think it might be smoking,” someone blurted, while someone else
thought the smoke was left over from the earlier pyro but returned to the grenade idea,
suggesting ordinary legit-looking fruit could maybe be filled with gunpowder. Several
people thought there were trained dogs that would sniff out that kind of thing, and
even if none of them had seen any dogs today, they must be around… More than one
voice called out that it should be checked on.
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“Looks like you did it, you’ve got your…” Lois said, turning to Mercy and finding
the other woman had gone.

Third Fang was sure he’d seen the guard double over as Ca’chasa stabbed him and
then lowered him to the ground before waving them in to take the trailer. Fifth Fang
wasn’t so sure. There were two silhouettes that clashed, certainly, then they
disappeared behind one of the mobile units and an arm emerged that was probably
waving them forward but could have been waving them back. He really couldn’t tell,
but Third Fang was charging in so he had no choice but to follow if he didn’t want to
be left behind on the mission that would return Ra’s al Ghul to power.
It was a short run across the parking lot where the mobile units were parked, though
they were fully exposed from several directions and the sightlines of multiple cameras.
They charged up the stairs and into the mobile, where two men wearing headphones
sat before six monitors, a laptop, radio and a set of walkie-talkies.
“C&C says another television station is cutting away to the oranges,” the first said in
Portuguese. “This one’s Canadian. They’re speculating what’s going on there… Get a
close-up on that. Should we send someone out there? I don’t want to start a panic,
but—”
“They’re speaking French,” the second man cut him off. “It’s crossed into French,
the story is spreading anyway—Oh no, no, no. They’ve got it up on the Jumbotrons in
the stadium now. Who did that?! If the crowd starts to think it’s not part of the show,
we could have—”
“Excuse me,” Third Fang said, touching the tip of his dagger to recess just behind the
first man’s right earlobe. “You could have, indeed. You will have, in fact. I would beg
you not to move, or all these consoles will be sticky with your blood, and that will
make it difficult for your colleague to do his job.”
Fifth Fang opened his backpack and withdrew a video camera bearing the tag
Rochina-15 and a small, folding tripod. He set this up quickly and hastily tilted it to
frame Third Fang. He unpacked a small desktop flag and a rolled banner with the
emblem of Demon which he placed behind Third Fang. He returned to the camera to
check the shot and then adjusted the flag when Third Flag barked “It will suffice!”
Fifth grumbled that Third was a cretin who had no appreciation for the fact that history
was being made, and if he had no grasp that these were the images in which that
history would be recorded, he should leave such matters to the men who did.
Rather than saying it openly, he shoved the second operator from his chair and
searched the laptop for a port in which to insert the USB that would plug the camera
feed into the system. He was soon rewarded with the image of Third Fang, standing
before the Demon banner, perfectly framed on the laptop screen.

Less than twenty yards from the Demon Fangs, the door to the second mobile unit
burst open and Mercy fired a tranquilizer dart into each of the operators before they
could turn to see what happened. She slid a similar USB into the waiting laptop and
punched a button on the keyboard before the operator was fully out. She dragged both
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men to the far end of the trailer where they would be completely out of sight, and only
then did she open the door to admit Luthor.
“Efficient as always,” he said, a casual head-pat to a favored dog. Mercy remained
standing but indicated the seat in front of the laptop for Luthor. “Camera in the laptop
has captured the wall behind you without your sitting there, it will substitute a green
screen for everything that isn’t you, and the bunker will fill in the LexCorp seal…” She
punched a key. “You’re all set.”
“Excellent,” Lex added, tossing the dog a biscuit. “And have our hapless allies made
their way online?”
“They should be,” Mercy said, her eyes riveted on the monitors as she typed
feverishly. “The men I’d left out front are gone. I assume it’s their handiwork.”
“Savages,” Luthor said under his breath.
Two of the screens before him suddenly flickered and feeds from the other mobile
appeared. The first was a carefully framed shot of the minion Luthor knew as “The
Third Fang of Six.” The other was an oblique angle of him and his colleague from the
camera built into the laptop.
“Do we have sound?” Luthor asked.
..:: There ::.. Fifth Fang said in distorted stereo before Mercy cut the audio from the
second camera. ..::As soon as the switch is thrown, every screen in the stadium will be ours,
the feed from all the surveillance cameras in the city will be overwritten with this one.::..
“Close enough,” Luthor chuckled.
..:: And the news cameras? ::.. Third asked. ..:: Those also.::.. came the reply.
Mercy looked at Lex in disbelief, and he shrugged with theatrical helplessness.
‘What was I to do? I had to tell them something,’ his look said.
“All stations online. The virus is ready to deploy,” she reported with a smile.
“Good,” Lex said dryly.
“And this is the background Metropolis has loaded to appear behind you onscreen,”
she said, sending the animated graphic to the laptop.
Luthor raised a critical eyebrow. It was a little elaborate, like the ones on satirical
news shows, but he liked the way the arched letters at the top suggested a halo behind
his head.
“Satisfactory,” he pronounced. “With luck, we won’t have to use it. I don’t intend to
be seen unless our Demon friends manage to get their message out. If this day can be
the Alien’s alone, I would not interfere, but if they pull focus from him, I will have to
show my hand. I won’t have a gang of presumptuous goatherds putting their stamp
on things. All the time I’ve lost repairing the damage done by that odious Talia, I will
not have the first months of this effort wasted having to reeducate the public about the
irrelevance of fanatical peasants and their cult of—”
..:: No,::.. Fifth Fang said, pointing to a monitor that showed a close-up on the rigged
oranges, melons and grapefruit.
..:: So they found it, there’s nothing they can do now,::.. Third Fang said contemptuously
as the noise coming from the stadium took on the rising anxiousness that foreshadows
panic. This was it. They had won. That much Dragon Breath in proximity and
agitated by the vibrations of the music and the crowd, it was only a matter of time—
and that not minutes but seconds. No power on earth could prevent its explosion now,
and then—
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..::Not that, him,::.. Fifth said as Superman flew gracefully into the stadium and the
music ground to a halt.

Though he could have overheard Mercy’s appeal to Lois or any of the confused
murmurs among the cameramen, Superman waited until the first beats of alarm began
rising in the crowd. Then he descended swiftly and made a full sweep circling the field
at the eye level of the top row of spectators. Showboating, Luthor would have said, but
in those few seconds, everyone in the crowd saw. They all knew he was there, they
knew the situation was known, whatever it was. They still didn’t know what was
happening, but the most powerful man in the world was on the scene to take care of it.
The growing threat of a panicked stampede died, just like that.
“It’s okay, folks!” the Man of Steel announced, his voice echoing powerfully around
the stadium. “Remain calm. Everything is under control. We’ll have the show ready
to resume as soon as possible.”

“Break in, quickly,” Third Fang said as Superman piled three of the wagons into a
precariously balanced load and flew them out to sea. “If Superman is seen, the
reporters, they will be reporting the story, yes? There is no explosion dispersing the
dragon and no stampede, but Superman is there, they know something is happening. So
they will report that and Lex Luthor’s measures to hijack the broadcast will be in
place. Quickly, before he returns, put my face on those screens so I am seen by
everyone in the stadium.”
He cleared his throat and he appeared in a medium close-up on each of the monitors
in the trailer, and an extreme close-up with a racing counter on the laptop. He cleared
his throat again and began:
“Citizens of the world,” he paused and glanced furtively at the monitors, saw his
own eyes looking peculiarly off to the side on each screen, and then peered intently
straight into the camera and began again. “Citizens of a world that dares hold the
great Ra’s al Ghul prisoner, today was but a demonstration,” he improvised. “Over
2,000 kilos of the deadly powder called Mushussu’s Breath was brought into your
midst. Ground from the spores of the deadly Mushussu Tree, this powder was known
to your forefathers as the Breath of the Red Serpent, a substance so deadly that a mere
handful blown into the wind could fell armies. We have given you your lives this day,
given them as a demonstration that your lives are ours to give. Gratitude alone would
compel a civilized people to accede to our demands, but we know many of you are not
civilized. Take it then as a warning. We can strike you down at any time. We will if
the mighty one Ra’s al Ghul, light of the East and terror of the West, is not—.”
“Oh, stop, stop, stop,” Luthor said, entering the trailer with two fingers pressed to
his eyebrow as if massaging a headache. Mercy stood with him, pointing a gun and
looking bored. “No one is listening,” he explained with a condescending smile. “I was
going to let your signal display in here to keep you from doing any harm while SIEVE
was launched, but unfortunately, due to some cost-cutting they did with these mobile
units, that meant that you were tying up my screens at the same time. And I really
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can’t allow that. What I have to monitor is important.” And, he thought privately, I feel
myself getting dumber every minute I listen to you.
“We have an agreement,” Third Fang barked as his eyes darted from Luthor to the
barrel of Mercy’s Walther PPK/S and back to Luthor.
“We did,” Lex admitted. “But the Alien showed up so promptly, the worker bees of
the media are already reporting his appearance. So exciting for them, so newsworthy,
the Alien in all his colorful showboating glory. SIEVE will already be infiltrating their
networks and—ARRGH!”
Third Fang had rushed Mercy as Fifth flung a shuriken into her wrist, Third bumped
her hand from below, knocking the gun free where he caught it in both hands, and
pointed it at her sideways with his right. In virtually the same instant, Fifth spun to
punch Luthor, Luthor blocked with surprising speed and strength, which Fifth
countered by biting.
“ARRGH!” Lex cried, his free hand on the madman’s forehead trying to push him
away while Fifth’s teeth clamped down harder on the outer part of Luthor’s hand just
below the knuckle.
Third pistol-whipped Mercy, who fell back into one of the empty console chairs
while Lex was forced into the other.
“Now,” Third said, tossing the gun aside as a weapon unfit for a Demon of his rank
and drawing his dagger to point at the center of Luthor’s forehead. “You will please to
put my face on the screens out there for all the world to see, as agreed.”
Luthor chuckled. “No,” he said. “That is not possible. But if you allow me to get on
with my work and see that SIEVE is deployed, all the world can still think it
happened.”
“What are you talking about and what is this sieve?”
“Synchronous International Emergency Valuation Environment,” Lex said with an
oily grin. “It’s a virus that will slave all the world’s media channels, from the satellites
to the broadcast centers, affiliates and connecting networks, so I can block, rewrite,
filter or otherwise ransom the news from now on. You will have made your speech
just now, if I wish. That’s what can be reported everywhere from the Daily Planet to
the BBC to Le Figaro, Al Jazeera, the Gotham Post and the Times-Picayune. You will
have murdered hundreds, or thousands, got the solemn word of the King of Atlantis
himself that Ra’s al Ghul will be released.”
“But… he didn’t,” Third Fang pointed out.
“I say he did. Which will make him look very bad when it doesn’t happen. There
will be protests in Cairo, hunger strikes in New Delhi, rioting in Kuala Lumpur.”
“You really think you can achieve this?”
“It’s what the news will say. Does it matter if it really happens?”
“This is pointless. We know we can’t trust you,” Fifth Fang pointed out. “You will
not keep your word.”
“I may, if it suits me,” Lex said. “Virtually any city but Atlantis will be brought to
heel if they want news to flow freely to their fire departments, police and hospitals, so
every nation can be compelled to pressure Atlantis into freeing your master. And even
if Atlantis is content to resist the entire surface world, Aquaman will not find it
pleasant remaining in the Justice League if his obstinacy allows Gotham and
Metropolis to burn. The opportunity to drive that wedge into the central axis of the
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Justice League is what attracted me to your situation, Third Fang. Now, it’s time for
you to remove your pointy stick from my face.”
Mercy had risen, pulled the shuriken from her hand, and held it to Third Fang’s
throat. While she corralled the two Demons in the front of the trailer, where the
original operators appeared to be bleeding out, Luthor removed the Demon’s USB
from the laptop and replaced it with his own.
“Now, let’s connect with the bunker and confirm that the SIEVE deployment is
complete,” he said, condescending to touch the keyboard with his own hands and
muttering to himself as he typed. “Superman’s appearance is being reported
everywhere, good, good. I don’t want to tax the centrum while the system correlation
protocols are in effect taking all that data representing all those news alerts into the
cynosure, but those operations are exclusively in the core. There should be enough
processing free in the polestar to seize the C&C, and once we’ve shut out their ability to
bother us here, we’ll see about clarifying what the Alien really did here this afternoo—”
He was interrupted by a roar of tearing metal as the back wall of the mobile unit was
ripped open to reveal Superman in an irritated hover and Batman standing with an
impatient scowl.
“You do know I can hear you?” Superman asked smugly.
“Late, as one might have expected,” Luthor said smoothly. “The digital age version
of ‘the airwaves’ are mine, Superman. Were you prepared to fry me where I stand, it
wouldn’t halt the super-computer three times the size of a football field which has
become the intersect of all news-related data, globally.”
“You sure?” Batman asked in an ominous baritone.
Luthor hated having to turn from the Man of Steel to check the laptop screen, but the
sheer force Batman packed into those two words made it involuntary. He couldn’t be
sure without—
“No, but, that’s impossible,” he sputtered, offended pride coiling into nausea as he
heard himself utter the cliché.
“Show him,” Batman ordered, and Superman shot an alternating pulse of heat and
cold across the parking lot which, just for a brief second, revealed a honeycombed
mesh of invisible waves circling the stadium and radiating outward. “Call it a counter
measure, uploaded onto the gadgets of everyone who passed through the security
screening,” he explained as Luthor abandoned his position at the mobile screens and
stepped down from its platform for an unrestricted view. “Creating a protective
mesh that prevented your virus from transmitting. The media reported their stories,
the satellites broadcast the signals, without being infected or transmitting the virus.
SIEVE never launched.”
“Then what’s that?” Mercy said, pointing to the monitors where lines of blue text
overtook the screen from left to right, each character flickering wildly like something
from the Matrix decoding before their eyes. Some characters, still ever-changing,
glowed brighter while some darkened, until an image took shape behind the text. A
pale face—video of an extreme close-up of an unnaturally pale face, from the top of the
eyebrows to the bottom edge of the chin. In between, a sickeningly familiar smile…
“Hi!” the Joker said, a bizarre mechanical voice distortion doing nothing to conceal
his identity.
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Lex ran back to his original position, looking at the display in horror as the blood
drained from his face to produce a deathly gray.
“Hi, hiiiiiiiiiii, hi, hey, ho, heeee,” Joker went on. “This is silly. I sound like I ate
Darth Vader.” He coughed a few times, evidently found a button, and resumed in his
normal voice. “Hahhaha—better! Let the games begin!”
“Joker,” Batman snarled, as the text began to fully decrypt, revealing such phrases as
Why did the chicken cross the road? and What’s the deal with airline food?
“Joker,” Superman whispered, as the camera shot slowly zoomed out, revealing a
confusing mass behind him…
“Joker,” Luthor wheezed, as the small patches of decrypted text began to fade, ever
so slowly…
“That’s me!” Joker said brightly. “So, I’m sitting at home, minding my own
business, when my best girl Harls comes around with a sack of White Castles and the
news that Lexxie is reaching out to the psychology types, snarf…”
“He’s at the C&C,” Batman and Luthor realized at the same moment when the image
behind Joker clarified enough for them to see it was this very camera shot playing on
the 80-screen video wall in the Operations Room Selina had dubbed ‘Mission Control
meets Bond Villain wet dream.’
“Go,” Batman barked, and Superman was gone in a blue-red blur before Joker
finished snarfing.
“Those are the Eggo McMuffins with letters after their name that actually think—get
this—they have some understanding of the human mind, HAHAHAHA! Isn’t that a
riot? So anyway, he reaches out to Hugo Strange and Johnny Crane, and they naturally
thought she’d have got the tap too, but when they asked her, she knew nothing about
it. Hee hee.”
“My god, those crazies talk to each other?” Lex said incredulously.
“Something you should know about the ladies, Lexxypoo. They get all kinds of
bitchy if they think they’ve been left off a list, you should—oh, here we go. Enough
small talk. Superman is here to take me in. Boy, he is a fast one, Batsy! Little hard on
the walls, it seems. This is why they can’t have nice things in Metropolis…”

Joker stood before the glass wall of the Situation Room as he chattered, with the
Operations Room clearly visible behind him. It made an impressive visual for
interviews, as the architects intended, the video wall that normally showed the feeds of
the many surveillance cameras throughout the city, but now had only a 4x4 blow-up of
his personal Joker-cam. The vid screen image was seen turning disconcertingly from
the camera as he turned to greet Superman. From his new vantage point, Superman
could see what the camera could not, the rows of consoles on the Operations Room
floor where a hundred workers would normally be busy manning their stations. Now,
it was deathly still. Most had fled, but eight weren’t fast enough and were sprawled in
their chairs with hideous death grins.
“You’re done here, you maniac,” he began, but Joker shook his head grinning and
held up a cylinder the size of a PEZ dispenser with a single silver button on the end
that his thumb depressed like a dead man switch.
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“Now, now, never rush the punchline,” he said. “You can punch me in the face, here
and now, preventing me from pushing the shiny little button, that one right there on
the keyboard, that will unleash the LexCorp Super-virus to all the satellites, and then
you can pop me away in Arkham where I will be unable to inject a few laughs into the
daily news that it so desperately needs-HAHAHAHAHA! But if you do that, I’d
probably let go of this button and then all those orphans in that mine up the river
would go poof, or boom. Poof or boom, and then… Oh my, he left.”
Joker directed the last words back to the camera, and back at the decimated mobile
trailer, Batman was applying pressure to the still bleeding operator’s knife wound. He
glared hatefully up at the screen and that victorious grin as the Joker counted down:
“Cinco, Quatro, Três, Dois, Um!” and then, eyes shining into the camera with ecstatic
joy, he touched the button on the keyboard releasing SIEVE into the world.
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CHAPTER 8: BREAKING NEWS
METRO INTERNATIONAL NEWS NETWORK... BREAKING NEWS: BATMAN IS
NOT FRENCH... OIL RIG EXPLOSION IN NORTH SEA... OR MAYBE NOT... OIL
RIG EXPLOSION IN CASPIAN SEA... MADE YA LOOK, NOT REALLY... OIL RIG
FIRE IN NORTH SEA, GUESS THAT ONE WAS REAL AFTER ALL... HAHAHAHA...
...Science
Millennials are swarming around undersea vents, devouring their parents' sulfur…
What does it mean for job recruiters?
...Washington
FBI names Gotham businessman Randolph Larraby the Zodiac Killer, names his wife
Fifi.
...International
Hey, turns out that oil rig fire is in Mexico.
...Lifestyle
Gotham vigilante The Huntress denies she has a bony ass.
...Sponsored
IT'S MARCH OF THE PENGUIN. ALL MONTH, ALL DRINKS ARE HALF-PRICED
AT THE ICEBERG LOUNGE.

It was War Time at the Daily Planet. Perry looked like he’d aged twenty years since
Thursday; Lois like she’d aged ten, though nobody wanted to say so. On what used to
be a relatively quiet desk between Perry’s office and the assignment desk, the smaller
of two monitors beeped signaling an incoming news alert. On the second beep, the
animated screensaver flickered to reveal a complicated screen where a shared
spreadsheet kept the DP staff constantly updated on the stories slated for the next
issue. Above this were two windows where hundreds of bulletins came into the
system each day from AP and other wire services. The nonsense like lottery numbers
and the return of the McRib were supposed to be filtered out before reaching the city
desk. The rest displayed on a narrow menu on the left, coded yellow, orange or red
depending on their significance. By Perry’s edict, the system had been jury-rigged so
only alerts graded orange and above beeped. This was to prevent staffers muting the
sound, which they invariably did after the ninth or tenth piece of yellow-tagged fluff.
“I got it,” Lois and Jose Moreno said together, the junior reporter rising an inch or so
from his chair before Lois’s savage “It’s my turn, I said I’d get it” made him stop.
“Lois,” Cat Grant said in a gentle tone that was all but unknown from the brash
columnist—and which made Lois turn on her with such ferocity that, had she been a
super-powered Kryptonian, one could easily imagine a blast of heat vision frying Cat
on the spot.
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“It’s my turn,” Lois intoned with dangerous calm. “When it’s my turn, I do my job.
I’m here to do my job.”
“Okay,” Cat said kindly, and walked away, the barely perceptible pause as she
passed Jose’s desk the only hint of a rebuke.
Without turning, Lois imagined them meeting each other’s eyes with that horrible…
patience. Guilt and shame slithered in her stomach. Nobody was upset with her.
She’d behaved horribly and all any of them could do was be kind and patient and look
at her with pity. With admiration even, because she was here at the Planet in their
hour of need. Any normal woman would be with her husband, after all. But she was
here at work and helping however she could—when they’d let her. She had to keep
fighting to do her job because Jose and Cat and Jimmy and Lombard—and even Perry
occasionally—kept trying to do things for her so she wouldn’t have to bother. And
Jimmy kept leaving her pick-me-ups he probably couldn’t afford: flowers, a novelty
mug filled with lollypops, a stuffed bear with a balloo—Oh hell.
One dead, eighteen injured in a series of shootings across Metropolis’s South Side and West
Side since Friday…
A news alert like that should certainly be red, but in the Jokerized SIEVE-infected
system, it naturally came in yellow while the winner of a crawfish eating challenge in
Star City scored red. Lois upgraded the shooting to an orange, which used to mean a
developing story that might go red, now it meant a red that had not been confirmed.
She dialed her contact at the 19th Precinct and, while she waited, she deleted the
crawfish story. A minute later, she was relieved that Hill denied any of the sixteen
shootings in the article had taken place, though relief was quickly replaced by guilty
annoyance. Hill asked about Clark’s condition and how Lois was holding up, and then
said he and everyone at the 19th were praying for him.
Lois marked the news alert false and forwarded it to Wayne Tech, then she walked
past Perry’s door to say she was taking a break and would be back in ten minutes…
even though nobody expected her to announce it, given the fragile state she was
supposed to be in.
She went up to the observation deck, and even though there was zero chance
Superman was in earshot, she whispered her complaints to the wind: “Clark, this is the
dumbest idea you ever cooked up, you and your friend, the other master of the ID
game.”
No shopping spree or exclusive interview could make up for this insanity—and it
was insane. With Joker at the helm of a Luthor-built system to sabotage news and
emergency information, Superman was busy. He was going to be busy 24/7 for the
foreseeable future. The whole Justice League would, but the whole Justice League
didn’t have an alter ego who worked at the Daily Planet. Of all the newsrooms thrown
into chaos by SIEVE, the Daily Planet felt especially vulnerable. Even with Joker in
charge, Luthor had built the thing, and the first hours of its operation saw a dozen
stories hit the news wires that Luthor had presumably arranged beforehand: stories
claiming Perry White was arrested for cocaine possession, that Lois Lane denied
accusations of the Pulitzer Prize committee that her nominations were payment for
sexual favors, that a warrant had been issued for Clark Kent for violation of the
Espionage Act, that Kent had fled the country with stolen government documents, and
that a petition calling for a congressional probe of the Daily Planet had already
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received 600,000 signatures. With each new development, more and more outlets were
realizing the wire services were corrupted, and only a single Murdoch paper in
Australia ran the final story that the Kent exposes that plagued the Luthor
administration must be reevaluated in light of recent events.
By that time, new stories were popping up that were obviously more Jokerish in
origin, such as the epidemic of exotic pet escapes in Gotham City. Amidst sightings of
a macaque monkey, a bobcat and an eleven-foot anaconda, revisions and corrections of
the Daily Planet story started to appear: Perry White’s arrest was for possession of
lemon meringue pies made with unpasteurized eggs. Lois Lane’s Pulitzer was
payment for party favors, not sexual favors, specifically Day of the Dead piñatas
smuggled in from Mexico when she interviewed Acrata. Clark Kent was wanted for
stealing secret government research on the correlation between hemorrhoids and
inactive hair follicles.
Unfortunately for everyone, the false news became harder to identify after those
opening volleys. Every newsroom felt the strain, but the Planet was especially
paranoid, having been targeted so pointedly in those first hours. Perry had called for
all hands on deck, and there was no way—no way at all—Clark could dash off
whenever he wanted to ‘meet a source.’ Compounded with the increased demands on
Superman making it impossible for him to appear as Clark at all, it seemed like there
was no other way but to make Clark disappear for a while. Bruce suggested a lie that
dovetailed perfectly into what was known about the Olympics: Lois and Clark were
covering the ceremonies, Superman did appear and dispersed a threat. It was perfectly
plausible that Clark was the one person exposed, that he was quarantined in a hospital
in Rio undergoing treatment… It solved Clark’s problem and Superman’s—and the
Justice League’s and the world’s... It even allowed Lois to return to work and do all
she could to save the Planet and keep real news flowing in Metropolis.
She just had to make her peace with everyone’s sympathy.

BREAKING NEWS: LAST MINUTE NEGOTIATIONS COLLAPSE, WALKOUT OF
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS IMMINENT… LABOR SECRETARY ASSURES
PUBLIC ONLY AIRPORTS WITH THE LETTER H IN THEIR NAME WILL BE
AFFECTED…
...Politics
Killer Croc loses wrestling match to shirtless Vladimir Putin.
…Style
Tina Fey found dead on the red carpet, Heidi Klum sought as person of interest after
‘Who wore it better’ remark at the Golden Globes.

The fire was out. The oil spill contained and the crew of the oil rig safe, although
they weren’t having a terribly pleasant time as they waited for the official transport
sent from Norway to bring them home. Aquaman was waiting with them and, when
Superman left, he was just glaring as if they were personally responsible for drilling in
the North Sea. It wasn’t fair, and another day Superman would have stayed to smooth
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it out. What a luxury it seemed now: time to linger after a crisis and see that
everything was settling as it should. How many days had it been since he took that
luxury for granted.
“Rig is done. What’s next?” he asked, and the Justice League communicator crackled
before the answer came.
..::You know there’s a limit to how much salt water and heat these things will stand,::.. an
unexpected voice replied, and Clark shook his head. Plastic Man had been in the
Monitor Womb when the oil rig exploded. If Diana had relieved him, that meant he’d
lost track of time... again.
“Evening, Princess,” he said, forcing a smile into his voice to cover his surprise. “I’ll
give it a few hours to dry out, and if it’s still acting up at the end of the shift, I’ll be up
to replace it.”
She didn’t buy it, and with an almost maternal firmness told Earth’s mightiest hero
that he’d find himself locked out of the Watchtower if he tried.
..:: There’s also a limit to how many double shifts you can give yourself, Kal. I know you took
the oil rig because of the fire, but it’s out now. J’onn is covering your spot out there, I’m up
here. Go home and get some rest.::..
“But—” he began, only to be cut off with a curt ..::Now.::.. before another burst of
staticky crackling indicated the channel was closed.
Home and rest were the last things he wanted. If he went back to Metropolis, there
would certainly be crises he could help with, but being in Metropolis, Lois would find
out and her urging wasn’t as easy to deflect as Diana’s. He could go to the Fortress and
not be bothered. There he could monitor as much of the world’s news and emergency
channels as the Watchtower. There was just the risk of picking the same crisis as the
League and getting in each other’s way.
Without realizing, he shifted his hip, changing course almost a minute before his
mind crystalized the thought that his body already decided on: he could go to
Gotham. There would be just as many crises there, and Bruce would be the last person
to insist on home and rest when there was work to be done. He called in his approach
before entering Wayne Manor airspace, though he doubted anyone would care if that
alert went off right now. Rather than take his usual route straight to the cave, he
landed on the helicopter pad near the south lawn and walked to the house like a
neighbor dropping in for a chat. Alfred was waiting on the terrace like it was the most
natural thing in the world—but Superman could see the exhaustion in his eyes, and
immediately he felt guilty.
“How’s it going, Alfred? How’s everybody doing?” he asked.
“The situation is as one might expect, sir. The Joker’s approach to Gotham news
differs radically from that of other places. He is amusing himself manipulating both,
but…”
“But Gotham is Batman’s city,” Superman sighed.
“And home to a great many people he knows personally. That has sparked a
number of stories reflecting his likes and dislikes, one imagines. ‘Hugo Strange killed
by vending machine’ and so on. On the surface, these stories present less difficulty as
the most obtuse can recognize their fabricated nature. There is no danger of them
siphoning off emergency services from real crises even when the systems are linked.
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But there is a danger that a slandered party may react, and when that party is a Killer
Croc...”
“Yes, I can imagine,” Superman interrupted. “But I really meant how’s it going here,
in the house. How is Bruce doing, and Selina? How are you holding up?”
“The day is not without its challenges, sir, but this household has never shrunk from
a challenge.”
“That’s a very diplomatic answer, now how about an honest one?” asked Earth’s
Mightiest Hero.
“You know Master Bruce, sir, what is there to say? The city is in crisis and he would
prefer to give it his full attention, but the Joker is inflicting himself on the world stage.
Batman is the recognized expert on the Joker’s pathology. His expertise is being
sought by everyone. All his time is spent evaluating the news alerts submitted, to say
nothing of conflicting data corrupting the emergency systems…”
“Meaning he doesn’t have time to eat and sleep, let alone patrol as Batman,” Clark
noted.
“Quite, sir. One believes he resents the latter much more than the former.”
Clark nodded.
“That sounds about right.”

BREAKING NEWS: HOSTAGE CRISIS AT WORLD SUMMIT OF NOBEL PEACE
LAUREATS INTENSIFIES AS JUSTICE LEAGUE DUFUS SHOWS UP AT WRONG
HOTEL AFTER INACCURATE NEWSCAST… “OOPS, MY BAD,” SAYS CNN’S
WOLF BLITZER.
…Local
RIDDLER ESCAPE THWARTED BY DOOR…Kept pushing on exit door clearly
labeled PULL.
...Arts & Leisure
POISON IVY SLAYS ON STAGE AS LADY MACBETH…Critics hail "comedic
performance of century."
…International
14th Dalai Lama announces intention to reincarnate as Robin. China threatens
reprisals.
Superman was surprised when Alfred bypassed the door to Bruce’s study and the
clock entrance to the Batcave. Instead, he went straight to the kitchen and the elevator
in the butler’s pantry, which held a second surprise of Catwoman in full costume
riding up with a tray of food.
“No luck,” she announced stoically when the door opened and then acknowledged
him with a brief “Oh hey, Spitcurl,” before continuing. “I’m sorry, Alfred; I told you,
you have an exaggerated sense of my abilities. You see the way things are now and
forget the years before I moved in. Historically, this is how it works: I tempt him; he
says no. I sweeten the offer; he says no again. I flash the claws, make a threat, he
blows me off. I pull out all the stops and come at him with something that… that I’m
not going to say in front of delicate Smallville ears but I guarantee you would make
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any rational, red-blooded, heterosexual man drop to his knees and thank the Living
God he was a red-blooded heterosexual man. He grunts and goes back to what he was
doing.” She turned to Superman and added “That’s what we’re back to: Meow-NoRepeat. The score is 78 to 3.”
“An admirable record, Miss Selina. You’ve achieved his eating an entire omelet,
taking a nap and having a six minute conversation while eating a pork chop with a
knife and fork rather than gulping one of those odious seaweed concoctions with his
eyes glued to the computer screens. And I believe your victories have now expanded
to four,” Alfred said, peering at the tray. “It appears he ate the soup.”
“No, that was me; I skipped breakfast,” Selina said. “C’mon, Spitcurl, I’ll walk you
down. He’s waiting for you, but I want to talk to you first so we’ll take the long way.”
Clark was used to the feeling that everything about a visit to Wayne Manor had been
foreseen by its owner and to deviate from the expected path was a bit rude. Today as
always he played along, but it was slightly more unnerving with Selina sliding her arm
through his and pointing to the kitchen door. By ‘the long way’ she evidently meant
outside, across the grounds and in through the Batmobile entrance.
“I guess this is going to be a long talk,” he guessed.
“Nah, not too bad,” she teased. “I just figured you like having these chats outdoors,
so why not. Sunshine, fresh air, it’s nice.”
“It is,” he agreed cautiously. “By ‘these chats’ you mean… delicate subjects.
‘Speaking truth to Kyrpton.’”
“Asking for some truth from Krypton in this case. Look, Joker might be driving this
thing, but the virus and the AI supercomputer-intersect-whatever that’s coordinating
its data were all made by Luthor as part of a Luthor-plot. And there’s one thing you,
me and Lex have in common: Batman has our number. He’s spent considerable time
figuring out how we think, playing out what-ifs and working out a response. The big
difference is that people like me and Lex look at it as a cost of doing business, where
people like you and the League—”
“Resent being treated like criminals,” Clark said while Selina finished “Get your
collective panties in a bunch.”
“This is leading to a question?” Clark asked, assuming his cross-armed Superman
pose that had never once impressed anyone in Gotham. But today, Selina softened a
bit. She was finally getting to her delicate subject, he supposed.
“I know more about Luthor’s resignation than I did a year ago,” she said. “But it’s
still just pieces of a puzzle, and I haven’t quite got the whole picture. I’d like your
piece. Bruce intimated that there was tension between the two of you, enough that
barely-related topics like the tech divisions are still a sore subject.”
He nodded.
“The White House press corps is like a village. There’s always a buzz in the room,
usually two or three that blow over before they can become a full-blown rumor let
alone actual news, let alone news that sticks. This was different. This was building the
way stories form outside Washington. In a little under forty-three hours, reporters
who’d covered the White House for decades went from laughing in disbelief to saying
‘Kentgate’ with a straight face. And speculating if this is what was leaking to the press,
what on earth was being said behind closed doors?
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“Still, when the word came—resignation at 11 tomorrow—everyone who knew
Luthor, i.e. everyone in the League, knew it just couldn’t be. Luthor Resign? Luthor?
Lex Luthor doesn’t give up. Ever. Which meant he hadn’t; he had to have been forced
into this. It was checkmate, it had to be. We couldn’t see the rest of the board, the
chessmen or the other player, but it was a checkmate.”
“And everyone knew who the other player was,” Selina noted with a hint of pride in
her voice.
“Of course. Which meant, happy as we were about the result, we’d just seen a
Batman protocol in action. It made a lot of people uncomfortable. Including me.”
“I see,” Selina bit her lip thoughtfully.
The guilt that had shadowed Clark since his arrival, and the unease that had been
building since he stepped outside with Selina, gave way to a burst of understanding.
He suddenly saw it, all of it:
“Bruce never envisioned Luthor using his Demon connections to have me killed,” he
said as realization dawned. “He had evidence prepared to move once Lex committed a
criminal act, and the attempt on my life would have fit his catch-all plan. But he must
have had a number of more specific plans geared to more likely transgressions, right?”
Selina nodded.
“And something like this would have been at the top of the list,” he continued. “A
sophisticated AI program engineered to control the news and—”
“No, not quite,” Selina interrupted. “A sophisticated AI engineered to monitor
communication in data streams, see how people were talking about events and
evaluate. Reshape it when it didn’t fit Lex’s agenda. Spin the news, but not making it
up wholesale like what’s going on now. Bruce gave Lex credit for a lot more subtlety,
and more patience.”
“Well that makes sense,” Clark said. “When he was riding high as POTUS he was
more patient, and more disciplined. It’s all the reversals since then that made him
rash.”
“The point is, the plot that Joker stepped into is markedly different from what Bruce
foresaw. This is literally deciding what the public sees.”
“So Batman’s response scenario needs work,” Clark said.
“Yes, the protocol is a big head start, but it needs… what you said, ‘work.’ I don’t
know how much, how many hours… which we don’t have. He won’t take time to
sleep, do you know why? Because Joker has to, at some time, and that’s the only
‘exploit’ he can see. For a few hours each day he can get ahead rather than straining to
keep up.”
“Well that’s just typically Bruce,” Clark said angrily. “The fact that he’ll be
exhausted, thinking less and less clearly while Joker gets a good night’s sleep—”
Selina just shook her head wearily, and Clark guessed that he wasn’t saying
anything she and Alfred hadn’t thought a hundred times.
“What do you want me to do?” he asked.
“I have no idea,” she admitted. “Go in there and, I don’t know, be super?”
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BREAKING NEWS: HELICOPTER CRASH ON VERMONT-NEW HAMPSHIRE
BORDER UNRELATED TO DISPUTE OVER MAPLE SYRUP TARIFFS, SAYS
GOVERNOR… STILL ACTIVATES NATIONAL GUARD AS TENSIONS
ESCALATE… SHOTS FIRED AT RELEASE OF NEW JAMES PATTERSON NOVEL,
SUSPECT IN CUSTODY HAS TIES TO OXFORD COMMA EXTREMISTS…
...International
Francisco Franco is still dead.
…Health
E.coli found in something at unnamed national fast food chain. Officials are not
releasing the name of the chain or the nature of the contamination, but they do say the
contaminated item was on the Dollar Menu.
…International
Ra's al Ghul is still alive... And a hairdo.
...Page Six and Three Eighths
Calloo, callay, one of my crows tells me that a certain mad scientist was seen Jabbering his
Wocky outside of Delilah's Den for the third time this week, including yesterday and tomorrow!

Be super, Selina said. When he reached the main cavern, the first thing Clark saw
was Bruce rubbing his eyes, and the text on the central workstation screens was
magnified. What was the super-solution to Batman being stubborn?
The guilt returned, churning in his gut like the first moments of kryptonite
exposure. This was his fault: what Gotham was going through, Metropolis…
Everywhere. Because he made a bad call. He was there. Joker never should have been
able to launch that virus. He was there, he should have stopped it, instead…
He found himself looking at the spot where Selina told him off once about a bad
judgment call as she saw it, and he found his mind was back on the path they’d walked
from the house. That throwback to their talk at the waterfall where she’d also been…
honest… As angry and hurt and betrayed as she felt about the mindwipe, she had been
frank and honest and spoken Truth to Krypton. He thought back angrily at how she
hadn’t done it today. Where was her indignation now? He’d let Joker do this. He
had. Gotham and the world were at that madman’s mercy and it was killing Bruce…
who had got up from his workstation and walked off to the gymnasium.
Changing his focus to see through the wall, Clark could see him getting a pitcher
of… something from the mini-fridge. He poured it into a glass, which did nothing to
help Clark identify it. It was a clotted, vividly green, mostly liquid… something. It
was what Clark imagined a kryptonite smoothie might look like. At least it solved the
problem of how to announce himself. Superman went to the workstation and waited
so it would seem like he’d arrived while Bruce was getting his… snack.
“What is that?” he asked, pointing at the glass without further greeting.
“Kelp, coconut oil and turmeric,” Bruce said.
Rather than share the kryptonite smoothie observation (or his suspicion that a ksmoothie might be preferable) he asked how it was going and Bruce said “I’ve been
expecting you.”
Clark said he stopped to talk with Alfred and Selina before coming down, but Bruce
said “No, I meant I’ve been expecting you for days.”
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“There were fires to put out,” Clark said coldly.
“Yes,” Bruce graveled. “One in particular. Clark, Joker knew it was a Luthor
scheme he was hijacking and that meant it was a near certainty he’d be facing you.
He’s insane, but he’s not delusional. He knows what he is: an amoral psychopath, but
an otherwise completely mortal human. He knew he wouldn’t be able to BANG-flag
Superman in the face, and there’s no ‘fun’ beating you with a crowbar. You’d just
stand there while the crowbar shattered. The only way to beat you was to get in your
head, and that’s what he did… Orphans in a mine, explosives and a dead man switch,
it’s perfect. His mission is accomplished; he got away. He’s probably forgotten all
about it by now. But on your end, he’s still in your head.”
“You do know that profiling everyone you know is rude, right? Taking apart all of
your friends as they’re seen by all of your enemies—”
“Not all my enemies; Joker is a special case. And ‘rude’ or not, I’m not wrong.
You’re been beating yourself up for days taking double and triple shifts with the
Watchtower—”
“Selina is walking around in costume at one in the afternoon because she figures
purple leather, whip and memories have a better chance of getting you to eat lunch,”
Clark announced.
“—because you’re focusing on what happened in Brazil and not why.”
“Bruce, you’ve been working around the clock too; you don’t get to tell me—”
“Because it’s Joker. I’m working around the clock because it’s Joker, and I know
what my limits are, and I know what has to be done. It’s not because I won’t slow
down to keep from facing the guilt.
“Clark, you have to see what really happened in Brazil. Put yourself in Joker’s head:
You’re a smart, unpredictable and completely amoral psychopath, who is otherwise a
completely mortal human, and you're challenging a physical god with a decent ordinary
man's moral compass. This is what you do: orphans in a mine, ha-ha-ha-ha, Superman
will have no choice but to go up-up-and-away to save all those kiddies from the
barbecue pit and that gives you time to launch your virus and escape.
“Joker beat you because he knew how to fight you. Don’t you see that? It’s not that
he did it, it’s that he knew how. He can see where you live, what your values are—
Clark, the Joker can see it. Forget the museum exhibit and man-on-the-street interviews
in Bangladesh, the most viciously amoral psychopath alive looks at Superman and sees
that this guy values life above all else. Nobody outside of Hollywood sees a monster.”
Clark’s lip twitched.
Then he glanced at the cave entrance.
“I’m going to step outside and do a quick buzz around your rivers. Make sure
everything’s okay in the city. Let your people see a cape during the day, one that has a
little color in it.”
Bruce tried to stifle the puffy-grunt that passed for a laugh in the Batcave; he hated
laughing in the Batcave…
“Then I’ll come back,” Clark went on with a growing grin. “We’ll start over, pretend
I’m just getting here. Try this again.” He turned to go, and then turned back pointing
at Bruce’s glass. “You should not drink that,” he advised. “That can’t possibly be good
for you.”
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BREAKING NEWS: HOMELAND SECURITY WORKING WITH LGBT
COMMUNITY TO RECLASSIFY TERROR ALERTS. NEW COLORS UNDER
CONSIDERATION INCLUDE LAVENDER, BURNT UMBER AND TURQUOISE.
…National
Massachusetts to become first state to prohibit panhandling by squirrels in public
parks. Also there might be a sniper on the Harvard campus.
...International
JONATHAN CRANE TRIED FOR WAR CRIMES IN FEDERATED STATES OF
MICRONSIA AFTER IPHONE AUTOCORRECT MISHAP
…Business and Finance
WayneTech Laptop named sex symbol of the year. Replaces Chris Hemsworth on
People Magazine cover.
Oh, that Harvard thing, 2 dead but they were landscape architecture majors so it
doesn’t really matter.

Superman returned to the Batcave as if the first visit never happened, and once again
he asked Bruce how it was going.
“Well enough,” Bruce replied. “He likes the word ‘chatter.’ It’s been an ongoing
issue for the world’s counterterrorism units. All these news reports that one agency or
another is picking up increased chatter. It’s certainly plausible that groups are
maneuvering to take advantage of the situation, but it’s all-but-impossible to
distinguish between real intelligence indicators and reports he’s made up as ‘the first
line of a joke.’”
“A joke?” Clark asked.
“An arms supplier got a shipment of AK47s; government agents seized all but five.
As they hunt for the rest, it sets off a roman candle at each location to mark the fifth
anniversary of a murder he finds particularly funny, like candles on a birthday cake.
This morning, we finally ironed out the algorithm to rate the reported indicators. The
first hour of results are… encouraging.”
“That’s wonderful,” Clark said. “So you won’t have to personally evaluate those
case by case anymore?”
“It shouldn’t have taken this long,” Bruce said darkly. “At first, I just needed a
critical mass of false reports, but there was an outlier: an abnormal number involved
Italy and Norway… Oh, speaking of Norway, the oil rig, was that real?” Clark
nodded, and Bruce picked up where he left off. “So, Italy and Norway, the consultants
couldn’t accept that it wasn’t significant. I tried to tell them it was random: a soccer
game catches his eye or Harley brings home a cheese platter, it’s random chance. And
when a fixation is random, it can disappear at any time. He cares one day and the next,
he won’t even remember… Listen to me.” Again, he rubbed his eyes. “I’m rambling.”
“When was the last time you slept?” Clark asked.
“I already have two of them trying to handle me, Clark, I don’t need a third. I go
through there, twenty minutes of deep meditation under the stalactite is as good as five
hours sleep.”
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“What can I take off your hands that frees up five hours for you to sleep the usual
way.”
“Nothing. You’re not in Joker’s head the way I am. I have to do this myself. If there
was another way, I’d be doing it—and if there was a way to free five hours, I certainly
wouldn’t waste the time on a nap. There’s this—” his stopped uncharacteristically and
clicked is tongue as if to cover it. Clark could tell that Bruce realized too late he was
speeding towards a verbal trap and changed course. The change of subject was
clumsy, for Bruce, but would have seemed natural enough in anyone else. “It
probably sounds silly to you, but there’s this public... Wayne Tech is providing the
central communication base for all the world’s news and emergency centers to send
suspicious content for Batman to evaluate. Wayne Tech is. Bruce Wayne should
certainly make an appearance—I should have done it already—but it’s an hour and a
half minimum away from here.”
“Oh that’s no problem, send Selina,” Clark said, abandoning Superman’s manner for
the easy tone he’d use to pitch Perry. “She’s the perfect face to put on it. As
Catwoman, there’s a known association with Batman that doesn’t need to be spelled
out. It reiterates why Gotham is the hub for this without saying anything explicit that
might set Joker off. A simple photo caption is much more likely to make it past
whatever he’s doing to block stories involving Batman.”
“Yes, it is,” Bruce said thoughtfully.
“You see, it’s all about finding the right spin,” Clark concluded, trying not to lay too
much emphasis on the final word.
Bruce’s eyes narrowed.
“She told you,” he said flatly. “Damn her.”
“You were about to tell me yourself, Bruce. Because you haven’t slept in how many
days, you slipped up and started to say it, and then covered—covered very clumsily
for you—with that bit about a public appearance at Wayne Tech. I doubt she’s doing
much better. If you don’t think her judgment is the best right now, consider your own.
Bruce, if you have a head start on this in the shape of an old Luthor protocol, tell me
what it’s going to take to get you working on it fulltime.”
Bruce scowled as he stared at the chest emblem.
“Tae-Vrroshokh,” he said finally.

BREAKING NEWS: SUPREME COURT RULING EXPECTED TODAY IF CAN’T
HURRY LOVE WAS BETTER THAN SOME DAY WE’LL BE TOGETHER.
… Industry
Star Labs creates robot capable of dealing black jack, operating fork lifts,
programming network television. What it means for job recruiters…
... Related stories
TWIX IS NOT A CANDY BAR, IT'S A CHOCOLATE-COVERED COOKIE

Dick maintained the old Batcave discipline: he was in costume, but he didn’t put on
the mask until he was ready to fully become Nightwing, and before he could do that…
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he went into the back room Barbara called her study where she was still setting up her
core Oracle station for the night. He pulled up the side chair to sit opposite her, and
waited for her to give him her full attention. Then he touched her thigh tenderly.
“Say the word and I’ll stay,” he said earnestly.
“And what would you do if you stay?” she asked pointedly.
“Rub your shoulders,” he offered. “Make you tea. I saw Alfred sent over a bag of
the good stuff.”
“His contribution ‘to the war effort,’ as he put it,” Barbara grinned. “His special
blend, and—huge compromise—he still doesn’t approve of bags, but he knows they’re
easier for my set up here so he made up these little silk sachets that work the same
way. He is allowing me to defile his sacred tea with convenience—so I don’t need
you. The shoulder rub I’ll take when you get back.”
“Okay,” Dick said, leaning in to kiss her cheek before he put on the mask. “I still
want to stay for the takeover.”
His eyes had that gleam… For later, they said. And Barbara’s lips curled into that
secret smile. He was thinking this was going to be a turn-on. She adjusted her glasses
and placed her finger on the scanner, bringing the OraCom online… He was probably
right.
..:: Watchtower, standing by,::.. Wonder Woman said on the top right side-screen.
..:: Lantern, standing by, ::.. chirped Kyle Rayner as the screen beneath it sprang to life.
..:: Fortress of Solitude, ::.. Superman’s voice boomed from the speaker under the
central monitor as the screen above displayed his emblem in a slow-rotating circle and
the lower right side-screen divided into a four part grid with Flash, Kid Flash,
Superboy and Supergirl smiling up at her. ..:: We’re all here, standing by, ::.. he
concluded.
“Dramatic pause, you know he’s got to go last,” Dick whispered as Barbara
squelched a laugh and swatted behind her chair to clip his legs.
..:: Batcave, ready on your mark, Oracle, ::.. came the familiar gravel as the double
row of screens on the left briefly displayed the bat emblem and then broke down into a
matrix of data, news and camera feeds.
“Acknowledged, Watchtower, Lantern, Fortress and Batcave. OraCom taking over,”
Barbara said, blocking the Batcave as she added “The Age of Oracle has begun, a
benevolent dictatorship, firm yet fair.” She brought Batman back on the channel before
continuing. “Superman, Superboy, Supergirl, Flash and Kid Flash are mine, out of
League rotation until you’re advised. Watchtower, if Superman arrives where you
have someone on-site, they are to back off and not interfere, but notify me so I don’t
have to assign anyone for clean-up when he moves on.”
Nightwing gave Barbara’s arm a squeeze before he left, while in the Batcave, Bruce
waited to hear the Watchtower acknowledge the handoff. As soon as Oracle’s alpha
status was confirmed, he muted the OraCom and dialed in another system. The Daily
Planet logo appeared briefly, then Lois’s face in a corner video-conference window,
while the rest of the screen displayed a computer desktop.
“Alright, Lois, just take a couple of deep breaths,” he advised. “Stay calm,
concentrate, the first three or four, we’ll go slow. By the time you’ve done six, you
won’t even be thinking about it.”
“And this is based on what?” Lois asked after the first deep breath.
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“Years of training sidekicks,” he said. “Now, start by disabling the filters the Daily
Planet has jury-rigged so you see all the current news alerts, no matter how clearly
false. Sort by the probability that they are false. Then use your best judgment picking
from the center.”
“And you want a fifty-fifty mix of true and false, special attention to anything that
resembles the Rio Gambit on a global scale, special attention to anything that hits the
hero nerve, yes?”
“Fifty-fifty to start, we’ll refine that as we go.”
“You got it,” Lois said excitedly.
Batman muted her while she selected the stories, and turned his attention to the
purple light blinking on a side screen and touched the button beneath it.
“Wayne Tower, you heard?” he asked curtly.
“We heard,” Selina answered, the ‘we’ indicating Lucius was there, as expected. It
meant discretion was needed, but that was a small price to avoid exposing the Batcave
system to the world’s networks. And Clark was right about Selina being the face to put
on it: Wayne Tech was Gotham, she had open ties to Batman and ties to Wayne. He
couldn’t have planned it better if it was a protocol.
“Batman, we’ve got three clusters dedicated to this project,” Lucius explained as a
layout of the servers appeared on the viewscreen. “This one will interface only with
you, receiving data in scrambled pulses. Between pulses, we sever the connection to
keep you isolated while this cluster connects to the other two, similar to the airlock on
a space station.”
“I may have mentioned paranoia was a thing,” Selina put in.
“The next cluster is dedicated to analyzing the flagged news alerts for patterns and
markers, and the last will be breaking down the data as you requested and feeding it to
this Kyray.”
“Thank you, Mr. Fox. Miss Kyle… well done,” he said, and muted them to check on
Lois. She’d picked her first news alert, sent it to Oracle, and now that Oracle had
dispatched Superman to the first location in Nova Scotia, Lois was, predictably,
second-guessing her choice. He told her to breathe, relax, and start on the next one,
then he opened the channel to Kyle.
“You’re ready?” he asked.
As on the day of the Man’s Reach opening, Kyle stood in the alley courtyard on
Museum Row, beside him, a giant breaker box made from lantern energy, though
today it pulsed from a pale dim mint to a deep vivid neon green. The stage was gone,
but a circle of small holographic boxes surrounded the space, no longer attached to TV
screens but floating seemingly of their own accord.
“Ready as I’ll ever be,” he said uncertainly. “It’s trickier with all the communication
satellites in orbit, but I was up there half the night getting a really clean visual from all
angles. Clear image in my head, I think… I think I can do this.”
He flipped the switch and, as before, the boxes were activated. This time it was
words like SHOOTING, RIOTS and AVALANCHE that sprung forth and, instead of
bouncing out to the street, they clustered around a globe of light similar to the one that
had graced the main arcade. Over the course of three minutes, Kyle concentrated and
the globe became more complete. Topographic detail started to form, then the
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satellites appeared, and then, finally, the words POWER OUTAGE, INDUSTRIAL
ACCIDENT, TRAIN DERAILMENT, FLOODING and BLIZZARD over Nova Scotia.
“Arrrgh,” Kyle growled in frustration, and Batman held his breath.
“C’mon, Rayner, you can do this,” he whispered.
Kyle closed his eyes, the satellites circling the globe flickered out for a minute, but
then the floating words over Nova Scotia shrunk down to one green dot and four red
ones.
Batman breathed a sigh of relief as the satellites returned, the globe began to rotate
slowly, and a new red dot appeared over Newfoundland.
“Green is a confirmed news alert, red are verified false?” he asked.
“That’s right,” Kyle said.
“Lois, what was the last story you sent?” Batman asked.
“Helicopter in distress over Newfoundland, possibly crashed by now.”
Batman’s lip twitched, and for the first time he opened his Justice League channel.
“Clark. Newfoundland?”
“It’s was a fake. Oracle should have logged it by now. I’m heading for an overpass
collapse in Ontario.”
Batman couldn’t prevent the lip twitch from stretching into a full smile.
“Roger,” he said, and then opened the channel so everyone heard him tell Kyle:
“You did it” and Kyle heard the chorus of cheers from every station.
Over the next hour, the globe began filling in with red and green dots while the
keywords denoting gunfire, hurricanes, earthquake and so on bobbled underneath the
spinning globe, growing in size and brightness the more alerts they represented. Over
the next five hours, as the dots grew denser, the Central Cluster at Wayne Tech
identified commonalities and signatures to the false stories. Batman told Lois to adjust
her news alerts to focus on certain markers. Whenever Superman found a news alert
that was real, he overrode the instinct to act and moved on to the next, knowing
Superboy or Supergirl, Flash or Kid Flash would be there in seconds to do the job.
Knowing didn’t make it easier, and the chatter on Batman and Superman’s private
channel focused more and more on check-ins.
“That landslide in Kathmandu?” Superman asked. “I think Wally was still in
Manila when I left, and the population is so dense in that area.”
“Oracle knows what she’s doing, Clark. Conner took Kathmandu; Bart, Mumbai;
Kara, Dkaka. They all did fine; and O says half the time the Red Cross is on the scene
within minutes of your going. She informs the locals as soon as a story is confirmed,
you know that.”
“I know. That doesn’t make it easier to leave when I know something is really
wrong down there.”
“Maybe not, but we need to keep up this pace. If you can’t keep it at thirty or more
false stories an hour, we can’t reverse engineer the false signatures.”
“I know,” Clark repeated. “Crack the signatures and you can identify and filter out
the bad alerts without crossing your fingers, restoring accuracy to the global networks.
It’s still hard.”
“And the sooner we can ID the false alerts automatically, the sooner we can pinpoint
their origin. One of the things that hasn’t changed from the original protocol: there has
to be a supercomputer driving this thing, approximately three football fields in length.
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The sooner we find it, the sooner you can fly through it, smash the inevitable tastefullyfurnished bunker at the far end, and punch Joker in the jaw.”
“You’ve given a lot of thought to this,” Clark noted.
“Down to the LexCorp clock on the wall and Luthor’s favorite brand of scotch at the
bar. I’ve had five hours sitting here to picture it.”
“Well, I would offer you a piece,” Clark said with a smile, “But you took out
Scarecrow on your own, so…”
“Hold,” Batman said suddenly.
It was a tone Superman knew; there was nothing quite like it. Something had
happened that Batman did not anticipate. It was never a good sound, but when Joker
was involved…
“Clark, I have some… good news. This is going to go faster than we thought.”

BREAKING NEWS: HOWLER MONKEYS AT SAN DIEGO ZOO TAKE TO
TWITTER FOR 36 HOURS TO EXPRESS OUTRAGE AT NEGATIVE REVIEWS…
…Politics
Reuters projections indicate polls will continue to decrease in accuracy.
…Entertainment
In a branding coup, ShadowHawk Corporation signed Lady Gaga for a military tactical
laser and signature fragrance. The fragrance, to be called Burn, Motherfucker, Burn will
be available only with the purchase of the laser.
...Science
Investigations reveal Azrael has been wearing his helmet backwards for five years.
…Buzz
Video of movie fans throwing feces goes viral

Superman flew high over Gotham to avoid being seen, when he spotted Catwoman’s
Lamborghini leaving Wayne Plaza. Feeling more hopeful than he had in some time,
and since there was no tactical reason to remain unseen, he dropped to pace her at
street level and with a perky “Need a lift?” he hoisted the car and ascended again,
heading north. In under a minute, he set her down in the museum’s nearest parking
lot.
“You’re in a playful mood,” she noted, getting out of the car.
“With good reason, and you were obviously heading this way,” he said.
“You can see him scowling from here, I assume?”
She spoke as they turned the corner into the alley courtyard, and while Batman
normally had her full attention whenever she encountered him, on this occasion she
noted Green Lantern first. It was the first time they’d seen each other in costume since
Selina Kyle became Kyray’s public patron, and she looked him over now with an
approving smile.
“Suits you better,” she said dryly.
“I think so too,” he agreed, and then turned to the Tae-Vrroshokh globe and quickly
pointed out the tweaks to the one they’d seen previously in the artwork.
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“…Broadcast centers and satellites,” he concluded. “These were the hot spots
spreading the virus that let Luthor’s thing hijack all those networks in the first place.
But that’s not why they’re important now. Check this out.”
He touched his ring to the edge of the globe and the green lights representing
verified news alerts faded, the red ones began to pulse and thin filaments began
connecting them to each other, to the broadcast centers and satellites. Batman took up
the narration:
“Now that it’s getting a constant stream of all the alerts SIEVE is putting out, we
have a complete picture of how its data is running through the networks and the
backscatter should very quickly determine the origin point.”
Superman looked at him critically.
“You said it could take four days to reach this stage. Two days was your best case,
two solid days identifying thirty-plus false alerts an hour. How could you possibly get
here so fast?”
Batman’s lip twitched.
“Even in Joker’s hands, this is a Luthor-engineered AI operating on a Luthor-built
supercomputer. And you left people stranded in Manila. It’s an AI, it registers a
Superman sighting, and then Flash—not Superman—is rescuing people a few miles
away. I should have realized a system built by Luthor would have to include
subroutines to connect those and generate a story: Superman is leaving people to die in
crumbling a Philippines slum. Then the landslide in Kathmandu…”
“So you had true stories as well as false with its fingerprints,” Catwoman whispered.
“More than that, we could anticipate it. We knew where Superman was heading
next, so we knew just what to look for if a story turned out to be a true one…” He
turned to Superman and said, “After all Joker’s insanity, it was so simple. Luthor, he’s
so predictable.”
As if on cue, the filaments connecting news alerts to networks intensified in certain
areas began spawning new lines of colored light, as if they were light-spiders spinning
a web with laser pointers. The spawning was sporadic at first, until one of the orbiting
satellites was over the west coast of the United States, then more and more of the weblines were seen bouncing off it to form a small shape on the border between California
and Nevada.
“Is there a way to magnify that?” Batman asked.
Kyle thought about it.
“Well, this isn’t exactly HD video, but it’s not like I haven’t seen enough movies
where that’s done. So…” He looked off to the side as if visualizing something, then
pointed his ring to the globe. A square of Nevada expanded to cover most of North
America. What had looked like a skin mole on the border was now filling in with a
distinct shape: a long thin rectangle stretched from west to east, with a round
protrusion in the south, to resemble an overhead view of the White House. To the
north, a narrow diagonal connected it to another large four-sided shape that was
something between a rectangle and a rhombus.
Batman took out a palm unit with the plans for a baffling installation with labels like:
SIEVE Core, System Correlation Protocol, 1-34 Interior Vault Power Supply, SIEVE
Interface. He held it up to the globe so everyone could see: rectangle, bulb, connecting
corridor and rectangle-rhombus. It fit the shape perfectly.
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“This was my rough outline for the system Luthor would have to build, from the
original protocol.”
“You just happened to call it SIEVE?” Kyle asked.
“I updated it, obviously,” Batman said.
“Your rough outline includes the Interior Vault Power Supply?” Catwoman said.
“I added that last night, when you were asleep,” he graveled.
As a married man, Clark winced in anticipation of the death scowl that would bring
and the retribution it promised, but Catwoman almost seemed to smile.
“Jackass,” she breathed.
“Well, we know where he is,” Superman said, changing the subject. “It’s a Luthor
facility so it will have serious anti-Superman defenses. This won’t be a solo job.”

It probably wasn’t Luthor’s intention when he put the SIEVE installation so close to
Nellis Air Force Base, but the location created a host of needless complications for the
Batwing. To save time and reduce variables and risk, Batman opted for an ultralight
glider and parachuting onto the grounds, an approach he hadn’t used since the
Lhomme operation with Catwoman. That produced a final pang which he squelched
as he neared the target. She was more experienced at this type of infiltration and
maybe should have been included, but it was a Joker operation, Harley was probably
on the premises as well, and Catwoman was supposed to stay out of it when Rogues
were...
In any case, there was no more time to think about it as the GPS and timer sounded
as one. Batman allowed the automated system to take over, sending it south where
Clark was waiting for it. He leapt out, noting four K-lasers he would have to disable—
but missing the fifth until it pivoted and shot a beam of dim green at his parachute.
While the chute didn’t catch fire, it was sufficiently jostled to make the landing fast,
hard and painful.
In the plus column, it was only an automated system. In Luthor’s day, there would
be eight to ten armed guards and someone monitoring the lasers; the whole place
would be on alert by now. Instead, there were only the Smilexed bodies of Luthor’s
guards—the parts the coyotes hadn’t found, that is—left and forgotten where they fell.
As if that wasn’t enough of a flag to raise over the former Luthor base to indicate the
change in management, there was a sign post with directional arrows pointing to
Parumph to the east, Funeral Mountains to the west, Coyote Chow to the north, and
just in case the last wasn’t enough of a signature, Gotham to the northeast with a tiny
drawing of a bat-emblem being stepped on by a clown shoe.
Batman disarmed the lasers, one by one, and did a quick scan before Superman
joined him.
“There’s nothing else out here,” he said once Superman landed. “What’s inside past
the lead and what might be underground is conjecture, but if the SIEVE layout is what
I showed you—and from a technical standpoint, I can’t imagine it being anything
else—then his options for anti-Superman measures are limited.”
“So no robot tigers with kryptonite-laser sights?”
Batman’s lip twitched.
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“No robot tigers. Staff, on the other hand…”
Superman looked at the building before them, at the ground to the left and right,
then hovered, looked again and lowered slowly.
“Well, I can’t hear a thing. Heartbeats or servers or… anything. That’s expected.
Sonic mesh. But I can’t see anything either, and that’s stranger than I can describe. A
block that size under our feet, a shape that size covered in lead-based paint, it should
stick out. But it… just doesn’t.”
“Camouflage, Clark. A solid impenetrable shape, of course you’d notice. But break
it up, apply the lead paint in a camouflage or fractal pattern, and your brain does what
everyone’s does, recognizes the natural variance and tunes it out, even when you know
where to look and what you’re looking for.”
“Nice to know you’ve given it so much thought,” he muttered. Then he looked at
the rotting remains of a LexCorp guard. “You really think any of the people are still
alive?”
“Six technical staff, minimum, maybe as many as ten. Joker would need to keep
them alive. Luthor would also have an unknown number of service staff. Their
survival would have come down to a whim, but I’m betting he doesn’t have Harley
cooking for twelve people.”
Batman made his way to the northernmost end of the installation, firing an EMP into
whatever systems he passed through as he went but cursing that he couldn’t go
straight for the SIEVE core. For the safety of the LexCorp personnel, Clark’s eyes and
ears had to be the priority. He’d deployed his own sonic mesh, and had rigged his
wrist unit to identify the fields of highest resistance. It was an imperfect system, but it
had finally brought him to the source of Luthor’s mesh…which an explosive gel-tab
had now neutralized. He disabled his own mesh and spoke into the air without
activating the Justice League comm.
“That should do it,” he said quietly. “You should have no trouble—”
..:: Hearing you,::.. Superman interjected over the comm. ..:: Your heartbeat, northwest
about thirty yards. Two much farther northeast, probably Joker and Harley in the bunker.
Your six techs are scattered in the west end of the big rectangle and that makes it four service
people in what I’ll assume is the kitchen.::..
“Good. I’ve—”
..:: Oh.::..
“Oh? Oh?”
..:: It’s okay, I just found how he’s keeping them here. They all have ankle monitors and are
strapped with these dual packs of—::..
“Explosive, orange and blue? He’s had that idea for a while now. He was originally
going to use them in beer hats.”
..::I don’t even want to know how you know that. I was just going to run them out of range,
break off the anklets my way and throw the explosives into the sun, unless you have a
preference. ::..
Batman grunted, and made his way to the SIEVE core, scanned and performed a
quick visual inspection. As soon as Superman gave the all-clear, Batman gave him the
bad news:
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“As expected, Lex has ample defenses built in that are targeted to you specifically.
I’ve located thirty-eight reservoirs with maybe a golf-ball size quantity of kryptonite
dust. So if we try to destroy it with an explosion…”
..:: Or if I use my body, flying through like his last underground base, I’ll pay for it. Lucky
we’ve got another way.::..
“Correct, the strategic EMPs will shut down the core until it can be safely
dismantled, and the k-dust is all here in the core, so there’s nothing to prevent you
taking out the side wings your way. That’s the data storage, any remnants of a
working system won’t be good for much without that.”
..::I sense a ‘but’ coming.::..
“Like Joker’s dead man switch, there is a disinformation blitzkrieg queued in the
satellites and possibly other infected systems, set to go off if SIEVE severs contact.
Typical Luthor Scorched Earth fallback—”
..::But now that all the newsrooms are running normally, and filtering out the SIEVEgenerated news alerts, how much harm can it do?::..
“Theoretically, not much. But that’s a guess and I’ve got no contingencies in place if
we’re wrong.”
..::I can live with the lack of protocols. Next?::..
“Luthor probably had a weapon of last resort to throw at you if you reached the
bunker, and it’s in there now with Joker.”
..::Noted. If he’s found it, if he recognizes it for what it is and if he can figure out how to use
it. It’s more likely, he’s geared up for you.::..
Batman grunted. Superman grunted. And the facility erupted into a series of
electrical crackles from the SIEVE core and the thunderous creaking of server rooms
and plaster crumbing from Kryptonian barrel rolls until—
..:: WAI—NO!::.. Superman called, at which point the connection exploded into a
cacophony of wind, the wince-inducing impact of the Man of Steel hurling his body
through a wall with his comm still on, a confused sputter that might have included a
Harley scream being abruptly cut off, and a shocked intake of breath that was
definitely Clark, perhaps the first “yeh” of the word ‘you,’ and then another
unfathomable rumble of wind, heavy slamming and movement before the audio cut
out.
Batman ran to the bunker as fast as he could given the debris from Clark taking a
more direct route. He reached the bunker and could see through the jagged Supermansized hole. Joker was alone, dusting himself off as he got up from the floor, holding a
misshapen knife with a smear of blood on the warped blade and scorched handle.
“What did you do?” Batman said, though it wasn’t a question. The smell of singed
metal told him what Clark had done in response, taken with the absence of Harley… it
was obvious to anyone who understood how Joker thought.
“What’s it matter, it sent the big blue twerp away. Now we can talk!” His eyes
gleamed with mischief and he giggled as plaster dust from a second Superman-hole in
the ceiling sprinkled down and danced in the shafts of godlight. “Quick, before he gets
back. You’ll never guess what old Lexy left sitting in the desk to deal with him, and it
can be yours, my batshit friend, if you’ll jus…”
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He trailed off as the sunlight was abruptly blocked, Superman’s shadow falling over
Joker as the Man of Steel lowered slowly and ominously. Batman noted the smudge of
blood on the emblem, confirming his hunch about Joker’s strategy.
“He cut her wrists,” Superman said, indicating a long, diagonal cut up his own
forearm. “She’s going to be fine. Didn’t have to go all the way to a civilian hospital,
the Air Force base had a mobile medic station a few miles out so…” He trailed off and
studied Joker. “Not that you care,” he observed, and Joker giggled, shaking his head.
Batman studied Joker’s path to the desk, but apart from thinking through the block if
Joker made a move, he was content to stay out of it. This was Clark’s show.
“I’ve about had it,” Superman declared with that menacing edge that was wholly
unique: a good man who had simply been pushed too far.
“Oooh, and what happens now?” Joker said with mock-horror through that
sickening grin.
“There isn’t going to be any more getting me to leave by putting third party lives in
danger.”
“Oh really?” Joker laughed. “How’s that? You going to kill me?”
Again, it wasn’t a question, and Joker’s broadly wicked smile expressed his
confidence in the answer. The Man of Steel did not kill, period. Joker’s certainty didn’t
waver, but his smile did as he saw it mirrored and then exceeded by Superman’s own.
A smile of really… disturbing proportions.
“No,” Superman said with more menace than even Batman could pack into a single
syllable.
“Perhaps I should go,” Batman suggested in as close to Clark’s easygoing everyday
twang as he could manage.
“No need,” Superman graveled, then paused for a heartbeat so each drop of venom
packed into the words could register before he dashed forward in a blue-red blur that
circled Joker and then disappeared through that hole in the ceiling, taking the mad
clown with him.
Batman looked around, shrugged, and then casually checked the desk. He opened it
carefully and found—as he suspected—a booby trap set to eject SmileX gas from the
desklamp and nothing at all that could be used against Superman.
He shrugged again. It was an anti-climax, to be sure, as he packed up the SmileX
trap and then resumed the dismantling of SIEVE via electro-magnetic pulse. He had
just finished, and was about to begin securing the globes of kryptonite dust so the
whole place could be demolished, when Clark returned.
“That took quite a while,” he noted.
“We made a few stops on the way to Arkham,” Superman grinned.
“Do tell.”
“You gave me the answer. ‘Get inside his head.’ At first, I was stumped. There’s just
nothing that clown seems to care about. His own life and physical comfort mean
nothing to him. Beat him up, he’d take it as a victory that he could get under my skin,
right? He certainly doesn’t care about Harley or anyone like that. There’s no cause he
believes in. So if somebody wanted to back him into a corner, force him to do
something the way he used me, there’s really no way to go about it.”
“There is one,” Batman pointed out. “The joke. He would do almost anything if he
saw it as the punchline to the ultimate joke.”
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“Well, it might be that, but I got there by another route: there’s no one he cares
about, no cause he believes in, but he really does hate you.”
“Ah,” Batman’s lip twitched. “Yes, there is that.” Then his eyes narrowed. “Clark,
what did you do?”
“I’m afraid you’re going to be very popular in Gotham for a while.”
“What?”
“We started off visiting all the police precincts. I may have intimated that you sent
me, having noticed the damaged brick or the graffiti or the problem with the entrance
gate when you were patrolling. I fixed things up, shook some hands, and just did what
I could. Polished the gargoyles if they had any.”
“You polished gargoyles?” Batman asked incredulously.
“It wasn’t easy with Joker tucked under my arm, but once I got the idea of using the
back of his jacket like a rag…”
“Oh my god,” Batman said, touching his glove to the front of his cowl as if
massaging his forehead.
“I think it will photograph well,” Clark observed. “And naturally I didn’t want to
give all that attention to the police and fire stations without letting the neighborhoods
benefit, so I fixed anything I saw that could be done quickly—apartment buildings and
basketball courts, schools, what have you—and just let them know I’d be back if it was
going to take more time. So Gotham is already much better off than it was yesterday,
with more improvements to come, at a cost to nobody. I figured that would make you
happy—Joker thinks it will make you happy and that made him miserable, so…”
“I see,” Batman said, forcing a smile.
“I’ll also be back tonight, and every night this week, to help with the street crime and
whatever comes up. That should help you catch up after the time you’ve lost on all
this.”
“What about Metropolis? Don’t you have just as much catching up to do there?”
Batman asked.
“I can do both,” Clark winked. “I’m Superman.”

Superman’s final act of sticking it Joker by making Batman happy was perhaps the
most diabolical. Having flown Batman back to Gotham, he returned to Arkham
Asylum where, having captured the Joker personally, he expressed a natural curiosity
about his cell and all the security measures in place to keep him there. The Arkham
staff, star struck and eager to impress, gave him a complete tour. They naturally drew
attention to everything they did right, and hurriedly did all they could to fix anything
that was less-than-perfect before it could be noticed.
“It’s not a permanent improvement,” Clark said modestly when he returned to the
manor. “But I’m cautiously optimistic that they’ll be running at peak efficiency for a
couple of weeks anyway.”
Selina had insisted he come back to the house for a celebratory dinner, and Clark
could tell by the subtle glances at the window something was going to happen. After
the sun had set, the glances were directed at her watch instead. After about five
minutes, her manner changed.
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“I don’t want to rush you,” she said, ringing for Alfred to clear the plates, “but eh,
‘dessert’ is going to require some participation.” She beckoned with a playful finger,
opened the French doors and stepped out onto the terrace.
“This was Lois’s idea, with a little input from Richard Flay, Lucius Fox, Kyle and
Alfred. But you should consider it from all of us. From Humanity with love.” She
pointed to the sky. “Up.”
He looked quizzically, and she gestured in a shooing motion with her fingers. “Go.”
She urged. “Up.”
He looked back at Bruce who shrugged helplessly, and Clark looked down at Selina,
then up at the sky, and then took off.
“How far?” he called down.
“You’ll figure it out!” she yelled.
He rose, and saw Gotham glittering across the river, perhaps a bit darker than usual,
and then darker still… and darker still. He rose higher and saw that, the mild glow of
traffic was practically all that distinguished the city from the river from Bludhaven
beyond that—which was also suspiciously dark. Superman rose higher still and saw
all the cities and towns in North America, glittering like dim jewels beneath the clouds,
with spider webs of connecting light leading to surrounding areas. Some had no
spokes but gleamed like distant galaxies as the world rotated beneath him, he saw a
series of them suddenly glowing brighter. Gotham, Bludhaven, Philadelphia, Boston
that had all been so dark, were now gleaming like stars… More and more, clusters of
light joined them. He flew over the ocean, and saw Iceland… Greenland… Europe
pocked with miniature galaxies of light. Africa, not just the cities, but long lines like a
highway tracing the Nile and the Congo. Asia lit up next, and with it, a crackle from
his Justice League comm.
..:: Clark, I imagine you’ve gotten in the habit of tuning out ambient news since
SIEVE launched,::.. Batman predicted, ..::And you probably haven’t thought to listen in
now. Apparently, the first thing broadcast when reliable media connections were
restored was to ask people saved by Superman or who knew someone that was, to turn
on their lights tonight at… well, right now. This is how humanity sees Superman, and
how everyone who matters would like you to see us.::..
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